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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Existing wagon design
In the submitted report, the existing freight wagons are summarized. The wagons are divided based
on the letter marking according to the document relating to operation and transport management
Interoperability Directive 2015/995/EC. Some of the presented wagon types are already outdated,
but they were included in the report due to provision of a complex summary. The main focus is put
on the covered and tank wagons, which are analysed in more details in the report.
Existing braking designs and technologies
This document is focused upon the state of the art of the brake of freight railway wagons with regard
to the freight wagon brake design and used brake systems in the operation of rolling stock.
Running gear and wheelsets
The present document aims to be used for the composition of the compilation of state of the art and
relevant research activities, which is the target of Task 4.1. This task belongs to the WP4 of the
European Project FR8RAIL, for the development of functional requirements for sustainable and
attractive European rail freight.
Since the beginning of railways, it has been a main mode of transportation for bulk goods and the
railway running gear have been designed corresponding to the infrastructure requirements in various
parts of the world. Chapter 0 starts with a brief description of background for the operation of freight
vehicles in the European market today. The general principles concerning the running behaviour of
the freight vehicle is further discussed in the succeeding section. Standard freight running gear in
the European market is then introduced along with some examples and challenges in the present
scenario. Further, some non-conventional bogie designs and their impact on the running behaviour
on the vehicle are discussed citing some examples.
Chapter 5 describe the existing system limitations and possible ways of development as stated by
actual legislation governing railway system in European Union and names existing interfaces
between existing subsystems and technical limits implied from these relations.
Chapter 6 delves deep into one of the constituents of the running gear, wheelsets along with other
bogie components including braking devices and axle boxes. Production processes and the Life
Cycle Costs of the wheelsets are discussed in further sections.
Chapter 7 focusses on the assessment of wheel and track deterioration. Various models describing
Wheel wear and Rolling Contact Fatigue (RCF) are discussed. Further, track defects such as squats
are studied. The geometric deterioration of track and fatigue of track components are discussed with
the current mathematical models used to predict the same.
Chapter 8 explores previous work done in previous EU-projects within the domain of work being
carried out in FR8RAIL. The chapter is followed by some conclusive recommendations w.r.t the
course of work to be undertaken in the current project.
Aerodynamics
In the present report the state of the art of aerodynamics of freight trains will be described and
summarized. The document should be regarded as preliminary status report, which will be finalized
as part of the Deliverable D4.2 Optimized acoustic and aerodynamic characteristics.
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After a short introduction in Chapter 1, some general considerations about freight train aerodynamics
will be provided in section 10. The contribution of the aerodynamic drag to the overall energy costs
was calculated to be 50% at a velocity of 100 km/h, for realistic scenarios and velocity profiles this
value reduces down to 32%, depending on the method of calculating the values.
In the next section the different aspects of freight train aerodynamics will be described in more detail.
This includes the influence of the train head and tail shape on the drag coefficient (section 10.1). A
major conclusion from this section is that fairings at the rear end of the train-set are only suitable for
shorter freight trains or in the case of aerodynamically optimized wagons (smooth outer walls, short
inter-car gaps, optimized position in the train assembly, etc.).
A detailed description of the influence of the wagon type will be given in section 10.2. Here the
biggest potential for an efficient reduction of the aerodynamic drag can be identified; in the case of
a streamlined freight wagon with smooth walls and by using bogie fairings, a reduction in the air
resistance of 10-50% can possibly be achieved.
Section 10.3 deals with the influence of the inter-car gaps. There are several studies about the
potential of optimized and ordered train-sets for reducing the drag and therewith the energy
consumption. With a smaller distance between the cars, the flow around the car interacts less with
the gap flow (stable vortex) in the inter-car gap. As a result, the entire freight train is effectively a
single body, which reduces the air resistance (wind shadow effect).
Sections 10.4 and 10.5 are dealing with the loading condition and the train set. The optimization of
the loading state of today's freight trains can reduce the aerodynamic drag by up to 50%. Naturally,
this optimization effort is associated with time and costs. These could, however, be offset by the
saved energy costs and would be sensible from the environmental point of view. The
aerodynamically most favourable car configuration (i.e. a similar cross-section, short carriage
transition, smooth exterior walls) should be coupled directly behind the locomotive (s). Then the cars
with higher drag coefficient and finally the unloaded flat cars should be coupled. Of course, if
possible, all unloaded wagons should be uncoupled.
The wagon design itself is addressed again in section 10.6, dealing with objects and installations
mounted on the wagon. In order to get a realistic estimation of the aerodynamic drag and its
contribution to the overall energy consumption, the train velocity together with the wind conditions
must be addressed. This is done in chapter 10.7, 10.8 and 10.9 including the special case of tunnel
passing and crossings.
Noise and Sound & Vibration of Freight Trains
The here presented report focuses on the state of the art of the existing technical possibilities for a
reduced noise emission of freight wagons in terms of wagon design criteria. The rolling noise cannot
be considered without taking into account the condition of the rail as well. Therefore parts of the here
reported state of the art are describing previous findings on rail noise. A large number of results from
the evaluation of technical measures for the reduction of freight train noise are available from
previous national and European research projects. As one can see from the various previous
projects dealing with noise and vibration of freight wagons, it is not a lack of knowledge about the
physical mechanisms or missing technical options, making freight wagons as loud and noisy as they
are today. It should be noted that there are several existing state of the art reports about railway
noise in general and the reduction of noise caused by freight-trains available. Instead of duplicating
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work, this part of the report will mainly list and summarize the basic noise mechanisms and results
from previous projects.
Finally, in this report, a problem of rolling stock noise in comparison with other types of transportation
is presented. The planned reduction of the noise level limits in the railway transportation is set in
large steps. It is possible to fulfil these steps towards noise reduction only after joint efforts and
cooperation between the rolling stock manufacturers and the infrastructure.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
Abbreviation

Description

5L

“Low-noise”, “Lightweight”, “Long-running”, “Logistics capable” and “LCCoriented”

BMBF

Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung (German Federal Ministy for
Education and Research)

DB

Deutsche Bahn (German Railways)

EC

European Commission

ECCM

European Common Criteria for Maintenance

EN

Europäische Norm (European Standard)

ERA

European Railway Agency

ERRI

European Railway Research Institute

ESFA

European Standard Freight Axle

EUAR

Railway Agency of European Union (former ERA)

EVIC

European Visual Inspection Catalogue

EWT

European Wheelset Traceability

GCU

General Contract of Use for Wagons (GCU) - a multilateral contract based on
the international convention COTIF 1999

GHH

Gutehoffnungshütte GmbH

JSG

Joint Sector Group Task Force in Freight Wagon Maintenance

K (brake
blocks)

Composite

LCC

Life cycle costs

LL (brake
blocks)

Low noise, low friction

LZarG

Leiser Zug auf realem Gleis (German Project “Silent train on real track”)

MBD

Multi-Body-Dynamics

MT

Magnetic particle testing

NDT

Non-destructive testing

ÖBB

Österreichische Bundesbahnen (Austrian Railways)

ORE

Office de recherches et d'essais (Former research office of UIC)

OTIF

Intergovernmental Organisation for International Carriages by Rail

PKP

Polskie Koleje Panstwowe (Polish Railways)

RAMS

Reliability, Availability, Maintainability, Safety

RCF

Rolling Contact Fatigue

RIV

Regolamento Internazionale Veicoli (ital)-International Wagon Regulation
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SBB

Schweizerische Bundesbahnen (Swiss Railways)

SNCB

Société Nationale des Chemins de fer Belges (Belgian Railways)

SNCF

Société Nationale des Chemins de fer Français (French Railways)

TI

Trenitailia (Italian Railways)

TIS

Technischer Innovationskreis Schienengüterverkehr (Technical Innovation
Circle for Rail Freight Transport)

TSI

Technical Specification for Interoperability

TSI HS

TSI for high speed

TSI LOC &
PAS

TSI for locomotives and passenger coaches

UIC

Union International de Chemin de Fer – International Union of Railways

VPI

Verband der Güterwagenhalter in Deutschland, eV (Union of German freight
wagon maintainers)

VT

Visual testing

WEL

White Etching Layer

WP

Work Package
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1. INTRODUCTION
Existing wagon design
Selection of suitable means of transport with regard to transported commodity is a key element,
determining and underlying factor for provision of qualitative transportation service and satisfaction
of customer with services of s forwarder. A forwarder can provide very qualitative transport services
– he can be flexible, reliable, with good prices, etc., but a resulting quality of shipment of a cargo
from dispatch point to a destination point will always depend upon selection of a suitable means of
transport – railway wagon. Transport of wagon shipments can be performed in the individual wagons,
compact trains or logistic trains with “just in time” delivery of a cargo. According to a type of
transported cargo, the wagons are divided into several groups. Classification of wagons into the
groups is very often done subjectively by various manufacturer of rolling stock. The Interoperability
Directive 2015/995/EC, which relates to operation and control of transport, expressly deals with letter
marking of the wagons. For the purpose of this report, we shall divide the wagons into the following
groups:


Covered wagons



Flat and low-sided wagons



Tank wagons



Wagons of special construction



High-sided and discharging wagons



Refrigerating and isothermal wagons

Existing braking designs and technologies
This document is focused upon the state of the art of the brake of freight railway wagons with regard
to the freight wagon brake design and used brake systems in the operation of rolling stock.
Running gear and wheelsets
Freight vehicle running gear has gone through many stages of development over the years. Efforts
have been taken repeatedly to standardize running gear in the European Union to suit for varying
markets and operating conditions. With increasing demands from the freight operators regarding
payload, operating speeds, noise, maintenance of infrastructure among various parameters, there
remains a good scope for improvement in the design of the running gear and its constituents. Various
studies [1], [2], [3] have been undertaken to investigate the running behaviour of different running
gear designs in the past along with its strengths and shortcomings. Drawing from the literature, the
present report puts forward a compilation of outcomes that came out of the investigations. Designs
that are mainly run in the European Union and their variants are presented alongside designs that
have found popularity elsewhere. The report also includes standards that specify the running gear
parameters and the indicators to consider while designing the running gear.
Aerodynamics
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There exists a long history of research in the field of aerodynamics of rail vehicles [4] [5] [6]. But the
research was mainly focused on passenger and high-speed trains; only very view literature exists
about the aerodynamic of freight trains. On reason for this might be the fact that the average speed
of freight trains is very slow in comparison to passenger trains. Therefore the aerodynamic drag has
never been in the focus during the design-process of freight-wagons. If there has been any research
dealing with the air resistance of freight trains, then this investigations were mainly focused on the
optimization of the train in terms of how the wagon positioning can be optimized in order to reduce
the drag. The present report will summarize the results of previous investigations and findings in the
literature. This report identifies approaches for increasing energy efficiency with regard to the
aerodynamic optimization of freight trains and assesses them in terms of potential savings and
feasibility. In addition, further recommendations are being prepared for a deepening.
Noise and Sound & Vibration of Freight Trains
The Technical Specifications for Interoperability TSI Noise: 2006 [7] for conventional rail transport
have been introduced to harmonize European rail transport, but also to reduce rail traffic noise. For
the first time, these establish uniform noise limits for the approval of new trains or for converted or
modernized vehicles and thus actively contribute to the protection against noise pollution. In the field
of conventional vehicles, TSI noise: 2006 (2006/66/EC) was introduced and revised (TSI noise: 2011
(2011/229 / EU)). However, the burden on the population is still a major environmental problem due
to rail traffic noise. Rail traffic noise is the Achilles heap of otherwise environmentally friendly rail
traffic. However, the railways compete with other modes of transport such as road or air. Significant
additional costs only for the railway sector reduce the competitiveness of railways and do not
necessarily lead to a lower environmental impact. Various arguments speak for and against the
reduction of limit values. Overall, however, it is undisputed that, in particular, loud vehicles, which do
not correspond to the state of the art, expose the environment and residents to noise emissions. In
order to reduce the noise emission, a reduction in the sound emissions of rail vehicles adapted to
the state of the art should therefore be carried out. This ensures that
• Vehicles with very high noise emission, which do not correspond to the state of the art, are no
longer permissible and disappear gradually from the market.
• The new limit values are technically achievable (by the state of the art).
• The new limit values can also be realized under competitive conditions.
This report is concerned with the determination of the status of the noise reduction measures of
European freight rail vehicles. Sound emissions from rail vehicles in general can be distinguished
from rolling noise and generator noise. Only for high speeds (v> 250 km/h) additional aero-acoustic
noise can be relevant.
In the case of rolling noise, the complex interaction between wheel and track with superstructure is
important. The roughness of the wheel and the rail surface excites the wheel and rail to vibrate. This
causes oscillation of the wheel and the rail. The magnitude of the vibrations depends on the
mechanical properties of both systems. The dynamic stiffness (e.g. impedance) of the subsystems
and their attenuations have a great influence. The vibrations are ultimately emitted as sound. The
distribution of sound radiation to the wheel and rail subsystems depends on the design of the wheel
and the track, and the sound radiation of the wheel and the rail is often the same. With regard to the
effectiveness of retrofit measures which as a rule affect only one subsystem, this means that their
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effect is limited. Proven and effective retrofit measures for conventional rail vehicles and their
reductions are:
• Optimization of the wheel geometry: reduction approx. 0 - 1 dB
• Wheel absorbers: reduction approx. 1 - 2 dB
• Fairings: reduction approx. 1 dB
A reduction of the rolling noise of existing wagons is achievable with proven technologies, the
achievable noise reductions are between 2 dB and 4 dB. Unlike in the case of rolling noise, the
sound emissions of the vehicle power units and generators dominate in case the freight train is
stopped or start to accelerate. Depending on the type of vehicle and the operating condition (starting
or stationary), different vehicle assemblies can be relevant for the sound emission. The aggregate
noise can be significantly reduced by means of acoustic measures, which are usually carried out
within the framework of an acoustical management, which is initiated in an early construction phase
and carried out during the project. Numerous proven measures exist for this.
The noise level and the acceleration noise of rail vehicles can be significantly reduced with the
practical concepts. Numerous quiet vehicles available on the market make this clear.

2. EXISTING WAGON DESIGNS
2.1 DESCRIPTION OF ACTUAL LEGISLATION AND
TECHNICAL STANDARDS
The governing railway technical legislation is based on Interoperability Directive 2008/57/EC which
is going to be replaced by new Interoperability Directive (EU) 2016/797 in year 2018. This directive
together with new Safety Directive support the Technical Pillar of the 3. Railway Package. Detailed
technical specifications – TSIs have roots in these directives. The Interoperability Directive states
that subsystem can be placed into operation, or placed on the market only if the assessment of
compliance with applicable TSIs is granted by appropriate assessment body. In a domain of freight
wagons the basic requirements are stated in TSI WAG. TSIs are considered as a law, including
referenced standards in TSIs. Other standards are according to “new approach” considered as
voluntary.
As a basic approach, each TSI should be reassessed within 3 years. There exists a new working
document for upgrading of actual applicable TSI WAG. In this document there are placed some
modifications enabling widening scope of TSI and technical development as well.
Due to historical reasons the WAG TSI contain the “core part” stating measures and parameters
which are necessary for interoperability and the “voluntary part” placed in Appendix C “Additional
optional conditions” [8]. These conditions make enable the wagons to be built up according to core
part of TSI and to be compatible with existing operation system of railways grouped in GCU at the
same time.
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2.2 DIVISION OF WAGONS
From the beginnings of railways, a freight transport was the most significant income source. Basic
production unit of this field of railways is a freight wagon. Let´s focus upon its design. In the Figure
1 a scheme of basic design arrangement of a freight wagon is displayed.

Figure 1: Scheme of design arrangement of freight wagon

With regard to the shape of the wagon body, we can divides wagons into covered, flat and low-sided
wagons, tank wagons, wagons of special construction, high-sided and discharging and refrigerating
wagons. For easy and precise identification, freight wagons are marked with necessary inscriptions.
Numerical and letter marking of freight wagons is unified for all railways that are members of UIC
and OSZD, and it is defined with regard to their application in operation.
Uniform letter wagon marking consists of:
- capital letter, so called basic type designation, that characterises type of wagon
- lower case letters, so called additional letter type designation, according to which it is possible to
determine basic operational and technical characteristic of a freight wagon with regard to its
application.
For all basic types, the following uniform designation applies:
- “s“ capable for speed up to 100 km/h
- “ss“ capable for speed up to 120 km/h
meaning of the letter marking of wagons for the individual wagon types is defined in the Commission
decision on technical specification of interoperability related to the subsystem “Operation and
management of transport” of the trans-European conventional railway network - Interoperability
Directive 2015/995/EC.
After their classification into the individual groups, it will look like as follows.
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Covered wagons
Wagons that belong to this category are marked with the following letters:
G covered wagon of standard construction
H covered wagon of special construction
Flat and low-sided wagons
Wagons that belong to this category are marked with the following letters:
K Flat 2-axle wagon of standard construction with low foldable walls and with short stanchions
O Flat and open wagon of standard construction with low foldable walls and with stanchions, 2- and
3-axle wagon
R Flat bogie wagon of standard construction with foldable end walls and stanchions
L Flat wagon of special construction with independent axles
S Flat bogie wagon of special construction
Also wagons Shimmns belong to this category. These wagons are equipped with the tarpaulin arcs
and with a tarpaulin. Many railwaymen incorrectly consider these wagons to be covered wagons.
Tank wagons
The tank wagons are marked with the letter:
Z tank wagon
Wagons of special construction
Wagons belonging to this category are marked with the letter U, unless they are classified into the
wagon types F, H, L, S, Z.
High sided and discharging wagons
Wagons belonging to this category are marked with the letters:
E open high-sided wagon of standard construction, with flat floor, with a possibility of lateral or front
tilting
F open wagon of special construction
T wagon with opening roof
Refrigerating and isothermal wagons
Wagons belonging to this category are marked with the letters:
I Refrigerating and isothermal wagons
The letter marking of special wagons is described in more details in the standard EN 14033-1
„Railways – Track – Technical requirements for track building and maintenance vehicles.

2.3 COVERED WAGONS
The covered wagons with sliding walls are suitable for transportation of cargo sensitive to weather
conditions, and for transportation of cargo placed in pallets, and they create a significant part of
wagon fleet in Europe.
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Tatravagónka, a.s Poprad, as a manufacturer of freight wagons, manufactured and still
manufactures this wagon types in cooperation with manufacturers and suppliers of aluminium sliding
walls and mechanisms (e.g. DB Niesky, Greenbrier Swidnica).
Side walls of covered wagons are made of aluminium alloys and it is expected that they will be
developed, manufactured and supplied in cooperation with one of the reputable suppliers with regard
to the market requirement for 100% tightness.
The wagon shall meet current and expected needs of operators, and it shall be competitive at the
international level, and it shall meet the conditions for interoperability, safety and operation on the
European tracks – in accordance with the applicable regulations of TSI, UIC, RIV (AVV), ERRI and
EN.

Summary of existing wagons
In the following figure, there are shown the basic dimensional parameters of a covered wagon. In
development of a new covered wagon, it is necessary to focus upon comparison and evaluation of
basic parameters and properties of existing wagons, used systems for control of sliding walls, design
execution of roof beams, central portals, provision of tightness of sliding walls and also upon
experience from operation of these wagons. At the same time, it is necessary to consider the existing
patents and improvements of the state of the art.

Figure 2: Basic dimensional parameters of covered wagons
Summary of wagons specified in the following table is not complete and it is focused almost entirely
on the European manufacturers and upon wagons with normal track gauge of 1435mm. Maximal
speed on these wagons in empty condition is mostly 120 km/h and in loaded condition it is mostly
100 km/h.
Table 1: Comparison of basic parameters of covered wagons with sliding side walls made
of Al-alloys
No.

Parameter
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19.
20.
21.

Weight of empty wagon – with partition
walls
Weight of empty wagon – without
partition walls
Axle load of loaded wagon
Max. weight of loaded wagon
Max. weight of load – with partition walls
Max. weight of load – without partition
walls
Wagon length over buffers - Ln
Wagon length over headstocks - Lc
Distance between bogie pivots - Lg
Length of overhang - Lp
Loading length - with partition walls - L2
Loading length - without partition walls L1
Loading width - B (B1)
Loading height – below roof beam - H
(H1)
Loading opening between end wall and
portal - L3
Width of central portal - L4
Loading volume – without partition walls
(with partition walls)
Loading area – without partition walls
(with partition walls)
Floor height (empty wagon) - Hp
Curve (no limitation)
Curve (with limitation)

22.

Ferry boat – boarding angle

23.
24.
25.

Bogie
Brake
Mode

26.

Buffers

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

27.
28.

29.
30.

- head
Number of partition walls
Loading capacities – without partition
walls (with partition walls)
- industrial pallets (1200x1000)
- EURO-pallets flat (1200x800)
Tightening
Year

t

32

28,5

27,3

t

30

26,5

26

t
t
t

22,5
90
58

22,5
90
61,5

22,5
90
62,7

t

60

63,5

64

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

24 130
22 890
18 590
2 150
-

23 264
22 024
17 724
2 150
21 260

23 270
22 030
17 730
2 150
21 550

mm

22 860

22 000

22 006

mm

2 740

2 840

2 840

mm

2 800

2 800

2 800

mm

11 290

10 808

10 813

mm

280

384

380

m3

164

167,2

166

m2

62,5

62,48

61,6

mm
m
m
/
m
kJcat
mm
pcs

1200
R 150
R 60
2 30 /
R150
Y25Lsd1
S

1 202
R 60
R 35
2 30 /
R150
Y25Lsd1
KE-GP-A
S

1 200
R 60
R 35
2 30 /
R150
Y25Ls(s)d1
KE-GP-A
SS

pcs
pcs

min. 8

63
-

70 – C

70 – C

550x340
8

550x340
5

42 (42)
63 (54)
rubber
2001

42 (42)
63 (61)
rubber
2000

Table 1 continued
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No.

Parameter

Unit

Habbi(ll)nss Habbi(ll)nss
STUDÉNKA
AD Tranz

19.
20.
21.

Weight of empty wagon – with partition
walls
Weight of empty wagon – without
partition walls
Axle load of loaded wagon
Max. weight of loaded wagon
Max. weight of load – with partition walls
Max. weight of load – without partition
walls
Wagon length over buffers - Ln
Wagon length over headstocks - Lc
Distance between bogie pivots - Lg
Length of overhang - Lp
Loading length - with partition walls - L2
Loading length - without partition walls L1
Loading width - B (B1)
Loading height – below roof beam - H
(H1)
Loading opening between end wall and
portal - L3
Width of central portal - L4
Loading volume – without partition walls
(with partition walls)
Loading area – without partition walls
(with partition walls)
Floor height (empty wagon) - Hp
Curve (no limitation)
Curve (with limitation)

22.

Ferry boat – boarding angle

23.

Bogie

-

Y25Ls(s)d1

24.
25.

Brake
Mode

DK-GP-A
SS

26.

Buffers

kJcat
mm

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

- head
27.
28.

Number of partition walls

Habbins
ALSTOM

t

31

31,8

t

29,5

29,7

27

t
t
t

22,5
90
59

22,5
90
58

22,5
90
-

t

60,5

60

63

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

24 130
22 890
18 590
2 150
21 800

24 130
22 890
18 590
2 150
21 800

23 240
22 000
17 700
2 150
-

mm

22 866

22 866

21 980

mm

2 810

2 740

2 780

mm

2 800

2 355

3 190 - G2

mm

11 318

11 319

mm

230

m3

169,5

230
165,6
(159,8)

m2

64,3

62,5 (60,5)

mm
m
m
/
m

1200
R 150
R 60
2 30 /
R150

1200
-

pcs

-

KE-GP-A
SS

30 – A

-

550x340

-

8

8

181 G2
61
1192
R 35
DB655,
656
KE-GP-A
S
59 t
550x340
-

Loading capacities – without partition
walls (with partition walls)
- industrial pallets (1200x1000)
- EURO-pallets flat (1200x800)
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29.
30.

Tightening
Year

labyrinth
1997

1997

1991

Table 1 continued
No.

Parameter

Unit

19.
20.
21.

Weight of empty wagon – with
partition walls
Weight of empty wagon – without
partition walls
Axle load of loaded wagon
Max. weight of loaded wagon
Max. weight of load – with partition
walls
Max. weight of load – without
partition walls
Wagon length over buffers - Ln
Wagon length over headstocks - Lc
Distance between bogie pivots - Lg
Length of overhang - Lp
Loading length - with partition walls
- L2
Loading length - without partition
walls - L1
Loading width - B (B1)
Loading height – below roof beam H (H1)
Loading opening between end wall
and portal - L3
Width of central portal - L4
Loading volume – without partition
walls (with partition walls)
Loading area – without partition
walls (with partition walls)
Floor height (empty wagon) - Hp
Curve (no limitation)
Curve (with limitation)

22.

Ferry boat – boarding angle

/m

23.

Bogie

-

24.
25.
26.

Brake
Mode
Buffers
- head
Number of partition walls

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

27.

FR8-WP4-D-AC2-022-03

Habbins
Habis
Habbins
TALBOT GREENBRIER BT NIESKY

t

-

-

-

t

29

30,5

27,3

t
t

22,5
90

20
80

25
100

t

-

-

-

t

61

49,5

72,7

mm
mm
mm
mm

23 240
22 000
17 700
2 150

24 140
22 900
18 600
2 150

23 264
22 024
17 724
2 150

mm

-

-

-

mm

21 980

21 986

22 000

mm

2 780

2 740

2 840

mm

2 800

3 365 - G2

2 800

mm

-

mm

-

m3

158,7

m2

61,1

60,2

62,48

1200
R 35

970

1202
R 60
R 35
2 30 /
R150
(Y25LLsd)
(DRRS)
KE-GP-A
S (SS)
70 – C
550x340
-

mm
m
m

-

(Y25Lsd1)
S
kJ-cat
mm
pcs
-
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28.

29.
30.

Loading capacities – without
partition walls (with partition walls)
- industrial pallets (1200x1000)
- EURO-pallets flat (1200x800)
Tightening
Year

pcs
pcs

42
54
labyrinth
?

1986

42
63
labyrinth
2000

Habins
TALGO

Habii(ll)ns
GREENBRIER

Table 1 continued
No.

Parameter

Unit

19.
20.
21.

Weight of empty wagon – with
partition walls
Weight of empty wagon –
without partition walls
Axle load of loaded wagon
Max. weight of loaded wagon
Max. weight of load – with
partition walls
Max. weight of load – without
partition walls
Wagon length over buffers - Ln
Wagon length over headstocks Lc
Distance between bogie pivots Lg
Length of overhang - Lp
Loading length - with partition
walls - L2
Loading length - without
partition walls - L1
Loading width - B (B1)
Loading height – below roof
beam - H (H1)
Loading opening between end
wall and portal - L3
Width of central portal - L4
Loading volume – without
partition walls (with partition
walls)
Loading area – without partition
walls (with partition walls)
Floor height (empty wagon) - Hp
Curve (no limitation)
Curve (with limitation)

22.

Ferry boat – boarding angle

/m

23.
24.

Bogie
Brake

-

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

FR8-WP4-D-AC2-022-03

t

-

-

t

26

26,5

t
t

25
100

25
100

t

-

-

t

74

73,5

mm

23 240

23 350

mm

22 000

22 020

mm

17 700

17 720

mm

2 150

2 150

mm

-

-

mm

21 980

22 000

mm

2 840

2 840

mm

2 890 - GB

2 800

mm

10 810

10 820

mm

360

360

m3

174,7 -GB

167,8

m2

62

62,5

mm
m
m
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25.
26.
27.
28.

29.
30.

Mode
Buffers
- head
Number of partition walls
Loading capacities – without
partition walls (with partition
walls)
- industrial pallets (1200x1000)
- EURO-pallets flat (1200x800)
Tightening
Year

kJ-cat
mm
pcs

pcs
pcs

S
-

S
L
550x340
-

42
63

42
63

2000

2009

Analysis of selected parameters of wagons with sliding walls
There are stronger or weaker relations between the individual wagon parameters, on the basis of
Table 1, in which parameters of selected existing wagons are specified, an analysis of relations
between some selected wagon parameters was performed.
Results of the analysis are influenced by narrow selection of wagons, and also by narrow interval of
lengths of the wagons grouped into two length groups (7 wagons with length over buffers of
approximately 23,3 m and 4 wagons with length of approximately 24,1 m).
In each graph specified below, a formula for regression line related to parameters specified on the
axes of the corresponding graph is shown. Results of this analysis could provide a certain orientation
for selection of parameters for newly designed wagons and for assessment of development of these
parameters.
Relation between weight of empty wagon (without partition walls) and length over buffers
It is clear that weight of an empty wagon (m) will have a tendency to rise with increasing wagon
length (Ln). graphic display of the empty weight parameter related to length over buffers is shown in
the following Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Relation between weight of empty wagon and length over buffers
From the graph, it is clear that the parameter values are grouped into two areas, whereby the
parameter of one of the wagons (Habbins – Talbot) significantly differs from the others in negative
direction. If the empty weight parameters of newly designed wagons should be progressive, they
should appear under the regressive line as low as possible.
Relation between weight of empty wagon (without partition walls) and loading volume
Display of relation between the weight parameter and the loading volume (LO) is shown in the
following figure. From the graph, it is clear that there is only a very low (practically no) relation
between these two parameters. We shall mention that points in the graph marked as G2 and GB
belong to wagons with greater gauge in comparison with other wagons (G1). These are the wagons
Habbins (ALSTOM), Habis (Greenbrier) and Habins (TALGO).
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Figure 4: Relation between weight of empty wagon and loading volume
Relation between loading volume (without partition walls) and length over buffers
It can be expected that the size of the loading volume will rise with increasing wagon length. Results
of the analysis of this parameter are shown in the next two figures.
In the first figure, parameters of the whole set of 11 assessed wagons are shown. It is clear that
parameters of three wagons, which are suitable for greater gauge than G1, differs from relatively
cantered positions of this parameter for other wagons. Therefore, a further analysis was performed,
in which these three wagons were not included. Results of this second analysis are shown in the
second of the following figures.
It is clear that after their rejection, i.e. after “homogenization” of assessed wagons suitable only for
G1 gauge, the parameter of loading volume has only a small dispersion. But it is also clear that
enlargement of the loading volume related to enlargement of the wagon length is only insignificant.
Probably, it is caused by the fact that for longer wagons the loading width is reduced as resulting
from further analysis. In this case, the parameter of a modern wagon should be shown above the
regression line.
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Figure 5: Relation between loading volume and length over buffers

Figure 6: Relation between loading volume and length over buffers, without G2 & GB
wagons
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Relation between loading width and length over buffers
It is clear that the size of the loading width (B) should be reduced with the increasing wagon length,
in order to meet the gauge requirement. The result of analysis of this parameter is shown in the
following figure.

Figure 7: Relation between loading width and length over buffers
From the figure it is clear that display of position of this parameter in the given coordinates is
considerably dispersed, even if there is a clear tendency of reduction of the loading width with growth
of wagon length. In this case, the better parameter of loading width, the higher position above the
regression line. We shall mention, that fusion of some points in the graph occurred (several wagons
have identical loading width with the identical length over buffers).
Concept of the wagon and its basic design parts
From the above specified comparison, it is clear that a new covered wagon shall be designed so that
it meets mainly the following requirements:
-

Small weight (under 27 t) and max. loading weight
Max. loading parameters (max. loading length, width and height)
Axle load 22,5 t
Simple, safe and reliable manipulation with the sliding walls and partition walls
Reliable securing of cargo in longitudinal and lateral direction
Good accessibility of handling devices (crane, fork lift) during loading and unloading of cargo
Safe sealing of interior in order to avoid damage of cargo caused by dust and weather
conditions.

2.4 FLAT AND LOW-SIDED WAGONS
Flat and low-sided wagons represent the widest group of freight wagons. They are designed for
transportation of great range of cargo. Long elements, bars, rolled steel bands, timber and other flat
materials, bulk substances, containers and swap bodies, cars, etc.
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Summary of K type wagons
The K type is a group of flat wagons, whereby they are wagons of basic type, which contains mostly
end walls, side walls (foldable or detachable in parts) and stanchions (also foldable or detachable).
Application of these wagons is very wide; they can transport a different cargo that does not require
a protection against weather. Some of them are shown in the following figures.

Figure 8: Ks, Kbs – flat 2-axle wagon of standard construction with low side-walls and long
stanchions
The wagon is designed for transportation of piece cargo and bulky long objects, transport of which
does not require a covered area and protection against weather conditions.

Figure 9: Kbkks – flat 2-axle wagon of standard construction with foldable low side-walls
The wagon is designed for transportation of long objects, road vehicles, agricultural machines, etc.

Figure 10: Kbkks – flat 2-axle wagon with 4 front stanchions
The wagon is designed for transportation of 40 feet ISO containers of type 1 A, 1 AA and 1 AAA.
Also 45 feet large container can be transported on the wagon.
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Summary of R type wagons
Wagons of type R are flat wagons with low side-walls that are foldable or detachable. Stanchions
are used for fixation of cargo. These stanchions can also be foldable or detachable. These wagons
are versatile; they are used for transport of timber, bars, rails, bulky piece cargo that does not require
a protection against weather, road vehicles, etc. Some of the wagons are equipped with movable
tarpaulin cover. Some of them are shown in the following figures.

Figure 11: Rilhs, Rilns – Flat 4-axle wagon with firm end walls and movable tarpaulin cover
The wagon is designed for transportation of bulky piece cargo, long objects, products of machine,
metallurgical, wood and building industry that need to be protected against weather conditions,
damage or against thievery. Transported material can be located between adjustable stanchions
installed in the floor.

Figure 12: Rils – 4-axle wagon with firm end walls and tarpaulin roof and adjustable
stanchions
The wagon has a device for automatic stretching of tarpaulin. This device secures a stable loading
height also in opened condition. The wagon has 17 pairs of adjustable stanchions for securing of
cargo.

Figure 13: Res – Flat bogie wagon with low foldable side-walls and stanchions, designed for
transport of long and piece materials.
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Modification of stanchions resulted in greater strength of these stanchions and necessity to tie them
during loading was removed.

Railway wagons of L type
The group of L wagons consists of flat wagons of special construction with independent axles
designed mostly for transportation of containers, cars, and they can be also double-deck wagons.
Some of them are shown in the following figures.

Figure 14: Laas – segment wagon with side firm stanchions and automatic attachment
device is designed for transportation of timber and long objects

Railway wagons of S type
The S type wagons are bogie flat wagons of special construction, i.e. they are equipped for a certain
purpose, e.g. for transportation of long objects, pipes, for intermodal transport, sheet coils
(transverse seats), etc. Therefore, their construction is diverse. Some of them are shown in the
following figures.

Figure 15: Scmms – bogie flat bolster wagon for transportation of long objects such as
timber, rails, pre-fabricated elements

Figure 16: Sps – Wagon designed for transportation of timber and long objects.
Due to firm design and stanchion length, it is resistant during handling. It enables maximal utilization
of bearing capacity. Automatic attachment device eliminates a need for attachment of cargo by a
wire and it increase safety during operation.
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Figure 17: Smmps, Sammp - Flat 4-axle wagon of special construction
The wagon is designed for transportation of long objects, bulky piece cargo, wheel and tracked
vehicles.

Figure 18: Snps – Flat wagon with end walls designed for transportation of short or long
tree trunks or pipes of various length
The wagon is equipped with firm stanchions and automatic attachment device. Together with the
end walls, specified system is suitable for quick, effective and reliable loading.

Figure 19: Shimmns – covered 4-axle wagon with movable cover
The wagon is designed for transportation of sheet coils.
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2.5 TANK WAGONS
The tank wagons represent a significant part of wagon fleets – approximately 20%. The tank wagons
can be divided into three main groups:
- Wagons for transportation of light and heavy mineral oils and oil products;
- Wagons for transportation of compressed or liquefied gases;
- Wagons for transportation of chemical products.
Furthermore, the tank wagons have or do not have a thermal insulation, or they have or do not have
a device for heating of transported substance, they have or do not have a sun shield. They can also
differ in a method of filling and discharging of a tank and in corresponding devices (armatures). They
also differ in volume, dimensioned shell and head thicknesses, which depend upon defined internal
calculation and operational pressure, in tank material quality, in method of treatment of tank interior
surface, in accessories and in other details. These differences depend mainly upon type of
transported product, for which a wagon will be designated.
From the above specified, it is clear that in case of tank wagons variability of a tank and of its
accessories is a great issue, whereby the underframe, brake and wagon running gear can be more
or less similar.
Summary of existing wagons
In the next figure, a schematic display of a tank wagon with the main dimensions is shown. Basic
parameters of some tank wagons are summarized in the next Table.
For selection of parameters of a tank wagon, it is also necessary to consider parameters of currently
manufactured and used tank wagons, and also consider actual and expected future legislative and
market requirements.

Figure 20: Basic dimensions of tank wagons
L [m] – Length over buffers

Lc [m] - Tank length

m [t] – Wagon weight

Lr [m] – Franme length

D [m] – Tank diameter

M [t] – Loading weight

B [m] Distance between bogie pivots V [m3] – Tank volume

Table 2: Basic parameters of tank wagons
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Type

L
[m]

Lr [m]

B
[m]

Lc
[m]

D
[m]

V
[m3]

m [t]

M [t]

M/V
[t/m3]

Vmax
empty/

Note

loaded
[km/h]
Zacen
s 40

14,
4

13,16

9,36

12,0

2,1

40

23,0

90,0

2,25

-

Melted sulphur,
heating,
insulation, code
L4DH

Zacen
s 50

14,
94

13,7

9,9

-

2,3

50

23,8
5

66,1
5

1,323

-

Tank made of
stainless steel,
heating,
insulation, code
L10BH

Zacen
s 64

15,
24

14,0

10,2

13,3
6

2,52

64

24,0

66,0

1,031

120/

Tank with
internal
rubberizing,
code L10DH

Zacen
s 70

15,
24

14,0

13,2

2,65

Zans
93

16,
64

15,4

Zacen
s 79

16,
36

-

Zacns
95

17,
0

-

Zacen
s 79

16,
4

-

Zags
104

17,
16

-

Zags
110

18,
0

Zags
120

19,
4

10,2

100

70

25,6

64,4

0,92

120/
100

11,6

-

14,6
1

2,9

-

-

93

24,8

65,2

0,701

120/
100

78

27,0

63,0

0,808

120/
100

-

-

-

94,7

24,8

65,2

0,688

120/
100

26,1

63,9

0,809

120/

Light liquid
substances of
class 3, 5.1, 8,
9. code L4BH
Tank made of
carbon steel,
insulation,
heating, code
L4BH
Tank made of
carbon steel,
code L4BN

11,3
6

14,3
2

2,7

11,2
6

15,1
8

3,04

-

12,1
6

16,0
4

3,04

110

33,5

56,5

0,514

100

LPG (25 bar),
„crash“ buffers

-

13,5
6

17,4
4

3,04

120

34,8
5

55,1
5

0,460

100

LPG (25 bar),
„crash“buffers
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Type

L
[m]

Lr [m]

B
[m]

Lc
[m]

D
[m]

V
[m3]

m [t]

M [t]

M/V
[t/m3]

Vmax
empty/

Note

loaded
[km/h]
-

14,
1

-

9,36

11,5

2,4

50

21,5

68,5

1,370

-

Sodium
hydroxide,
insulation,
heating, code
L4BH

-

14,
4

-

9,36

12,2
7

2,55

60

21,0

69,0

1,150

-

Hydrogen
peroxide, code
L4DV

Zacen
s 38,5

14,
4

13,16

9,36

-

-

38,5

24,5

65,5

1,701

120/

Insulation,
heating, class
4.1 substances

Zacns
45

14,
4

-

Zacns
52

12,
5

11,26

Zagns
52,5

14,
07

12,77

Zacns
59

14,
4

13,16

Zacen
s 64

15,
8

14,56

Zacns
88

16,
45

15,21

Zagkk
s 108

18,
07

16,83

100
9,36

7,46

12,3
8

2,2

10,6

2,55

45

23,3

66,7

1,482

120/
100

52

22,0

68,0

1,308

120/
100

9,03

-

2,5

52,5

26,8

63,2

1,204

120/
100

9,36

12,5
5

2,5

10,7
6

-

-

11,4
1

13,9
4

2,9

12,2
3

16,2
3

3,0
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1,123
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100

64

28,9

61,1

0,955
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25,3

64,7

0,735

120/
100

108

41,4

48,6

0,450
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Type

L
[m]

Lr [m]

B
[m]

Lc
[m]

D
[m]

V
[m3]

m [t]

M [t]

M/V
[t/m3]

Vmax
empty/

Note

loaded
[km/h]
(butane, ISObutane, beten-1,
propene, ...)
449 R

16,
04

14,8

11,0

-

3,0

96

25,2

64,5

0,672

120

Light oil
products
(petrol), class
3a, 3b, 3c, 3d.

Zas
62

13,
54

12,3

8,5

-

2,7

62

23,5

66,5

1,073

120/

Light oil
products, bogie
RT 18-100
(diamond), Rmin
= 75 m.

Za(e)
s 70

14,
54

13,3

Zacns
95

17,
0

15,76

100

9,5

-

2,7

70

25,0

65,0

0,929

120/
100

11,4
6

14,9
3

-

95

24,5

65,5

0,689

120/

Insulation,
heating, light
and heavy oil
products, Rmin =
75 m.
Code L4BH

100

Specified summary of tank wagons is not complete, of course. It is focused almost entirely upon the
European manufacturers and upon wagons with normal track gauge.
Almost all tank wagons specified in the table have 120 km/h maximal speed in empty condition and
100 km/h in loaded condition. In all cases, the axle load is 22.5 t/. Of course, some older tank wagons
still used in some companies have maximal admissible axle load only of 20 t (exceptionally even
lower).
With small exceptions, all wagons specified in the table are equipped with Y25 bogies, in most cases
in version Y25 Lsd1. In exceptional cases, Diamond bogies are used. In the tank wagons that are
property of companies that operate or hire these wagons, also older “central European” bogies can
be found, and in new wagons also bogie of type BA 628 can be found.
In most cases, the wagons can negotiate a curve with 35 m radius. An exception to this are some
wagons of Turkish production (Railtur Wagon Industry and Transport Company), which can negotiate
a curve of minimal radius of 75 m. According to the requirement defined in UIC 573, tank wagons
shall be able to negotiate a curve with 35 m radius.
In basic parameters of 25 tank wagons specified in the table, certain relations between some
parameters van be found. These 25 wagons were divided into three groups according to the tank
design (standard wagons, wagons with thermal insulation and heating and wagons with greater
operational pressure, i.e. wagons designed for transportation of compressed gases). In the following
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figures, relations between length over buffers and tank volume and relations between wagon tare
and tank volume are shown.

Figure 21: Relation between length over buffers and tank volume for three basic groups of
tank wagons

Figure 22: Relation between wagon tare and tank volume for three basic groups of tank
wagons
In both cases, regression lines were assigned to points related to corresponding parameters in each
of three wagon groups. In case of relation between the length over buffers and the tank volume,
dispersion of parameters is relatively small. Significantly greater dispersion can be found in the
second case of relation between the wagon tare and the tank volume. Specified graphs can be used
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for estimation of “maturity” of newly designed construction of tank wagons. A point characterising
parameters of a modern wagon shall lie under the regression lines.
The tank volume is closely related to the type of transported substance, to their specific weight
respectively. In the following table, a column, in which a ratio of loading weight and the tank volume
is calculated (for calculation, a fact that it is not possible to an entire volume for filling of a tank was
not considered), was added. Data in this column can be used for approximate orientation about a
specific weight of a substance in order to use tank volume and loading weight. In case of substances
with greater specific weight, it is not possible to fully utilize the tank volume, and, on the other hand,
in case of substances with smaller specific weight, it is not possible to fully utilize the loading weight.
This needs to be considered when determining the tank volume. For basic information, specific
weights of some liquid substances are specified in the following table.

Table 3: Specific weight of some liquid substances
Substance

Specific weight

Substance

[t/m3]

Specific weight
[t/m3]

Acetophenone

1,033

Methanol

0,792

Acetone

0,790

Diesel

Allylalcohol

0,854

Olive oil

0,910

Aniline

1,022

Ricinus oil

0,960

Petrol

0,700 – 0,750

Turpentine oil

0,855

0,800 – 0,880

Benzene

0,877

Transformer oil

0,866

Butanol

0,810

Mercury

13,579

Cyclohexane

0,779

Pentanol

0,812

Ammonia (36%)

0,884

Petroleum

0,760 – 0,860

Diethyl ether

0,714

Beer

1,023 – 1,034

Ethanol

0,789

1-Propanol

Glycerol

1,261

Oil

Heptane

0,684

Melted sulphur

1,819

Hexane

0,659

Carbon disulphide

1,263

Chloroform

1,483

Carbon Tetrachloride

1,597

Hydrogen nitrate

1,527

Toluene

0,867

Formic acid

1,220

Water

0,998

Acetic acid

1,049

Sea water

1,024

Sulphur acid

1,840

Heavy water

1,105

Honey (18% of water)

1,417

Xylene

0,865
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The loading weight depends upon wagon tare and upon maximal axle load. According to UIC 573,
two axle loads are defined - 20 t/axle and 22.5 t/axle. Today, only 22.5t axle load is practically used
in current tank wagons (as can be seen in the table). It can be expected that this value will be
increased to 25t/axle in the future (similarly as in case of other freight wagons) – mainly for those
customers and operators that disposes of suitable tracks.

2.6 WAGONS OF SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION
Wagons of U type are wagons of special construction, which do not belong to any other wagon type,
therefore they are very diverse with regard to their design, but mostly they are deep-well wagons for
transportation of very heavy cargo, or wagons with vessels for transportation of freely loaded powder
substances with pressure discharging. Examples of some of them can be found in the following
figures.

Figure 23: Uadgs – Discharging 4-axle bogie wagon of special construction
The wagon is designed for transportation of loose materials, mainly grain with own gravity
discharging by means of discharging flaps installed in the side-walls of the wagon.

Figure 24: Upps – Discharging 2-axle wagon

Figure 25: Uaai – Special 8-axle bogie deep-well wagon
The wagon is designed for transportation of transformers and material that can be placed on cross
beams.
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Figure 26: Uaaik - 6-axle bogie deep-well wagon with 40 t bearing capacity
The wagon is designed for transportation of special bulky piece objects of great weight.

Figure 27: Uaais, Uaaikks - Special 8-axle bogie deep-well wagon
The wagon has lowered floor and has 55 t bearing capacity; it is designed for transportation of
extraordinary and vary large cargo.

Figure 28: Uaai - Special 10-axle bogie deep-well wagon
The wagon has 120 t bearing capacity; it is designed for transportation of special bulky piece cargo
of great weight.

2.7 HIGH-SIDED AND DISCHARGING WAGONS
The group of high-sided and discharging wagons consists of open high-sided wagons of standard
construction, with flat floor, with a possibility of lateral or front tilting, open wagons of special
construction and wagons with opening roof.

Railway wagons of E type
The E type wagons are wagons of standard construction. A body of open wagons of standard
construction consists of a firm floor, which can be made of wood, metal or of mixed material, high
side-walls and end walls. In most cases, doors are installed in the side-walls; the end walls can be
foldable. If it is necessary to protect cargo against weather conditions, a wagon can be covered with
a tarpaulin.
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Figure 29: Eanos, Eamos – Open 4-axle bogie high-sided wagon with firm end walls and
with front flaps
The wagon is designed for transportation of loose material and piece cargo.

Figure 30: Es – Open 2-axle high-sided wagon with front flaps
The wagon is designed for transportation of loose material and piece cargo.

Figure 31: Eas - Open high-sided wagon with front flaps
The wagon is designed for transportation of loose material and piece cargo that does not require a
covered space and protection against weather conditions.

Figure 32: Eaos - Open high-sided wagon with front flaps
The wagon is designed for transportation of loose material and piece cargo that does not require a
covered space and protection against weather conditions
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Railway wagons of F type
The wagons of F type are mostly discharging wagons, whereby the method of discharging is
contained in the wagon marking. Here belong also wagons that do not have a firm floor, and they
are special for example due to tilting loading area. Some examples are shown in the following figures.

Figure 33: Falls – Open 4-axle bogie wagon of special construction with manual or
pneumatic control of discharging flaps
The wagon is designed for transportation of coal, coke and slag. Design of the freight wagon enables
double-sided gravity discharging.

Figure 34: Faccs – Open 4-axle bogie wagon of special construction
The wagon is designed for transportation of loose materials, mainly sand, limestone, gravel, etc.

Figure 35: Faccpps – Discharging 4-axle wagon
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High-sided 4-axle open wagon with a device for controlled discharging of transported material and
for pouring gravel around track rails. The wagon is designed for transportation of sand and gravel.

Railway wagons of T type
The group of T type wagons consists of wagons with scrolling, foldable, tilting or moving roof. Some
examples are shown in the following figures.

Figure 36: Tams - High-sided covered 4-axle wagon with movable tarpaulin roof and with
metal floor
The wagon is designed for transportation of piece, palletized and freely loaded cargo that requires a
protection against weather conditions.

Figure 37: Taes - Covered 4-axle wagon with movable tarpaulin roof
The wagon is designed for transportation of piece and palletized that requires a protection against
weather conditions.

Figure 38: Tdgns – Discharging 2-axle wagon of special construction with tilting roof
The wagon is designed for transportation of grain, cereals, legume, etc.
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2.8 REFRIGERATING AND ISOTHERMAL WAGONS
With regard to type, we can divide these wagons into three groups:
1. Isothermal wagons
The wagons do not have any source of refrigerating. Temperature difference is achieved only
by means of thermal insulation of the wagon body. Due to slow transportation and insufficient
insulation quality, very few of these wagon were actually manufactured.
2. Refrigerating wagons
The wagons have a source of refrigerating. In the past, it was a natural ice, later it was dry
ice and mixture of salt and ice.
3. Machine-refrigerating wagons
The wagons are equipped with machine aggregates for refrigerating with own source of
energy or with an alien source of energy.
They were manufactured mostly after 1945. In the following figures, you can find some
representatives of the individual categories.

Figure 39: Ibbhps – Refrigerating 2-axle wagon
The wagon is designed for transportation of food and beer. A special equipment consists of tanks
for a natural ice 3.4 t, and tanks for dry ice 1.2 t.

Figure 40: L – Refrigerating 2-axle wagon
The wagon is designed for transportation of food that requires protection against high and low
temperatures. The wagon can be refrigerated by an ice placed in two tanks, or by a dry ice placed
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in the roof channel. For operation in winter period the wagon was equipped with a branch of steam
hating with exterior regulation, and with an inspection of temperature by means of installed
thermometer.

Figure 41: Laz, Iaeghiimqs – Machine-refrigerated wagon
The wagon is equipped with a cabin for control personnel and with a refrigerating aggregate with
integrated engine-generator, which was installed on the opposite wagon overhang. The wagon is
designed for transportation of food.

2.9 CONCLUSIVE RECOMMENDATIONS
The submitted report introduces a complex summary of the individual types of wagons according to
the letter marking according to the applicable legislative. The wagons are classified into six groups
– covered wagons, flat and low-sided wagons, tank wagons, wagons of special construction, highsided and discharging wagons, refrigerating and isothermal wagons. Covered and tank wagons are
analysed in more details, because these wagons (with an exception of intermodal wagons) represent
an interesting market share.

3. EXISTING BRAKING DESIGNS
3.1 DIVISION OF BREAKS
Brakes used in the railway wagons are divided according to the method of application of the
braking effect:
 Hand brake
 spindle
 lever
 Pneumatic (air) brake
 suction
 pressure
 indirectly acting (automatic)
 single-chamber
 gradually releasing
 gradually not releasing
 double-chamber
 always gradually releasing
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 directly acting (not-automatic)
 possibility to gradually release

3.2 BRAKING OF FREIGHT WAGONS
Freight wagons are equipped with indirectly acting automatic single-chamber air brake. In order to
use the brake system in the international transportation, this brake shall meet the regulations of the
International railway union (UIC).
For this purpose, all wagons shall be equipped at least with the continuing pipeline for supply of
compressed air and with brake piping. A task of the brake piping in the wagon is:




transmission of the braking signal
filling of the auxiliary air reservoir
automatic operation of the brake

The brake is released when pressure in the brake piping corresponds to the ordinary operational
pressure of 5bar. For activation of braking, pressure in the brake piping shall decrease. The highest
braking effect is achieved after reduction of the pressure by 1.5 bar. Further reduction only
accelerates a reaction time of brakes of the individual wagons, but it does not further increase the
braking effect. In case of train disruption and escape of air from the brake piping, braking of both
parts of a train will be activated; this braking is called automatic braking.

3.3 MINIMAL BRAKE EQUIPMENT OF FREIGHT
WAGONS

Figure 42: Minimal brake equipment

The minimal brake equipment of hauled wagon consists of the continuous brake piping (HL) with the
end cock (5) and the hose brake coupling (6), brake cylinder (2), auxiliary air reservoir (3) and the
hearth of the brake system is the distributor valve (1), which is installed directly in the brake piping.
The end cock is used for opening/closing of the brake piping during coupling/uncoupling of the
vehicle. By means of the change over device ON-OFF (4), which can be controlled from both wagon
sides, the wagon brake device can be pneumatically disconnected from the brake system of the
train, so the brake piping is used only as a passable piping, and the wagon can still be a part of the
train as the wagon with an impassable piping.
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3.4 BRAKED WEIGHT AND BRAKE PERCENTAGE
As level of braking effectiveness (brake performance), a comparative value (braked weight in tonnes)
is recorded on each wagon, whereby in case of freight wagons, this braked weight is applied for both
braking regimes P (passenger) and G (freight). The value of the wagon braked weight is determined
by running brake tests of the wagon.
Brake percentages are used as a relative indicator of the braking ability of the wagon. With regard
to wagon speed and axle load, the minimal and maximal values of brake percentage for the wagon
in any loading condition (empty and fully loaded) are determined by the UIC and TSI regulations.
These values shall be met in order to use the wagon in the international transport on all tracks
covered by UIC.

3.5 BRAKING ACCORDING TO WAGON LOAD
Cargo loaded on a freight wagon is very often multiple times heavier than a wagon tare and the axle
load can reach the values from 5t to 22.5t, even more in some cases. A simple brake, such as
illustrated in the Fig. 1, would lead to the values of the brake percentages that would be too big for
an empty wagon and, on the other side, too small for a loaded wagon. For example, a permissible
interval for UIC pneumatic brake for the S mode would be from 65% to 125% for all loading
conditions. In order to stay in this area, the brake force shall be adjusted to carried load. This is
called braking according to wagon load.

3.6 DEVICES AND COMPONENTS
Distributor valve is a control device of a brake in the wagons. Air pressure change in the brake
piping affects the distributor valve functionality. The distributor valve changes the requirement for
braking transmitted by the brake piping to the control pressure (Cv) or to the brake cylinder pressure
(C). According to the distributor valve system, a brake gets it’s marking, and this marking is then
located on the longitudinal beam of each wagon.

Figure 43: Distributor valve DAKO CV1nD
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Relay valve is a pressure relay with continuously adjustable ratio, and it provides supply of
compressed air to the cylinder valve depending upon the input pressure of the distributor valve. The
relay valve is a part of the device for automatic braking according to load.

Figure 44: Relay valve DAKO DSS

Limit valve is a device for automatic reduction of braking power of the wagon by reduction of air
pressure in the brake cylinder during operational braking in case of axle load higher than 14.5t. It is
designed for freight wagons operating in SS braking mode.

Figure 45: Limit valve DAKO DLV3

By reduction of pressure in the main brake piping, the distributor valve releases a proportional
amount of air from the auxiliary air reservoir into the brake cylinder. The pressed air acts upon the
piston of the brae cylinder, and actuated movement of the piston and the piston rod is transmitted
by the brake rigging to the brake blocks of the wagon. Size of the brake cylinder depends upon the
operation regime, wagon loading and material of the brake blocks.
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Figure 46: Brake cylinder KNORR type B

Slack adjuster is a device, which automatically maintains defined distance of the brake blocks from
the wheel, and thus it secures a correct size of the braking power. The slack adjuster is installed in
the wagon as a replacement for one draw rod of the brake rigging. The slack adjuster act in both
ways, it corrects too large, but also too small distance of the brake blocks, and it automatically
corrects length of the brake rigging so that the distance of the brake blocks is within defined limit
values regardless of wear of blocks and wheels.

Figure 47: Slack adjuster WABTEC

Weighing valve is a component of the pneumatic part of the brake, which adjusts the control
pressure of the air with regard to actual loading of the wagon. It is used for automatic adjustment of
the control pressure on the relay valve.

Figure 48: Weighing valve DAKO SL2
Automatic brake releasing device is an additional device of the brake equipment of freight wagons.
In case of empty brake rigging, this device provides complete discharging of the brake cylinder after
short-time pulling of the control draw rod.
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Figure 49: Automatic brake releasing device DAKO OS1

Auxiliary air reservoir is a part of each brake equipment. In the auxiliary air reservoir, a pressure
of 5 bar is maintained, which is necessary for initiation of braking power in the brake cylinder. Size
of the auxiliary air reservoir depends upon the brake cylinder diameter.
Change-over device G-P is a device that is part of freight wagons used in the international transport
as defined by UIC regulations. A difference in the braking position G (freight) and the position P
(passenger) lies in different times of filling of the brake cylinder and in the brake releasing times. The
change-over device can be operated from both wagon sides. Its marking (letters) can differ, and it is
caused due to language of a country, in which a wagon is registered.
Change-over device Z-V (ON-OFF) is used for activating the wagon brake, or for its deactivation.
In case of failure of the brake system, it can be switched off, and the wagon can be connected to the
train set as the wagon with passable brake rigging. Its marking (letters) can differ, and it is caused
due to language of a country, in which a wagon is registered.
Change-over device P-L (Empty-Loaded) is used for adjustment of required maximal pressure in
the brake cylinder, or when the wagon is equipped with double-stage mechanical brake. Its marking
(letters) can differ, and it is caused due to language of a country, in which a wagon is registered.
At the wagon ends, the brake piping id equipped with brake coupling cocks. The coupling cocks
are equipped with the control lever and they are used for opening or closing of the brake piping
during coupling or uncoupling of wagons. During wagon uncoupling, the brake can be activated or
deactivated by discharging of the brake piping by means of the coupling cocks. In closed condition,
they discharge the main brake piping in one direction.
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Figure 50: Coupling cock KNORR

Hose coupling is a flexible and detachable connection of the brake piping between two vehicles. It
has a standardized length of je 620mm. The hose coupling head is designed so that it is not possible
to connect the hose coupling of the brake piping with the hose coupling for supply piping (if it is
installed in the wagon).

Figure 51: Hose coupling head

Brake block is a significant part of the wagon brake system. The braking power from the brake
cylinder acts through the brake rigging and the brake block directly on the wagon wheel. The braking
power is significantly affected by the friction coefficient, which depends upon material, the brake
block is made of.
In case of freight wagons of older manufacture, we can meet with the cast-iron brake blocks P10.
Today, application of brake blocks made of composite materials is promotes.
The composite materials have more suitable friction values and they also produce lower noise level:
 Brake block (K)
 Is the block with great friction coefficient, and today it is the most often used brake block
 It has significantly lower noise level in comparison with cast-iron blocks P10
 Brake block (L)
 Brake block (LL)
 Has similar values of friction coefficient as the block P10, but lower noise level
 It can be used as a replacement for the block P10 in case of reconstructions and revisions
of older freight wagons
Brake block can act upon the wheel from one or from two sides in the following configurations:
 Bg, which consists of one brake block of 320mm length
 Bgu, which consists of two brake blocks of 250mm length
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Derailment detector is installed mainly on the tank wagons, which transport flammable and
explosive substances, or in the wagons for transportation of cars that are occupied with passengers.
A task of the derailment detector is to detect derailment of the vehicle and to initiate immediate
braking of the train set. The derailment detector is installed on both wagon ends, and it is connected
to the brake piping.

3.7 STANDARD TYPES OF FREIGHT WAGON BRAKES
Freight wagons are mainly 2-axle (running gear) or 4-axle (bogie) vehicle, which can be equipped
with one of the following brake types:
 Brake with 2-stage device for change of loading for S mode
 Brake with automatic braking according to wagon load for S mode
 Brake with automatic braking according to wagon load for SS mode
Newly designed freight wagons are mostly equipped with the brake for braking according to wagon
load.

3.8 COMPACT BRAKE OF FREIGHT WAGONS
The compact brake installed in the freight wagons contributes to economic and more effective wagon
operation. Thanks to its modular design, the compact brake is lighter, simpler for installation, it
reduces the costs for maintenance and, at the same time, it offers high effectiveness and braking
power. The compact brake is installed between the bogie wheels, and it can be used in all standard
Y25 bogies. The task of the compact brake is to provide identical braking power to all four wheel of
a bogie at the same time. The compact brake is attached by means of four fixtures in the standard
bogie brackets, and it can be in a version with the hand brake or without the hand brake. The braking
power can be regulated by a simple change of the gear levers without a necessity to change the
position of the compact unit with regard to the bogie, or to change the attachment dimensions.

Figure 52: Compact brake KNORR CFCB

3.9 DISC BRAKE OF FREIGHT WAGONS
Disc brakes belong among the more modern technical systems in the field of brake systems of freight
wagons. They are characterized by lower noise level and by an ability to provide required braking
power at higher speeds.
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The brake unit of the disc brake contains a brake cylinder with installed automatic slack adjuster,
rigging with defined gear ratio, brake lining holders and eventually also a mechanism of the hand
brake and an indicator of brake lining wear.
The brake unit of the disc brake is used in the freight wagon brake equipment as a part of the brake
in the bogie. In the bogie, the brake unit is installed so that the braking power is transmitted directly
to the brake discs, which are a firm (replaceable) part of the wheelset.

Figure 53: Unit of the disc brake DAKO KBZ

4. RUNNING GEAR
4.1 BACKGROUND
The designers of freight wagon running gear face many challenges, the primary one being the ratio
between the laden and tare mass of the freight vehicle. This ratio can be as high as 5 compared to
the much lesser 1.5:1 for some typical passenger vehicles [9]. This is range of the ratios seen in
typical rail vehicles compared with their normal operating speeds are described in Figure 54 [3]. This
presents a challenge for the designers to design a suspension that is effective for two types of
vehicles. Hence one can infer from this the need to differentiate the running requirements of a
passenger vehicle as compared to a freight vehicle.
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Figure 54: Different vehicle types in relation to wheel load and speed range [3]

The UIC on the insistence of the Traffic committee of the European Economic Commission after the
World War II classified a standardisation programme with the following objectives [2]:




Interchangeability of the frequently required freight vehicle components.
Assimilation of the leading freight wagon data.
Complete standardisation of freight wagons.

This puts forth another requirement of standardisation of the freight vehicles. Some of the
standardised running gear designs that came because of these initiatives are discussed in detail in
Section 4.3.

4.2 GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF RUNNING GEAR
A rail vehicle generally consists of the running gear on which the car-body is mounted. This running
gear can either have a single level of suspension or even multiple levels of suspensions depending
on the design.

4.2.1 Construction
The car body can be either loaded directly on to the wheelset separated by a (generally stiff)
suspension or be mounted on to an intermediate bogie frame which is suspended on the wheelsets.
Figure 56 [9] Most railway vehicles have bogies or trucks which allow longer vehicles supported on
two bogies while keeping attack angles between wheels and rail in curves to reasonable levels. This
arrangement also allows two stages of suspension with the ‘primary’ suspension between wheelset
and bogie and secondary suspension between bogie and coach or wagon body. The primary
suspension can isolate the bogie from short wavelength irregularities while the secondary
suspension deals with the longer wavelength, lower frequency excitations. As previously mentioned,
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a specific challenge for designers of freight vehicle running gear is the significant difference between
tare and laden vehicle mass.

Figure 56: Bogie [2]

Figure 55: 2 axle vehicle [2]

4.2.2 Wheelset guidance
One of the primary steps to understanding the running behaviour of a rail vehicle is the study of the
wheel guidance mechanism of the wheelsets on the track. In this sub-section, the basic steering
mechanisms of wheelsets are discussed. The following assumptions are made:







A non-suspended free wheelset moves along the track with constant speed.
No sliding between the wheels and rails exists.
The mass of the wheelset is neglected.
The wheels have straight cones and no flanges.
There is a stiff axle connection between the two wheels, which implies that they roll
With the same angular velocity.

Figure 57: Hunting motion of the wheelset [10]
Following the ceSntre of the wheelset we would observe an almost sinusoidal lateral motion of this
point around the centre line of the track. The wavelength of this motion according to Klingel and
Bödecker is given by:
𝑏0 . 𝑟0
𝐿𝑤 = 2√

𝑒

The Klingel equation can be extended to two wheelsets in a bogie or a vehicle frame with totally stiff
wheelset guidance as in Figure 58
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Figure 58: Wheelsets with stiff primary suspension [10]

The Klingel equations give often a rather good approximation of the real wavelength of the sinusoidal
motion but they cannot explain the phenomenon that the initial amplitude of the sinusoidal motion
decreases for speeds below a so called critical speed, and increases for speeds above. To explain
this, mass forces and contact point forces must be regarded.

4.2.3 Primary suspension principle
Stiff wheelset guidance
The wheelsets are directly connected to the bogie frame or a horizontally stiff primary suspension
which reduces their ability to yaw and steer. One example with directly connected wheelsets is
shown in Figure 58. On tangent track the stiff wheelset guidance increases the wavelength for the
hunting motion as shown in Section 4.24.2.2, which in general has a positive effect on the critical
speed for the running gear. On the other hand, a stiff primary suspension increases the oscillation
of the bogie frame which leads to higher wheel-rail contact forces which might even lead to reduced
critical speed. On curved track, the wheelsets are guided by the bogie frame and can’t adopt a radial
position. This may lead to:






Wear on wheel and rail.
Uneven distribution of the track shift forces S* between the leading and trailing wheelset in
the bogie.
High wheel-rail contact forces.
High running resistance.
Increased wheel squeal.

Resilient wheelset guidance
The wheelsets are connected to the bogie frame or car body via a resilient primary suspension and
can move relative to the frame in a horizontal plane as shown in Figure 59. The wavelength of the
hunting motion is shorter with a resilient than a stiff wheelset guidance, which may have a negative
effect on the critical speed. On curved track, the wheelsets can adopt a radial position which reduces:
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Wheel and rail wear.
The maximum track shift forces.
Wheel-rail contact forces.
Running resistance.
𝑘𝑏 = 𝑘𝑥 . 𝑏𝐿 2
𝑘𝑠 =

𝑘𝑥 . 𝑘𝑦 . 𝑏𝐿 2
𝑘𝑥 . 𝑏𝐿 2 + 𝑘𝑦 . 𝑎2

Figure 59: Two axle bogie and equivalent bending and shear stiffness system [2]

At low speeds, where inertia forces can be neglected, the frame and suspension provides only an
elastic connection between the wheelsets as shown in Figure 59a). It can be shown that not only
could this be provided by other forms of structure, such as direct links between the wheelsets, but
whatever form of structure was chosen it could be described by two independent equivalent stiffness
parameters: the shear stiffness ks and the bending stiffness kb as shown in Figure 59. The equivalent
stiffnesses are given in equations above. The resilient wheelset guidance design can be further
modified with the introduction of a direct axle linkage between the axles.

4.2.4 Conflict between Stability and Curving
In the lateral plane, the challenge of suspension design is to resolve the conflict between curving
and stability. In a sense, the trends in bogie development over the last thirty years have been largely
the search for optimality in this respect. The conflict between curving and stability is quite
fundamental and inherent in the properties of the coned or profiled wheelset, as discussed above. It
has been that for any symmetric, two axle vehicle there should be zero longitudinal or yaw primary
stiffness for perfect steering on a curve. However, if this condition is met the vehicle lacks dynamic
stability, the critical speed is zero, and the wheelsets are effectively unrestrained and can undergo
an undamped kinematic oscillation. Thus, for a two-axle vehicle or bogie, optimization involves a
choice of suspension stiffnesses that gives the best trade-off between stability and some measure
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of curving performance such as wear or lateral force. Minimizing the longitudinal or yaw suspension
stiffness consistent with stability will allow the wheelsets to take up more closely a radial position,
but steering errors must be accepted.

4.3 STANDARD TYPES OF RUNNING GEAR
Document [9] provides a wide and concise overview about the several types of running gear used in
freight wagons. It describes advantages and disadvantages, as well as the background and working
principle of the main types of freight running gear. Some of them are further considered in this
document. The running gear of freight vehicles used on the European railways today show surprising
uniformity [3]. The three basic principles used in common use in Continental Europe are:





Standard single-axle running gear with link suspension.
Steering axle bogie.
Rigid axle bogie (Y25 and modifications).

Figure 60: UIC double link single wheel, UIC link suspension bogie, rigid axle bogie (Y25)
[11]

These three running gear designs will be studied in the following subsections:

4.3.1 Single-axle running gear with link suspension:
This is the most ancient type of running gear for freight wagons that appeared in the late nineteenth
century. Still today, it is widely used for freight wagons [3]. This kind of running gear is light, cheap,
and it provides a good curving performance. On the contrary, running performance is not so good,
and wear changes the suspension characteristics over its service life.

Figure 61: Single-axle running gear
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Recently, some new designs of single-axle running gear have been developed. Common to all is the
use of coil springs instead of leaf springs. Among others, Meridan Rail’s Unitruck and Powell Duffryn
TF25SA can be mentioned.
[3] The UIC link suspension, which can be seen in Figure 60 and Figure 61, consists of three main
parts:
 Leaf spring
 Double-links
 Axle guard
The vehicle body is connected by double-links to the parabolic or trapezoidal leaf spring of the
suspension, which rests on the axle box. This arrangement allows the axle box to move in both the
longitudinal and lateral directions relative to the wagon body, as shown schematically in Figure 61.
The horizontal motion of the axle box is restricted by the axle guard. The principle of the suspension
is that of a pendulum. In the longitudinal direction, the suspension links are inclined, whereas in the
lateral direction they are in a vertical plane when the vehicle body is in nominal position.
The characteristics of the double-link suspension is quite complex. Components in the double-link
are shown in Figure 61. The double-links together with the leaf spring provide stiffness and damping
for all three directions of motion [25],[39],[58]. Friction damping is provided through relative motion
between the following parts:




Leaves in the leaf spring (damps mainly the vertical motion)
Link pins - end bearings (damps mainly the longitudinal motion)
Links - end bearings (damps mainly the lateral motion)

4.3.2 Steering axle bogie (UIC link suspension bogie)
The bogie frame is a welded steel design and in some places forged components are used. The
frame is connected to the parabolic or trapezoidal leaf springs, that rest on the axle box, by swing
links. This arrangement allows the axle box to move in both the longitudinal and lateral directions
relative to the bogie frame. The horizontal motion of the axle box is restricted by the bogie frame and
guards on the axle box. The principle of the horizontal suspension is that of a pendulum. Nominally
the suspension links are positioned in a longitudinal-vertical plane and inclined in this plane. During
vehicle operation the links swing in that plane, but also laterally. A spherical centre-pivot and two
side bearers connect the bogie frame and the wagon body. The sidebearers can be either rigid or
vertically suspended and have three functions:



4.3.3

Act as static support for the carbody.
Act as roll stiffness.
Provide friction damping between carbody and bogie.
Rigid axle bogie (Y25 bogie and modifications)

In the Y25 bogie, progressive damping with vertical load is achieved using ‘Lenoir links’ which take
part of the vertical load through an angled link and a pusher onto a vertical friction surface. This gives
a level of damping which is broadly proportional to the vehicle mass. The Y25 bogie design originated
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in France in 1948 and was standardized by the office of research and experimentation (ORE)
steering committee in 1967. It is shown in Figure 62. The design has been hugely successful and
Y25 type bogies are the most predominant freight bogie in Europe.
It is used for speeds up to 100 km/h and wheelset loads up to 22.5 t. It is compliant with wheelset
types A and B according to UIC 510-1 [10]. It is standard, and, according to [11], it should remain
standard in the European continent for many years. It could be, nevertheless, that research done
within FR8RAIL will improve this bogie type or some components of it. This assumption is also
supported by the previous work in other projects, see Chapter 6, as well as the current freight bogies
presented at past INNOTRANS 2016, as it can be seen in the rest of this chapter. While having the
advantage of being lighter than former bogie designs, one of the main disadvantages of Y-25 bogie
is the stiff primary suspension, which leads to a poor behaviour in curve, particularly not allowing
radial steering in narrow curves, as well as to a reinforcement of the bad acoustic characteristics.

Figure 62: Y-25 bogie

4.4 NON-CONVENTIONAL DESIGN PRINCIPLES
In the previous section, running gear designs commonly used in the European market were
discussed. Apart from the above designs, there are some existing designs used in various parts of
the world.

4.4.1 Conventional three-piece bogies:
The bogie is equipped with central suspension between the side frames and the bolster that consists
of a set of springs and wedge friction dampers working in vertical and lateral direction and keeping
the frame square. The side frames with their flat surfaces rest on the axle-boxes (or bearing
adapters). The size of the opening in the side frame provides clearances in longitudinal and lateral
direction within which the axle-box moves resisted by dry friction forces. The car body rests on the
flat centre-bowl, its roll motion relative to the bolster is limited by side bearers which are usually stiff
vertical stops including clearance when the wagon body is in the central position.
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This type of bogie is used in America and many parts out of Europe [3]. Simple in design and
maintenance, as well as very light for the high axle loads of which it is capable, the running behaviour
both on straight track and in curve is very poor.

Figure 63: 3 piece bogie [9]
The three-piece bogie is a very robust design with the advantage of having a low cost in production,
operation and repair. The following items are considered as disadvantages of the traditional threepiece bogie and attempts have been made to address these in its further developments:





Limited critical speed of the empty wagon (with sway oscillation of car body being the major
loss of stability mode);
Wheel flange contact in curves produced by warping between side frames and bolster;
Side frames adding to the unsprung mass and thus increasing track impact on short
wavelength irregularities;
Deterioration of ride performance with wear of friction wedges and other friction surfaces.

4.4.2 Self-steering through inter-axle linkage
For optimized curving performance, yaw constraints lower than resilient wheel- guidance is required.
This necessitates the inclusion of direct linkages between the wheelsets in order that inter-axle shear
stiffness which is independent of the inter-axle bending stiffness can be provided. This means that
both the bending stiffness and the lateral stiffness of the primary suspension can be selected
independently of inter-axle shear stiffness. [12]
Inter-axle connections can basically be achieved in three different methods to provide direct shear
stiffness between the axles (Figure 64):




Triangular yokes
Diagonal links
Watt linkage
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Figure 64: a) Triangular yokes; b) diagonal links; c) Watt linkage [12]

Some existing designs incorporating the principle are described in subsection 4.4.3:

4.4.3 Non-conventional bogie examples:
Scheffel bogie:
The bogie retained the three-piece arrangement and introduced a subframe mounted direct to the
journals and linked diagonally by cross-anchors. The primary suspension is in the form of rubber
shear pads between the subframe and the side frames. The cross-anchor linkages improve the
performance of the three-piece bogie on both straight and curved track. On a straight track, the bogie
is restrained from lozenging, and hunting is reduced. On a curved track, the wheelsets can adopt a
radial position.

Figure 65: Principle design of Scheffel bogie [2]
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List bogie:
In the early 1960’s in North America a project originated aiming at developing a retrofit steering
assembly kit for conventional three-piece bogies. The design that came out of this project was
developed by H. A. List in Canada and is known as the Dresser DR-1 or American Steel Foundries
AR-1. (Figure 66)
British rail bogie:
The arrangement of this bogie is generally similar to the List bogie, except that the steering arms are
cranked downwards and are connected below the bolster mid-point. (Figure 67)

Figure 67: British Rail bogie [2]

Figure 66: List bogie [2]

The following four bogie types (that is WBN DRRS 25, ELH RC25, GB25RS, and TVP NG-DBS)
belong to the 5L demonstrator train as intended by the TIS. These non-conventional freight bogies
are an approach to improve the lack of radial steering and the poor wear and acoustic properties of
Y25 bogie. All these new bogie types were presented at Innotrans 2016.
DRRS 25
Talbot developed in the nineties a variant of the DRRS bogie suitable for 25 t, which was called
“Aachen”. One particular aspect of this type of bogie is the use of double rubber rolled-springs (see
Figure 68), which should make it particularly silent. For this reason, this bogie type was selected
within the frame of LZarG project for the purpose of noise reduction, with the intention of replacing
bogies of high quality, often-used vehicles [9], [12]. Some sources, nevertheless, remark also the
unstable running behaviour of this bogie type [2]. Waggonbau Niesky has developed also some
variants of this bogie, namely DRRS 25 “Niesky” as well as DRRS 25 L, the latter including a compact
braking unit. The 5-L demonstrator train will include a Niesky design of the DRRS 25 bogie, most
probably the WBN DRRS 25LD configuration, which was introduced at Innotrans 2016. This
configuration shows a strong weight reduction (up to 150 kg compared with the previous model of
WBN DRRS 25, which was presented at Innotrans 2014). Another one of its characteristics is the
use of axle-mounted brake discs, very seldom for freight bogies until now marking further contribution
to avoid noise. The fact that the wheels are not braked at the tread allows on the one side the use
of wheels with straight web, which are more silent than the wheels with curved web, needed for tread
braking. On the other side, the roughness of the tread is not affected by braking which has a positive
impact on the noise emissions.
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Figure 68: WBN DRRS 251
ELH RC25
Of all four new bogie types foreseen for the 5-L demonstrator train, ELH RC25 is the only one with
a frame differing far in design from the Y25 bogie. The suspension is placed between the frame and
bolster, like in the case of the above mentioned three-piece-bogies. On the other hand, it is also the
only bogie with a wheelset mounting consisting of a conical metal-rubber spring. This bogie has
tread-braked wheels like traditional Y25 and unlike all other bogie types to be tested at 5L
demonstrator train. It is also characterized by the use of longitudinal hydraulic dampers to improve
stability.

Figure 69: ELH RC25 bogie
TVP NG-DBS
Like in the case of DRRS 25, the bogie TVP NG-DBS is equipped with axle-mounted brake discs
and as a result, wheels with straight web as well. It is also characterized by the presence of cross
couplings connecting diagonally the axle boxes of both wheelsets, to improve the running stability
and curving behaviour of bogie.

1

Figure 68,Figure 69,Figure 70 and Figure 71 are taken from [205].
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Figure 70: Tatravagónka's TVP NG-DBS bogie
Greenbier GB25RS
The new bogie by Greenbier allows an axle load of 25 tons, radial steering, and it is also equipped
with axle-mounted brake discs and wheels with straight web, like in the latter case, to reduce noise
emissions as much as possible.

Figure 71: GB25RS bogie
LEILA Bogie
LEILA bogie (LEIchtes LAermarmes) represented one of the most promising approaches for
reducing noise emissions and increasing loading capacity by means of an especially light bogie
design. It was developed from 2002 at a project sponsored by German BMBF. Project leader was
Professor Marcus Hecht, from TU Berlin. LEILA prototype was presented at Innotrans 2004.
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Figure 72: LEILA bogie

The first feature that distinguishes LEILA from most freight bogies is the use of wheel-mounted brake
discs. Another particular aspect is the presence of inboard bearings, a further contribution to weight
reduction. The Company Josef Mayer Waggonbau produced LEILA. Hupac was the first operator in
testing this bogie, and set some hope in its further development. In any case until now, LEILA has
not managed to be widely used, and it will hardly become the freight bogie of the future.
Nevertheless, some of its characteristics could serve as an inspiration

5. DESCRIPTION OF ACTUAL LEGISLATION AND TECHNICAL
STANDARDS
For the development and cooperation of railways from their beginning, an intensive standardization
had been applied, which was in hands of UIC for a long time. This international organization
developed and published numerous documents that serve as guidance for operation nowadays and
as the source for the creation of European standardization and legislation.
The running gear constitutes a fundamental constituent of the railway vehicle, in general railway unit.
Over the development of railway vehicles, several designs of the running gears have been developed
over time.
The basic functions of the running gear for the freight wagons are:


to carry and guide the unit safely on the rail track



to transmit braking forces where so required

These functions should be supported by other concrete conditions and technical solutions which
should be described and analysed.
Till the recent past the key factors for development of running gear were the carrying capacity, safety
and low price of the bogie, nowadays required performance parameters are much more complex.
Actual specifications shall support the competitive railway sector against road transport, keeping
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energy efficiency targets, lowering operational costs, friendliness to track, environmental targets and
excellent safety performance at competitive speed of transport.
Following sections describe main requirements for running gears of existing designs and new
developments.
New running gears installed to wagons are planned to be placed into operation to the existing railway
system, composed of subsystems, Rolling stock- Locomotives and Passenger RST, Rolling stock –
Freight wagons, Infrastructure, Energy, Control Command and Signalling, which are concretized by
technical specifications in TSIs WAG, TSI RST, TSI ENE, TSI INFRA, TSI NOISE, TSI CCS, and
other European legislation.

5.1 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION FOR
INTEROPERABILITY
The governing railway technical legislation is based on Interoperability Directive 2008/57/EC which
is going to be replaced by a new Interoperability Directive (EU) 2016/797 in the year 2018. This
directive together with new Safety Directive support the Technical Pillar of the 3. Railway Package.
Detailed technical specifications – TSIs have roots in these directives. The Interoperability Directive
states that the subsystem can be placed into operation, or placed on the market only if the
assessment of compliance with applicable TSIs is granted by an appropriate assessment body. In
the domain of freight wagons the basic requirements are stated in TSI WAG. TSIs are considered
as the law, including referenced standards in TSIs. Other standards are according to “new approach”
considered as voluntary.
As a basic approach, each TSI should be reassessed within 3 years. There exists a new working
document for upgrading of actual applicable TSI WAG. In this document, there are some
modifications presented, enabling widening scope of TSI and technical development as well.
Due to historical reasons, the WAG TSI contains the “core part”, stating measures and parameters
which are necessary for interoperability and the “voluntary part” placed in Appendix C “Additional
optional conditions” [8]. These conditions enable the wagons to be built up according to the core part
of TSI and be compatible with existing operation system of railways grouped in GCU at the same
time.

5.1.1 Specification of Interoperability constituent running gear [8]
This list of specifications of the running gear for an application range, the area of use, as defined by
the following parameters should be considered during design and assessment:


Track gauge of the network to be used



Maximum design speed of the vehicle



Maximum permissible cant deficiency



Minimum tare of the unit



Maximum axle load of the unit



Range of distances between bogie pivots or range of wheelbase of ‘two-axle units’



Maximum height of centre of gravity of empty unit
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Coefficient of height of centre of gravity of loaded unit



Minimum torsional stiffness coefficient of wagon body



Maximum mass distribution coefficient for empty units with:
1
𝐼𝑧𝑧
.√
∗
2𝑎
𝑚
Where:



Izz
=
moment of inertia of the car body relative to the vertical axis
through the centre of gravity of the car body
m
=
mass of the car body
2a*
=
distance between centres of running gears
Minimum nominal wheel diameter



Rail inclinations

5.1.2 Interfaces of running gears with other TSIs
In addition to the list of specifications laid down in chapter 2.2, there exist some requirements for
running gear that may create obstacles for their design. They assorted pursuant to subsystems:
Interface with subsystem Infrastructure [13]
 Basic additional requirement is the gauge of a lower part of the running gear. In Europe there
are two available gauges – GI1 and GI2 according to EN 15273-2. While profile GI1 enables
to pass all European continental lines of 1435 mm track gauge, running gear with GI2 profile
are restricted to pass through sections equipped with track brakes etc. and the unit therefore
cannot be marked as GE (go everywhere) wagon.


Compatibility with line category pursuant to EN 15528. This parameter should be considered
if the unit is intended to be operated on lines with medium or low carrying capacity.

Interface with subsystem Energy [14]
 Many lines in Europe have been electrified and in the case of drop of overhead line the
contact of a high voltage conductor with the unit metal part may endanger lives. Also, freight
wagons equipped with electric installation become more frequent. Therefore, each running
gear shall in addition provide protection against electrical hazards pursuant to EN 50 153.
Interface with subsystem Control Command and Signalling (TD2 ERA/ERTMS/033281) [15]
[16]




The harmonized parameter of distance of two neighbouring axles shall not exceed 20 000
mm for lines of track gauge 1435 mm, 1600 mm and 1668 mm. This requirement stems from
the minimum length of a signalling section, so that a unit does not bridge it, making the train
detection system report it as “unoccupied”. This applies for new lines according to TSI, but
for GE wagons there is this requirement limited to 17.5 m.
Detection of wheels by axle counters require for the track gauge 1435 mm a minimum wheel
diameter 330 mm and a minimum wheel rim width of 133 to 140 mm. It is needed by axle
counters to be able to detect the wheel.
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Minimum axle distance shall be in accordance with TD ERA/ERTMS/033281. The axle
counter shall be able to distinguish the detection of an axle by 2 subsequent counters.
Minimum flange thickness Sd shall be chosen in accordance with TD ERA/ERTMS/033281
Flange height Sh shall be in accordance with TD ERA/ERTMS/033281
Between wheels, there shall be a free space of metal and inductive components according
to TD ERA/ERTMS/033281
Wheel material shall have ferromagnetic properties and be electrically conducting
For tracks, equipped with track circuits, vehicles can use the composite brake blocks only if
they are assessed for the effects for isolation of wheels and rails according to TD
ERA/ERTMS/033281
Minimum vehicle axle load depends on the type of braking equipment on lines equipped with
track circuits:
1. at least 3,5 t for vehicles with more than 4 axles and wheel tread brakes,
2. at least 4 t for vehicles with 4 axles and wheel tread brakes,
3. at least 5 t for other vehicles (that is, vehicles that do not fall into categories 1 or 2)
The electrical impedance between the running surfaces of the opposite wheels of a wheelset
shall not exceed 0.05 Ohm.
In a case of electric installations onboard the unit, there shall be assessed electromagnetic
compatibility expressed by “frequency management” according to TD ERA/ERTMS/033281
Use of magnetic / eddy current brakes is an open point in TSI because these brakes can
potentially influence axle counters.
Each axle bearing box shall be capable of being monitored by line side detection equipment
according to EN 15437-1:2009 or on-board equipment. [8] [17]

5.2 SPECIFICATIONS FOR RUNNING GEARS
Requirements for rolling stock related to running behaviour are defined by EN 14363 [18] and for
wagons with axle load higher than 22.5 t also by EN 15687 [19].This process does not provide
homologisation/approval of units from point of view:


5.2.1

Safety against derailment on twisted track
Running safety under longitudinal compressive forces (EN 15839)
Standardised running gear



If running gear satisfies EN 14363 and it also passes running tests with two different wagon
bodies, it may be certified and considered as “standardised” running gear or bogie. This
certificate shall contain i.a.:
 Description of standardised running gear
 Range of valid parameters of wagon superstructure and interfaces with a running gear
 Range of valid operational conditions
For wagons, which are in the scope as specified in certificate, a dispensation from the running
tests pursuant to EN 14363 can be applied.

5.2.2 Established running gear
During homologation processes under the auspices of UIC, it was proven by the experience that
some running gears safely operated on freight wagons can be also installed to other freight wagons
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which can be categorised to the determined design specifications. These wagons can be operated
in a safe manner without any need to be examined by the running tests. Conditions for dispensation
from the tests laid down in EN 14363 [18] are specified in EN 16235 [20].This philosophy was based
on common standardisation of wheels, buffers, draw gears, etc. as standardized components. This
approach assured acceptable level of safety and facilitated maintenance and repairs in international
transport at low costs. Within works of the UIC, there were elaborated standardised processes for
cooperation of railways and acceptance from point of view of running characteristics as published in
UIC 432 and UIC 572. Conditions for dispensation from the running tests are applicable at all rail
head inclinations 1:20, 1:40 and 1:30 used in Europe. Units equipped with established running gear,
as described in this standard, are presumed to be compliant with EN 14363.
General scope of EN 16235
EN 16235 applies to the following types of freight units:
 2-axle wagons
 Wagons with two 2-axle bogies
 Wagons with two 3-axle bogies
 Permanently coupled units of two or more 2-axle wagons with the following inter-vehicle
connections:
o side buffers and screw couplers,
o diagonal buffers and screw couplers or
o with a coupler bar.
 Permanently coupled units of two or more wagons each with two 2-axle or 3-axle bogies with
the following inter-vehicle connections:
o side buffers and screw couplers,
o diagonal buffers and screw couplers or
o with a coupler bar.
 Articulated wagons with three single axle running gear
 Articulated wagons with three 2-axle bogies
The following vehicles are not currently in the scope of this European Standard:
Articulated wagons with more than two vehicle bodies.
Wagons with single axle running gear
Three different types of single axle Established Running Gear exist:
- Double Link Suspension.
- Long Link Suspension "Niesky 2".
- Suspension "S 2000".
Bogies of Y25 family
This two-axle bogie family is characterised by a torsional elastic frame, consisting of two side beams
with or without head beams spring suspension with two sets of helical springs (a set may also consist
of one spring) per axle box a lateral and vertical dry friction damping depending on part of the vertical
load supported by the axle box a wheelset guiding with a maximum allowed nominal lateral
displacement of ± 10 mm and called Y 21, Y 23, Y25, Y27, Y31, Y33 and Y37.
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Group of two-axle steering axle bogies
This family is characterised by a stiff frame, consisting of two side beams with two head beams a
leaf spring mounted in links guiding the axle, a nominal longitudinal clearance of ± 6mm, a nominal
lateral clearance of ± 23 mm. Examples: DB 65, LHB 82, WU 83, Talbot U.
Group of three-axle steering axle bogies
This family is characterised by a stiff frame consisting of two side beams and two head beams, a
leaf spring mounted in links guiding the axle, a nominal longitudinal clearance of ± 10mm and a
nominal lateral clearance of ± 25 mm. Examples: DB 711-715.
Detailed parameters of Y25 bogies
This family of bogies is the most wide-spread bogie type for freight wagons in Europe. It is attributed
to their reliability, low procurement costs and low maintenance costs. On the other hand, they are
well known for their significant lateral forces - sometimes close to the limit of the Y/Q ratio. Types of
bogies with head beams were distinguished with a high mass and moment of inertia around the
vertical axis. Also, emitted noise level of bogies equipped with cast iron brake blocks was
unacceptable. Detailed limiting parameters of this bogie family as an established running gear are
shown in Table 11 of EN 16235.

5.3 ENVIRONMENTAL LIABILITY
5.3.1 Energy efficiency of railway system vis-à-vis road transport
The railway system takes its advantage stemmed from very low rolling resistance of a steel wheel
on rail, which is 8 times lower in comparison to the rolling resistance of rubber tyre on the road. On
the electrified railway lines, the electric traction provided an advantage of much higher energy
efficiency of energy conversion to tractive power on the wheel rim (70%) in comparison to diesel
engine + gear box (cca 30 %). Additionally, as EC declared, actual mobility based on liquid
hydrocarbons is not sustainable. One of the reasons is dependence on import of this fuel.
In comparison, in the field of production of CO2 emissions, EC requires a rapid decrease of relative
production from all member states of EU. According to survey of UIC, the quotient of specific CO2
emissions for production of electric energy is approx. 400 g CO2/kWh, while a diesel engine
produces 3582 g CO2/kg of diesel fuel. Due to much higher energy efficiency of electric traction, the
railway sector produces much lower relative emissions of CO2.

5.3.2 Noise emissions and inhabitant’s exposition to noise
The transport capacity of railway system during the day time is allocated mainly to the passenger
transport. For the freight transport, the capacity is available during the “saddles” in day time and
mainly during the night time from 22:00 till 6:00.
A significant disadvantage of this solution is higher sensitivity to noise exposure during nights than
during day and evening time. Differences in hygiene limits of LAeq,T are of 5 dB more strict for the
night time and thus create the main obstacle for environmental acceptance of railway transport.
Hygiene limits of noise values in sensitive zones (hospitals, living houses, etc.), measured in
distance of 1.5 m in front of windows, are very often exceeded regardless of the noise barrier of
height of 2 – 3 m used for inhabitant protection. Therefore, it is necessary to apply all available
measures to decrease railway noise. Application of TSI Noise to existing freight wagons by
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installation of composite brake blocks can be seen only as an intermediate solution. The final solution
can be reached only via contribution of suitable development of new designs of railway running
gears.
Regarding application of composite brake blocks on existing wagons, CER would like to mention
that today there are several incident reports with composite brake blocks in Nordic winter conditions,
which highlight a clear increased safety risk for this region. Therefore, there should not be a decision
for mandatory retrofitting of wagons operated in Nordic countries. [21]
According to conclusions of Rhein-Alpine corridor meeting, it is necessary to continue with the
development of LL brake blocks. [22]
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6. WHEELSETS
Wheelset stands for the wheel-axle assembly of a railway vehicle (including additional components
like gear boxes, brake discs, axle boxes depending the vehicle type). Both railway wheels and axles
are manufactured using forged or rolled steel (axles) and forged or cast steel in the case of the
wheels.
Railway wheels and axles are security components that are subjected to fitting strict requirements
for their qualification (new designs, changes in the production process, etc.) and controls to perform
in the serial production. Different standards, either at a national or international level, specify all those
requirements being also common to introduce additional requirements in complementary customer
based standards (operators and rolling stock manufacturers).

6.1 WHEELSET DESIGN
6.1.1 Wheelsets
Freight wheelsets are usually tread braked, consisting of a wheel able to endure thermomechanical
loadings (and thus provided with curved web shape) and a standardized axle. In the immediate
future, things could change, since TIS has materialised the trend of some recent European projects
related with freight running gear, requiring for the 5L demonstration train mostly straight wheels and
axle-mounted brake discs, as above mentioned [23].
The fact that 85% of all wheelset failures in railway traffic in Europe happen at freight wheelsets [24]
requires a serious revision of wheelset designs used for this purpose up to now, and thus, currently
in use. According to the investigation carried out by the Joint Sector Group Task Force in Freight
Wagon Maintenance (JSG) in 2012, the most usual case for wheelset failure is axle breaking due to
hot box. See also Figure 73 [25]. To this regard, JSG made also big efforts focused on the analysis
and unification of maintenance methods and techniques (See Section 6.1.6).

Figure 73: Causes for failures in freight running gear
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6.1.2 Axles
The trend in Europe since many decades is to standardize freight wagon axles. Based upon UIC
510-1 [26], two axle types have become standard, UIC types A and B. These two types are since
2016 also included in EN 15313 Standard [27] . Nevertheless, the tendency to higher axle loads and
events like the Viareggio accident, are leading to the generalized request of improving or changing
the design of these axles. To this respect, an integrative approach is represented by the attempt of
developing a unique-interface European Standard Freight Axle (ESFA), currently supported by many
operators, suppliers and maintainers of running gear. Different geometries of ESFA remain possible
and are available from several suppliers. The interface to the other components of the bogie remains
unchanged, thus enlightening maintenance.
UIC type A axles
These axles represent more than 2/3 of total European freight axle population [28]. Their geometry
is defined as per Annex 1 of UIC 510-1 or Annex F of EN 15313 (see Figure 74). UIC Type A axles
are typically used for axle loads of 20/20.6 and 21 t [29]. They are usually made of EA1N and
relatively seldom made of EA1T (which nevertheless shows a better permeability to ultrasound).
They are based on a SNCF drawing (1956) and a DB drawing (1958).

Figure 74: UIC Type A axle
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Figure 75: UIC Type B axle
UIC type B axles
The geometry of these axles is defined as per Annex 1 of UIC 510-1 or Annex F of EN 15313 (see
Figure 75) and they are typically used for axle loads of 22.5 and 23.5 t [29]. They are also usually
made of EA1N, as type A axles.
European Standard Freight Axle (ESFA)
As a result of Viareggio accident and the subsequent resulting project Euraxles, some of the most
important European and International railway institutions, operators, suppliers and maintainers
(among others: UIC, DB and VPI) began an attempt of development of a new axle type, for
harmonization and optimization of maintenance activities, under consideration of Euraxles’ results
[30]. This new axle shall have a bigger diameter, and allow a higher axle load than UIC type B axles.
Table 4 compares the main dimensions of UIC type A (as used in some European countries) and
type B, with the new ESFA. From a design point of view, the ESFA can be defined as a further
improvement of type B axles with increased diameter to improve the wheelset maintenance. TIS
requires this concept to be applied to the axles for the 5L demonstrator train.
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Table 4: Comparison between UIC Type A and B axles and ESFA Type axle
(dimensions in mm)
UIC
Type
B

UIC Type A
Operator

DB

Subtype

A

Journal
Abutment

TI SNCB SNCF
PKP
A
A
A I A I-II
A III-2 A III-2
A III
III-2
I+II
120
130 p6
120 130
146
160 t7
146 160

SBB ÖBB

Wheel seat

185

190

Mach. reserve at
wheel seat

3

1

Transition
Shaft

Load (t)

ESFA

185
4

15 -75

5

5

2

2

20 100

15 - 75

2

130
160
200

215+5

n.a.

3

15-75

n.a.

160 160
+2 ±0.5

160,
163
+2

165 160,
+2 165 +2

170

160 160
+2 +2

max.
175

max. 175 (in
the middle of
the axle)

20
(21)

20
(21)

20

20
(20.6)

20.6
(22)

20

23.5

25

20

Distance btw.
bearing centres
Wheel seat length
185
Abutment length
179 (I-II), 191 or 217 (III)

20.6

2000

191

180
191 or 217

Axles with two brake disc seats
Some of the last European Projects dealing with the research and development of rolling stock
concepts for freight (see Chapter 4) propose the use of two axle-mounted brake discs instead of
using the traditional block brakes. In the technical discussions around the definition of the parameters
for the ESFA, this possibility was also considered. The advantages of this design concept are both
an essential reduction of the noise emissions and an also essential increase of the wheel lifetime thus substantially reducing the life-cycle-costs related to the wheel. On the other side, it has to be
considered that such a concept also implies a change in bogie design, which is associated with
additional costs. Further disadvantages of this type are the purchasing costs of the brake discs, as
well as the non-negligible increase of the unsprung masses, in about 10%. It is expectable that both
axle concepts will be used in parallel in the next years, and that the one with axle mounted brake
discs will became established in the case that noise emissions are seen as a priority. Anyway, as it
comes out from the analysis of the bogie types explained above, three out of the five bogie designs
to be tested in the TIS demonstrator train will use to this type of axle.
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Figure 76: Drawings of WBN DRSS 25LD with axle for two axle-mounted brake discs

6.1.3 Wheels
Wheels used in freight wagon wheelsets have usually a curved web. This shape is necessary to
avoid the development of very high stresses and displacements in the wheel rim due to braking, so
that the stress and displacement limits commanded by EN 13979-1 [31] and UIC 510-5 [32] are
fulfilled. On the other side, this kind of web is especially noisy [33]. Most of wheelset suppliers have
at least one type of tread braking wheel of their own, many of them are also patented. That is to say,
to talk about standardisation in the case of freight wheels is almost not possible, beyond the fact that
in Europe this kind of wheels has a curved web with at least a double, mostly a triple curvature. Only
for reference, and because this geometry is referred in some relevant technical documents, ORE
Standard wheel will be pointed out.
UIC (ORE) Standard wheel
This wheel is included as reference or referred to in some European Codes or Technical Reports
such as UIC 510-5 or different reports belonging to the series ORE B 169. The original drawing
comes from SNCF. This wheel, nevertheless, was a first approach that would fulfil neither the
thermomechanical nor the mechanical requirements of EN 13979-1 and UIC 510-5.
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Figure 77: Cross-section of UIC standard wheel
Low Stress Wheels
Tread braking is applied in the vast majority of freight wagons. As a result, wheels used in freight
wagons have a curved web to reduce the stresses and displacements in the rim due to the high
thermal loads created by friction between the wheel and the brake block during braking. This type of
wheels belongs to the family of so-called low stress wheels.
As mentioned, most of wheelset suppliers have at least one type of tread braking wheel of their own,
many of them are also patented. For a list of the most important patents for stress optimized wheels
for freight, please refer to the Annex.

6.1.4 Noise dampers
As it is pointed out in the White Paper Innovative Rail Freight Wagon 2030 [34]: “The crucial factor
for the future of rail freight transportation in Europe, including the use of freight wagons, is the noise
factor, and relevant innovations will be measured by the extent to which they solve this challenge”.
Another document, in this case a publication related to the European Project Capacity4Rail [35],
includes following sentence: “Noise from passing freight trains is a serious issue that jeopardizes the
entire rail transport capacity “. This gives an impression on how fundamental the reduction of noise
emissions is for the entire system of freight traffic.
Technical Specification for Interoperability (“TSI Noise” [36]) is the document of reference for
vehicles, which intend to operate all across Europe.
In the particular case of freight wagons, following requirements apply:
1.

Stationary noise: Equivalent sound pressure level shall be lower than 65 dB(A). This noise
appears as a consequence of the pneumatic compressor needed for the braking system.

2.

Pass-by-noise. It has to be measured at a distance of 7.5 m from rail middle and at a height
of 1.2 m. Depending on the maximum velocity, an equivalent sound pressure level shall be
calculated, which in no case may exceed 83 dB(A).

Experience in measurement and calculation of noise radiated by wheel and rail shows that 83 dB(A)
represent quite an ambitious requirement. To this respect, it is remarkable that the target of FR8RAIL
is even more ambitious, since 75 dB(A) or even lower are intended [37].
Thus, as pointed out at the beginning of this chapter, noise is nowadays the principal barrier for the
market suitability and sustainability of railway freight transport in Europe. A barrier that is directly
related to the conception of the wheelset which therefore may include some kind of noise damping
device. That means, every effort and measure taken in the direction of reducing the noise emissions
that are inherent to this means of transportation must be faced. Next paragraph deals with the kinds
of devices and measured developed and used in this direction so far.
Types of noise dampers
As above-mentioned, the web shapes of tread-braked wheels make them noisier than wheels with
straight web. Moreover, the fact that they are braked at the tread increases the roughness of the
running surface, thus also increasing the loudness. In order to reduce the noise level, the change of
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the type of brake blocks is one possibility, see chapter 6.1.5. On the other hand, there are different
types of devices to damp the vibration of the wheel, hence known as noise dampers. Presentation
[38] contains a quite good overview over the most common types of noise dampers. Further damping
methods and proposals for noise reduction are included in [33] and [39].
It is a fact that, as shown in Figure 78, in the usual range of velocities for the service of most railway
vehicles, excluding the high-speed trains, the main source of noise is rail-wheel contact. So, below
60 km/h, traction unit noise is predominant. Above 300 km/h, aerodynamic effects are responsible
for the noise emission. In between these two velocities, the noise coming from rail-wheel contact is
predominant. Rail and wheel together radiate the most of noise. The rest comes from braking system
and, marginally, from other components.

Figure 78: Noise generated by a railway vehicle in function of the speed [39]

Wheel-rail contact noise is caused mainly by the perturbations induced due to the roughness of rail
and wheel contact surfaces. Of these both components, wheel plays the main role, since the
vibrating surface is greater than in the case of the rail, and it comprises a wider range of frequencies.
So, the stiffness of the wheel web is also a relevant factor in noise emission. The higher the stiffness,
the more difficult it is for the wheel to vibrate, and thus, the lower the noise emission.
The above said leads to the conclusion, that there are three possible ways of reducing noise at the
source itself.
1.

First one consists in reducing the effect of the roughness of both wheel and rail contact
surfaces at the contact itself. Hereby several methods are used:
a

Surface polishing. Since the perturbations that are responsible for the noise emission
at rail wheel contact come from the roughness of the contact surfaces of rail and wheel,
the first evident measure is to reduce this roughness. In Germany, for example, frequent
polishing of rails is a custom. As for the wheels, the same way that cast iron braking
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blocks increase the roughness and so the noise emission, the use of K-blocks or, even
better, the recently homologated LL-blocks, polish the rolling surface of the wheel. The
acoustic improvement is quite high; the only disadvantage is the higher wear of the wheel
tread, particularly in the case of LL-blocks, which on the other side are quite expensive.
b

2.

Lubrication. One of the most extended and practical ways of reducing railway noise, in
particular curve squealing, is the use of lubrication between rail and wheel, concretely at
the flange. The lubrication can be made both in form of a liquid solution or a solid bar.
The second form of noise damping consists in a reduction or dissipation of the vibrating
energy produced at the wheel web. Hereto, some strategies are usually applied. They are
referred, from different viewpoints and with different intensity, in papers [33], [38] and [39]:

a

Improvement of the web shape. Some shapes are more prone to vibration than others.
Usually, wheels with low radial stiffness are acoustically worse than rigid wheels. The
problem with block-braked wheels, which are still predominant in freight transport, is that
they are not very stiff in radial direction, in order to avoid the concentration of stresses at
the wheel rim after braking. That means that this measure can only be applied with some
restrictions to this kind of wheels. Nevertheless, a reinforcement of wheel web at certain
areas can have, even in these wheels, the same effect than other devices for noise
reduction listed below. Another approach mentioned in [33] but less investigated up to
now is the possibility of de-coupling the vibrations of rim and web, even more, getting
that they vibrate out-of-phase and so they eliminate each other contributions. Some webs
with special corrugated wheel forms were also tested and intended as silent freight
wheels. They showed to be meaningful from an acoustic point of view [38], but unable to
resist the high thermal stresses commanded by the European Standards [39].

b

Wheel paint. Although there are again and again wheel paint suppliers promising paints
with “good acoustic properties”, the effectiveness of these solutions has only proved to
be very reduced.

c

Coating with additional metal plate (sandwich). The aim is to dissipate the vibrating
energy due to a viscose material, usually a polymer, placed between the wheel surface
and an external metal plate. It has been found that the solution is only really effective
with the metal plate: the coating alone shows again no effectiveness. This solution is
also often referred as “sandwich”. An example of this kind of noise damping measure is
the Syope system developed by Lucchini. Nevertheless, it is not applicable at freight
wheels, because the high temperatures reached at the transition between rim and web
would degrade and detach the polymer.

d

Friction rings. One of the oldest and still most used solutions consist in attaching by
means of a press fit and a form closure a toroidal or cylindrical ring at the inner diameter
of the rim. Thus, vibrating energy of the rim is dissipated by the friction heat appeared
between ring and rim. This solution is not very effective for rolling noise, but quite useful
when avoiding squealing noise.

e

Tuned block absorbers. To this kind of absorbers belong, for example, the VICONRASA absorber developed by Schrey & Veith, or the VSG layer absorber developed by
GHH. They consist of several layers of metal with some viscous material between them.
They are usually attached to a groove in the rim with a special form, thus compromising
the costs of machining of such a groove, and under certain circumstances, the strength
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of the rim itself. They are expensive, not very heavy (having a mass of around 10 kg)
and have the disadvantage of losing effectiveness with consequent re-profiling, since
they are tuned for the new wheel.

3.

f

Tuned discs. This is a very seldom noise damping device consisting in attaching some
screwed tuned discs at the wheel web.

g

Shield absorbers. They can be divided into tuned or untuned shield absorbers.
I.

Tuned: Like in the case of the layered absorbers, working principle is energy
dissipation trough metal plates, which have a viscoelastic material between them. To
the tuned ones belong the DASA absorber by GHH and the Galene absorbers by
Lucchini. They show quite good results, but they have to face the problem of losing
effectiveness as the rim thickness decreases because of wear and re-profiling.

II.

Untuned. Their purpose is to deaden the vibrations produced at the wheel. They have
proven to be effective, and are sometimes combined with friction rings.

h

Friction particles. A hollow body containing small particles (usually metallic ones) is
attached to the wheel, in most cases to the wheel rim. The friction between the particles
is transformed into heat, thus dissipating the vibrating energy of the wheel. Nevertheless,
it can be assumed that the friction between the hollow bodies and the wheel is more
effective in terms of noise damping than the friction between the particles themselves.

i

Resilient wheels. They consist of a wheel rim of steel and a wheel body of steel o cast
iron. Between them there is a layer of rubber, which acts as a noise damper. Because of
its construction principle, they are not suitable for freight transport. Since the Eschede
accident in 1998, they are only used in passenger traffic at low velocities, like in metros
or trams.

j

Wheels with brake disc. Actually, the easiest way of noise reduction for a railway wheel,
is integrating the braking function at the wheel itself by means of wheel mounted brake
discs instead of by tread braking. Wheels with wheel mounted brake discs show an
acoustically favourable geometry, characterized by a straight thick web. In addition to
this, the fact that they have attached the disc brakes to the web improves the stiffness of
the wheel, thus impeding the vibration and the noise emission. Moreover, any vibration
will be transformed into friction heat between the wheel and the brake disc, working in a
similar way than the friction rings. Last but not least, the fact that the tread is not braked
avoids the increase of roughness at the rolling surface (respectively the use of special
and expensive K or LL blocks).
The third way of reducing the noise at the source itself is the damping of the rail. This
measure is usually applied in the case that the contribution of the rail is found to be louder
than the wheel. This can only happen in the frequency range in which the rail is
predominant, usually up to 1500 kHz.

Table 5 provides an overview over the different possibilities for noise mitigation.
Table 5: Overview over different types of noise mitigation
Noise
reduction,
dB(A)
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Kind of
measur
e
Friction
reductio
n at
contact

OK
freight

Source

--

YES
YES

[38]
[38]

++

+

MAY

n. a.

-

+

NO

YES

[38], [39]

n. a.

n. a.

--

--

NO

MAY

[33]

3-6

5-25

+

+

1

NO

NO

[33], [39]

Friction rings

2-3

10-30

-

-

2

YES
(R)

YES

[33], [39]

Tuned block
absorber

3-7

10-30

++

++

3, 4

YES
(R)

YES

[33], [38]

Tuned discs

1-5

n. a.

NO

[39]

Tuned shield

7-8

10-30

++

++

YES

[38], [39]

4-6

n. a.

+

++

YES

[33], [38],
[39]

+

+

Measure

Roll

Squeal

€

Mass

Rail polishing
K/ LL-blocks

3-5
8-10

n. a.
n. a.

+++
++

Lubrication

n. a.

25

2-6

Web shape
improvement
Wheel paint
Coating with
metal plate
(sandwich)

Vibration
damping
at wheel

Untuned
shield
Friction
particles
Resilient
wheels
Wheels with
brake discs
Rail
damping
Comments:

-

2-3
6

10

+++

+++

n. a.

n. a.

++

+++

2-4

12-20

+++

--

Com
m.

Interface

3, 4, YES
5
(W)
YES
3, 4
(R/W)
YES
2, 4
(R/W)
YES
4, 5
(R/W)
SPEC
IAL
4, 6, YES
7
(W)

[38]
NO

[38]

MAY

[33]

YES

[38], [39]

1.

Possible difficulty in homologation.

2.

Simplicity.

3.

Tuned absorbers are specific for each wheel geometry, but effectiveness gets reduced as
rim thickness decreases.

4.

In the column “Interface”, R refers to rim, W refers to web.

5.

Unusual.

6.

New bogie design needed (freight).

7.

Combination of noise reduction measures.
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Noise dampers for tread-braked wheels
Although freight wagons are probably the noisiest kind of railway vehicles, noise dampers are
relatively seldom used at tread-braked wheels. High temperatures developing also at wheel rim a
high tensional state make impossible the use of some kind of absorbers (like those of sandwich type)
and restrict the possibilities of material selection and the type of interface to the rim. The latter fact
has usually a big impact on price, leading to more expensive absorbers both because of the special
design and because of the special materials to be used. As usual and effective examples of noise
damper for tread-braked wheels, following types can be mentioned:
1.

Tuned block absorber by Schrey & Veit. The working principle is the same than for the usual
tuned block absorbers: several wheel plates with elastomer between them. The fixation is
also made at the wheel rim. The only difference is the special coating of the steel plates,
and the elastomer, which is resistant to high temperatures. The interface to the rim is kept
very simple, and it usually lies at the inner side of the wheel.

Figure 79: Wheel equipped with S&V tuned block damper for high temperatures

2.

Hypno absorber by Lucchini. It was originally conceived as an absorber of untuned shield
type, which also makes use of application of the energy dissipation principle directly by
friction between metal plates. A second version of it substituted the shield by just some ribs,
in order to enable the visual inspection of the web. It is attached at grooves both at the rim
and at the hub of the wheel.

a)

b)

Figure 80: Lucchini's Hypno (R) damper; a) original; b) second variant
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6.1.5 Other bogie components
Although this document is focused on the wheelsets for freight wagons, a short mention of other
components shall be made for the sake of completeness.
Brakes
Most freight wheelsets are tread braked, as already said. Mainly for sake of reducing the noise
emissions, some of them are instead disc braked, showing two axle mounted brake discs [30]. As
mentioned in chapter 4.3, freight bogies with wheel mounted brake discs are extremely seldom. It
were, though, the best alternative for reducing the noise emissions at the freight wheelsets, as above
explained.
So far, in order to reduce the increase of roughness at the rolling surface (this being a main cause
for the noise of wagon wheelsets), cast iron blocks are gradually replaced by K-blocks and by the
newly homologated LL-blocks, which can reduce the noise emissions up to 10 dB(A) [38]. The latter
also offer very similar braking conditions to the traditional cast iron blocks, they do not need any
different interface (the K-blocks do), but they are much more expensive than cast iron blocks; in
addition to this, they induce a higher thermal input in the wheel, thus being more harmful for it. A
more detailed discussion about brake blocks is given in section 6.3.4.
As above-mentioned, another possibility, which could become trendsetting in the future, is the use
of axle-mounted brake discs. It allows reduced noise emissions, but on the other side it increases
the weight of the whole bogie.
Axle boxes
Axle boxes are sometimes considered as a part of the wheelset. In the case of most of freight bogies
used in Europe, axle box design corresponds to a double-winged configuration supporting the
primary suspension.
Improvements of the axle boxes in the last years that can be highlighted are the introduction of hot
axle box detection systems and investigations to increase the load capacity of the bearings up to 25
t per axle.

6.1.6 Freight axle maintenance
After Viareggio accident in 2009, the Railway Industry and the ERA have put a special interest in
understanding and avoiding the causes for axle breaking. Most of freight wheelset failures (57%) are
due to broken axles [25], [40]. Of these, the majority (82%) is due to axle boxes malfunction, some
(3.5%) are related to deformed axles, and the rest (14%) have to do with other causes. The latter
means, in the most of cases, corrosion. 29 axle failures occurred because of corrosion between
2006 and 2011. The proportion of failure in the different parts of the axle was found to be [24]:


2 at journal



6 at collar / abutment



0 at wheel seat



7 at transition radius



14 at shaft
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Additional survey of damages in axles can be found in [29] in which a total of 30 fatigue breaks were
reported in the period from 2000 to 2009. It is remarkable that, despite of the very high number of
type A and B axles in service (> 1 million), only very few fatigue breaks have occurred
After Viareggio accident, the JSG addressed that the wagon maintenance intervals and the wheelset
maintenance intervals were often dissociated. One of the recommendations of the JSG was to
analyse and try to harmonize the wheelset maintenance operations in Europe [29] in combination
with the maintenance levels applied in waggons. As a result, the JSG proposed different actions to
harmonize the axle maintenance operations based on the following:






ECCM: European Common Criteria for Maintenance, [41] which provides general
requirements for the maintenance operations of axles split into light, medium and heavy
maintenance.
EVIC: European Visual Inspection Catalogue, [42] which provides maintenance staff criteria
to visually inspect freight wagon axles to detect and assess surface damages like, for
example, corrosion and mechanical impacts.
EWT: European Wheelset Traceability Catalogue, [43] aimed to improve the traceability of
the wheelset maintenance data.

JSG rules were proposed to be implemented in the EN standards, particularly EN 15313 related to
the wheelset maintenance. As a result, a new version of the Standard has been published in 2016.
The emphasis of this new version of EN 15313 on freight wheelsets is remarkable. Main additions
to this respect are taken from [25], and can be summarized as follows:
1.

Incorporation of drawing UIC axles type A and B (Annex F).

2.

Reference to EVIC.

3.

Setting of diameter limit of wheel seats for axles type A when operation at 20 t (182 mm).

4.

Differentiation between various maintenance levels, and the maintenance operations
associated to them2:

5.

Light maintenance level: coincident with the re-profiling of wheels. Visual inspection is
foreseen.

6.

Medium maintenance level: coincident with bearing revision and re-profiling of wheels.
Visual inspection and NDT (other than VT) inspection of all sections of the axle is foreseen.

7.

Heavy maintenance level: coincident with wheel change. Related NDT operations: Visual
inspection and MT testing of the whole axle surface.

8.

Special maintenance actions for over-loaded freight wheelsets and for axle types A and B
as a function of their loading.

9.

Description of some measures for freight wagon wheelset traceability.

2

At all three maintenance levels, visual testing according to EVIC is mandatory. As stated in
Error! Reference source not found. EVIC has shown to be “an efficient tool to sort out NDTpositive axles and thus enhances the safety of freight traffic in Europe”.
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In addition to those, the new Standard version also includes some general, necessary improvements,
like for example criteria for establishing maintenance intervals.
The European Project Euraxles also addressed the maintenance of axles and similar conclusions
as the JSG were reached, that there is a “significant scatter of maintenance practices among the
different companies and applications showing the lack of harmonization of maintenance rules in
Europe” [40]. A survey of the maintenance practices in Europe for different types of applications was
performed and related LCC calculated. The results were summarized as follows [40] (see Table 6):
Table 6: Results of Euraxles survey on maintenance

Besides EN 15313, among freight wagon operators and maintainers, probably VPI guideline [32] is
the most popular code of rules for maintenance. In particular, the module for NDT inspection of
freight bogies and wheelsets was updated and extended in 2015, thus being also an improvement
for the inspection of freight bogie components.

6.2 WHEELSET MATERIALS
Most of the wheels and axles worldwide produced are manufactured based on EN (Europe), UIC
(International), GOST (Russia), JIS (Japan) or AAR (US) standards. In Western Europe, EN and
UIC are normally the standards used. AAR standard is also widely used as a base reference outside
USA in many non-European countries.

6.2.1 Wheelset production process
The production process of wheelsets comprises the production of the wheel, the production of the
axle and the assembly of both (and, eventually, the mounting of the brake discs or other
components).
Both wheel and axle production processes are quite similar, consisting in four main steps: forging,
heat treatment, machining, and finishing. The differences are based on the particularities of each
component.
Wheels
In the case of the wheels, the production process can be depicted as follows:
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Figure 81: Production process of railway wheels (CAF source)

Only forging is considered in this diagram, since casting of wheels and the use of casted wheels are
both out of the scope of European legislation. On the other side, among the different wheel types,
solid wheels are the standard one for freight applications (tyred wheels are mainly used in commuter
trains, metros and trams).
Solid wheels (either forged or casted) are heat treated using a particular process consisting on the
denominated “rim chilling” (Figure 82). In this process, after the austenisation of the wheel, a rapid
local cooling-down affecting only the tread of the wheel is performed. The result is a significant
increase of the tread hardness (the area subjected to wear in service) respect to the rest of the
wheel. In addition, circumferential residual stresses are induced also into the tread; contributing to
increase the fatigue resistance of the material at that area (this is particularly important to minimize
the crack generation and its growth at the rolling contact surface minimizing, in this way, the risk of
a catastrophic radial crack of the wheel).

Figure 82: Rim quenching of a railway wheel (CAF source)
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In the case of forged wheels, sometimes the web area is shot-peened or cold-rolled after machining
in order to increase its strength against fatigue.
Axles
On the other hand, axles are produced according to following process:

Figure 83: Production process of railway axles (CAF source)
Beyond this standard process, for some kinds of applications, sometimes additional production steps
are carried out after machining, like:




Cold rolling: just of the seats or of the whole axle in order to increase the fatigue strength,
Molybdenum coating: which is usually applied only to the seats to improve the fretting fatigue
resistance,
Sand blasting: This process is also used in maintenance, in order to remove painting. It must
be pointed out that this process modifies the surface characteristics (roughness, etc.) of the
axle from the new machined axle.

Wheelsets
Wheels are mounted on to the axle seats by an interference fit. The most extended method for the
assembly is by using a press fit. Another method also applied is via shrink fitting by heating the wheel
before assembly.

6.2.2 Wheel materials and production
Railway wheels are generally manufactured according to the following standards:






EN 13262 [44]
UIC 812-3 [45]
GOST 10791 [46]
JIS E5402-1 [47]
AAR M107/M208 [48]

As mentioned, in Western Europe (and many non-European countries) is common practice to apply
EN and UIC standards.
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In the case of railway wheels, the different standards cover just non-alloyed carbon steels. Different
steel grades are mainly based on the carbon content and hardness.
The European standard covers, at the present, a total of four different steel grades (Table 7). As
mention above, the difference among them is the carbon content, and hence, the mechanical
properties required for them. ER6 and ER7 are the grades used for tread braked wheels, mostly
used in freight application (especially ER7). The use of softer grades (lower carbon content) is mainly
due to the fact that the braking system of the wagons is based on block braking. Block brakes act
directly onto the tread surface of the wheel generating large amount of heat (either in the blocks and
the wheels). Thermo-mechanical behaviour of carbon steels is usually worst as the higher the
amount of carbon in the steel is (material is more prone to suffer thermal fatigue and/or harmful
microstructural transformations). A penalty respect to the wheel life (comparing with the use of harder
steel grades) is therefore paid in order to increase the security of the application. Thus, ER8 or ER9
are explicitly prohibited for their use with LL-blocks [49], which are shortly described in chapter 6.1.5.
The challenge in the future will consist in the development of wheel materials that have an improved
wear resistance and at the same time high fracture toughness, if tread braking is to be kept.
AAR standard, at the contrary, covers carbon steels with higher carbon content (Table 8). Class B
and C are the common grades used in freight. In some special applications, class D, is also
considered for freight (heavy haul application for example). Maximization of the duration of the
wheels is the most weighted criteria in AAR specification respect to the EN. 0,10-0,25% higher
carbon content of class B and C respect to ER7 allows to produce significantly harder wheels. To
notice also that wagon load per axle allowable in US (or countries/infrastructures under AAR
specifications) is also considerable higher than the load per axle permitted in Europe (up to 35 t/axle
compared to the maximum 23.5 t/axle considered in Europe). In this sense, mechanical requirements
for the wagons wheels are also higher being needed the use of more resistant alloys what is
achieved, in this case, increasing the carbon content.
Table 7: EN13262 steel grades
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Table 8: AAR M107 steel grades

6.2.3 Axle materials
Railway axles are generally manufactured according to the following standards:






EN 13261 [50]
UIC 811-1 [51]
GOST 31334 [52]
JIS E4502-1 [47]
AAR M101 [53]

As mentioned, in Western Europe (and many non-European countries) is common practice to apply
EN and UIC standards.
Axle materials specified in these standards are non-alloyed or medium alloyed carbon steel either
normalized or quench and tempered state. Criteria for the use of the different materials and heat
treatments available in the corresponding standard are mainly based on the load demands of the
vehicle for the axles. In freight applications, in Europe, normalized non-alloyed steels EA1N as per
EN 13261 is by far the most common material used for axle manufacture. EA1T and EA4T are more
seldom used in this kind of application. Axles made in EA1N accumulate a satisfactory performance
in service along decades and the manufacturing costs in general are lower than EA1T and EA4T
though these two provide some enhanced characteristics like, for example, better permeability to
ultrasound which improves the non-destructive inspections capability of the axles.

6.3 WHEELSETS: WHAT IS MISSING?
The White Paper Innovative Rail Freight Wagon 2030 [34] collects different proposals for the future
development of freight as a competitive transport mode. These proposals have served as reference
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for the definition of the Shift2Rail MAAP [54] corresponding to IP5 Initiative. Wheelsets are key
components of the rolling stock and they have a significant impact on several factors related to the
operation and, among them, the following can be highlighted:




Noise
Safety
LCC – Life Cycle Costs

In the following sections, a more detailed discussion about these features is given. It must be
remarked that they cannot be seen as isolated topics since they are intimately related.

6.3.1 Noise
As already introduced in section 6.1.4, noise is nowadays one of the main challenges faced by the
freight transportation in Europe and it is directly related to the wheelset concept.
Different actions have been introduced in Europe along the past years to mitigate rail noise and
vibration [55] like, for example, passive damping through noise barriers mounted at the sides of the
tracks in high density population areas. A complementary approach is to focus on the source of the
rolling noise which is basically created by the rough running surfaces of wheels and tracks.
Historically, tread braked wheelsets with cast iron blocks has been the common solution adopted in
freight wagons. It is well known that the use of cast iron blocks induces high roughness on the wheel
tread increasing the rolling noise. In order to reduce the noise generation, a retrofitting campaign
has been pursued in freight wagons in Europe to substitute the cast iron blocks by newly developed
composite materials. Though noise is significantly mitigated with this modification, other problems
have arisen like the reduction of the lifetime of the wheels which leads to an increase of the overall
LCC. Taking into account that around 3 million freight wheelsets are in operation in the European
countries, actions to decrease the impact of this problem are needed like the development of wheels
and materials with suited characteristics for a better behaviour under these conditions. This topic is
discussed in more detail in section 6.3.4.
Alternative solutions that have been proposed are to move to wheelsets fitted with brake discs on
the axle. However, this option, which seems attractive for future wagons, implies a complete revision
of the running gear and requires an overall assessment taking into consideration LCC analysis too.
The TIS project [23] is an example of current activities performed in this topic.
Another contribution for decreasing the noise emissions comes from the shape optimization and
damping of the wheel. One of the challenges is to achieve functional and cost-effective solutions to
be applied to the wheel in particular and to the wheelset in general with increased complexity when
tread braked wheelsets are considered.

6.3.2 Safety
Railway transportation is one of the safest transport modes as demonstrated by the accumulated
experience. In any case, after the accident in Viareggio in 2009 due to broken axle different initiatives
have been pushed in Europe to improve safety with focus in wheelsets. Examples of such initiatives
are the work of the Joint Sector Group for wagon maintenance [25], the Euraxles project [56] or the
introduction of damage tolerance concepts to wheelsets [57], [29]. Additionally, Beretta [58]
describes a procedure for the determination of the reliability and risk of failure of axles in service.
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Safety must be considered as a target in any new development, especially for wheelsets since they
are safety critical components of a railway vehicle. Though, for example, the number of axle failures
has drastically decreased along the past decades [25] investigations are still needed if looking for
optimized and more competitive products. In this sense, contributions for a more precise assessment
of the fatigue behaviour of the wheels and axles including damage tolerance accurate, materials
characterization and validation procedures, solutions to maintain the integrity in service of the
components and reliable inspection methods can be highlighted as activities for further development
always taking into consideration the cost effectiveness.

6.3.3 LCC – Life Cycle Costs
In order to enhance the competitiveness of the railway freight transport in the future, in addition to
the safety analysis, an assessment of the overall life cycle costs (LCC) must be accomplished as
part of the approval process to introduce any new development. The life cycle costs cover as a
minimum not only the acquisition costs but the maintenance and operational costs over the lifetime
of the system.
The maintenance of freight wheelsets has already been discussed in the present document (see for
example Section 6.1.6) The Euraxles project [56] also dealt with the LCC analysis of railway axles.
As a general conclusion, the main contribution to the overall life cycle costs of wheelsets is the
substitution of the wheels in the heavy maintenance. Hence, any improvement on the lifetime of the
wheels (in coherence with the rest of the components) would have a significant impact on the LCC
reduction of wheelsets. To achieve this, the service behaviour of the wheels must be deeply
understood and further investigations on wheel-rail interaction, wheel wear and degradation
mechanisms are needed to develop new wheels and materials. The particular case of tread braked
wheels with composite blocks is discussed in more detail in Section 6.3.4 because it represents a
real market demand nowadays.
Other aspects already introduced in the previous sections related to noise mitigation and safety
cannot be disassociated from an economic analysis. For example, it is well known that service
performance of coatings applied to the axles must be improved [59] in order to ensure that the
surface integrity of these components is in good condition. Moreover, there is a need to look for
reliable maintenance practices and inspection methods at a competitive cost. Ultimately, solutions
for the condition monitoring of the wheelset components in service are also needed which would
contribute to the trend observed in the last years to introduce Condition Based Maintenance (CBM)
concepts in the railway sector.

6.3.4 LCC - Tread braked wheels with composite blocks
Introduction
Conventional brake system used in wagons has consisted on the mechanical action of a block over
the tread surface of the wheel. Traditionally, the material used for the manufacture of these blocks
has been the cast iron, not being rare also the use of wood. Under the pressure of different European
Authorities, cast iron blocks are being substituted by new composite brake block materials in the
existing fleets and are already a must in the manufacture of new wagons in many of the European
countries.
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The reason for this normative change come from the significant noise reduction generated by
wagons running when composite brake blocks are used respect to the conventional ones made of
cast iron.

Figure 84: Tread Surface aspect of a wagon wheel braked by composite break blocks (left)
and cast-iron brake blocks (right)

Cast iron brake blocks scratch the surface of the wheels, and additionally generate what it is called
as “hot spots”3. The result is a tread surface with superficial heterogeneities that have an important
impact in the sound generated when rolling over the rail.
The use of composite brake blocks does not generate this type of marks giving a tread surface
smoother and free of heterogeneities (see Figure 84). The effect of the composite brake block over
the tread surface is more similar to a polished effect due to a higher abrasion and a more
homogeneous action of the block.
Different studies have concluded that the freight vehicles that have mounted composite brake blocks
generate up to 10 dB less than freight vehicles using cast iron blocks [38], [60].
Brake disc system is widely used in passenger vehicles and would eliminate this problem. This is an
alternative that it is being considered more and more for the use also for freight (focusing on future
vehicles) but the large complexity that would suppose the substitution of the block brake systems for

3

Hot spots are defined as a localized area with a temperature exceeding 450 °C generated above a threshold speed of
22 m/s. Studies shown that hot spot are exposed to two types of thermal loadings: heat pulses from the brake block contact
and strain cycles that come from the major heating and cooling cycles (one per revolution). Hot spots are considered as
one of the main sources of thermal cracks on the surface of the treads.
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brake disc systems in the existing vehicles make this alternative as impossible from an economic
point of view.
Despite the advantages of the composite brake blocks respect to the cast iron brake blocks referred
to the noise reduction of the vehicles, it is generalized among the freight operators that the
substitution of this type of brake blocks provoke a higher wear in the wheels. This results in a shorter
wheel life, increasing significantly the operational life cycle costs of the vehicles.
Composite brake blocks
The denominated as “composite brake blocks” are manufactured from different mixtures that can
have multitude different metallic and organic compounds. According to their composition, composite
break blocks can be classified in two main families:


Sintered blocks: based mainly in metallic mixtures of copper and iron



Organic blocks: based on organic resins acting as a binder and metallic and/or ceramic
particles and fibres acting as reinforcements and abrasive agents.

Every manufacturer uses a specific composition obtaining a wide range of different characteristics
in function of such a formulation. The result is that every reference of composite brake block must
be considered as an independent product. The service behaviour of the composite brake blocks
coming from different producers can be very different, even if those brake blocks are catalogued
from the same type. This is the main difference respect to the cast iron brake blocks (very much
similar among different manufacturers).
Composite brake blocks are also classified according to the friction coefficient in three main types:


L (low friction coefficient)



LL (very low friction coefficient)



K (high friction coefficient)

Even though it is possible to found some reference about KK type brake blocks (very high friction
coefficient) the most common brake blocks that are currently mounted on wagons are LL and K type.
LL brake blocks are designed to present a behaviour in service similar to the cast iron brake blocks.
The objective for that is to be able to substitute the cast iron brake blocks for LL composite brake
blocks in those vehicles which brake system has been designed for iron brake blocks. At the contrary,
K brake blocks behave totally different, being necessary to change the break forces applied to the
wheel, and in consequence, this type of blocks cannot be used in those vehicles that currently mount
cast iron brake blocks. K brake blocks are used in new wagons which brake system and control has
been designed specifically for this type of blocks.
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Figure 85: Variation of the friction coefficient (wheel-brake block pair) respect to the vehicle
speed and brake pressure applied for different brake blocks: K, LL and cast iron (GG) brake
blocks; to notice the similar behaviour shown by LL and cast-iron brake blocks and, at the
less dependent behaviour of K brake blocks respect to the speed or contact pressure [61]

Composite brake blocks are more affected by atmospheric conditions than cast iron brake blocks,
which would imply also a modification of the vehicle braking strategy for the driver. Due to the
constant roughening of the wheel surface a consistent adhesion level is maintained and, additionally,
in the case of the presence of small flats on the wheels, braking action can eliminate them. On the
other hand, due to their nature, composite break blocks dissipate much less amount of heat when
breaking respect to the cast iron ones. This heat generated when braking is transmitted in a higher
amount into the wheels, which induce more thermal loads to be supported by the wheel with the
associated problems that this can generate (reversion of the compression internal stresses of the
tread, thermal fatigue, material softening, etc.).
Main advantage of composite brake blocks (specially K type blocks) are the more independent
behaviour of the friction coefficient respect to the speed and application force as shown in Figure 85.
Applicable normative
As mention above, every composite break block manufacturer and/or block reference uses a
different formulation for the fabrication of the blocks. The result is that blocks behaves differently in
service even if they belong to the same type (K, LL, etc.). Because of this, the UIC has stablished a
series of normative specifications in order to authorize the use of each brake block reference before
its use in service.
In Europe, composite brake blocks must be approved according to the UIC leaflet 541-4 “Brakes
with composite brake blocks – General conditions for certification of composite brake blocks”. This
leaflet details the different requirements that brake blocks must guarantee in order to be able to be
used in service. Appendix M of this leaflet lists the composite brake blocks qualified according to this
leaflet. This appendix is continuously updated (at the date of emission of this report, the last issue is
dated on 01/02/2017).
Based on this document, the ERA/TD/2009-02/INT “List of fully UIC approved composite brake
blocks for International Transport” lists, theoretically, the same composite brake blocks, although
this list may not be up-dated respect to the UIC leaflet 541-4 Appendix M.
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On the other hand, UIC has edited also some guidelines detailing the technical requirements for
either the construction of new vehicles using composite brake blocks or substituting cast iron brake
blocks by composite brake blocks, and additionally the maintenance operations required when using
this type of composite brake blocks. For LL and K blocks:




SET 07 – “Braking” – “Usage guidelines for composite (LL) brake blocks” [62]
o

Part I – Fitting of wagons with composite blocks with a low friction coefficient (LL)

o

Part II – Brake operation, monitoring and maintenance

SET 07 – “Braking” – “Design rules for composite brake blocks (K)” [63]
o

Part I – Design and construction of freight wagons fitted with composite brake blocks
with a high coefficient of friction (K)

o

Part II - Brake operation, monitoring and maintenance

In the case of LL composite brake blocks, Part I of the guideline stablishes the different operation
requirements, requirements for blocks exchanging, marking along the wagons, maximum permitted
gradients (in manual operated brakes, UIC applies different values to cast iron and LL blocks), need
of additional components to incorporate in the brake systems (kink valves) and also the wheels that
can be used when using this type of brake blocks. In this sense, this document states that this type
of brake blocks can be only used in monobloc wheels (no allowed to be used in tired wheels). For
this kind of wheels, only R6 and R7 are the material grades authorized.

Figure 86: Identification in wagons mounted with LL brake blocks
Part II of this guideline details different recommendations for brake operation (parking and low
speed) and specially the operation use in winter conditions (LL composite blocks are much more
affected than cast iron brake blocks under sub-zero temperatures). Monitoring measurements for
the blocks are also stablished and a special issue is detailed for the monitoring to be performed to
the wheels. In this sense, the guidelines emphasized for the need of performing different inspections
to the wheels that are braked by composite blocks. Regular visual inspections must be performed,
focusing specially, on detecting signs of thermal overloading, heavy or irregular wear, damage of the
tread and thermal fatigue cracks.
Additionally, extra controls for the monitoring of the wheel profiles must be implemented in
maintenance obliging to measure the wheel profile at regular intervals in order to take detect possible
equivalent conicity values above 0,40 (wheel must be re-profile in such a case). Taking into account
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the difficulty to measure this characteristic, flange thickness criteria are also defined as alternative
to measure the equivalent conicity as re-profiling criteria. A reduced nominal flange thickness of less
than or equal to 30,5 mm is to be used (wheel profile as in EN 13715-S1002). This permits equivalent
conicity to be determined for a lower in-service flange height limit value of 32 mm and an inspection
flange height limit value of 31 mm. These measurements can be performed with a simple flange
gauge tool. At a flange height >32 mm there is a risk that the limit value of 0.40 for equivalent conicity
has been exceeded and the wheelset should then be replaced to be on the safe side.
Inspection periods every 50.000 km (100.000 km after re-profiling) are also indicated. If flange height
is altering faster or slower as a result of changes in mileage and/or operating conditions, the intervals
between measurements can be adjusted on a case-by-case basis. In the case of do not perform
such a rigorous wheel monitoring, operational speed limitations (maximum operational speed would
be limited to 100 km/h) or additional demonstration of compliance with the safety provisions of the
leaflet must be giving.
Substitution of cast iron brake blocks by LL composite brake blocks must be recorded in the National
Vehicle Register.
“Design rules for composite brake blocks (K)” leaflet has a similar schema to the previously
summarized for LL blocks. In this case, Part I specify also that only ER6 and ER7 monobloc wheels
can be used with K brake blocks. Part II of this leaflet specifies a similar criterion of maintenance
and inspection for the brake blocks but much more relaxed with respect to the wheels. Visual
inspections, emphasizing in possible thermal damages, are required but non-indicating additional
requirements to the stated in the UIC leaflet 510-2. However, some special indications are stated in
the case of using two particular K brake block references (Becorit 929-1 and Becorit 929-1SG), which
evidence the difference in-service behaviour of different brake blocks references even within the
same type.
UIC leaflet B.126.13 “Use of composite brake blocks – Damage Catalogue” indexes a list of different
damages that can present the composite brake blocks and also the damages in wheelsets
associated to composite brake blocks. In this document, the actions to be done in case of founding
such damage either in the blocks or in the wheels are defined.
Service experience
Service experience using composite brake blocks (specially LL type as substitution of cast iron brake
blocks) is limited if compared to total life of a wagon (almost 40 years) or the large experience using
cast iron brake blocks. In this sense, different projects have been running in order to study and
compare the behaviour in service of these relatively new blocks and, based on the results, to stablish
new maintenance criteria either for wheels or blocks.
The most ambitious project has been the “EuropeTrain” Project [64]. Coordinated by the UIC and
launched in 2009. This project consists of running around 30 representative wagons throughout
Europe only for testing LL brake blocks. Representative operational conditions (climatic conditions,
gradients, load, speed, etc.) were analysed. In total, around 200.000 km were achieved.
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Figure 87: Routes performed in EuropeTrain Project [64]

Other related projects have been running in a more limited scale but also with the aim of gaining
experience using composite brake blocks. Some examples of the most significant are:


Eurosabot (1996 – 1999) [65]



Euro Rolling Silently Project (2002-2005) [66]



“Leiser Rhein” (Quiet Rhine), 2009 [67]



WhisperingTrain Project (2002-2009) [59]

And also different specific tests either in service or in bench leaded by UIC (Steep gradient tests,
locked brake tests, malfunction brake tests, etc.) [68].
Main conclusion about the different in-service tests performed is that no general wear values can be
defined either for blocks life or wheels re-profile intervals when using composite brake blocks, taking
into account the large number of variables that has been found that have a significant effect (vehicle
speed, load, type of route, clime, driving style, etc.). A similar conclusion would be also found for
sure, if analysed similar tests but using cast iron brake blocks.
Also, a common conclusion, additionally validated by the service experience of different operators
that has already perform the substitution of cast iron brake blocks by LL blocks, is the significantly
higher wear experimented by the wheel. The result, in general, is a reduction of the wheel life,
increasing the operating costs of the vehicles (composite brake blocks wear less than cast iron
blocks but considering that the former is about four times more expensive, final balance is negative
economically).
Another important conclusion is the different tread wear patterns experimented by the wheel respect
to the one experimented when braked using cast iron blocks. Next figures show an example based
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on the results obtained in the Netherlands from the WhisperingTrain Project (wheel wear is up to 3,5
times higher using K brake blocks than cast iron blocks. To notice also the large difference found
when using different LL brake blocks and type of wagon).
Figure 88 shows an example of a typical wear pattern. There was detected a notable increase in the
thickness of the wheel flange which obliged to use wheel-profiles with a reduced flange during the
Project. After longer runs, hollow wear of the wheel profile occurred due to the higher wear on the
tread. Because of the different wear of the two wheels of a wheelset it may even happen that the
wheel diameter of one wheel differs from the other after some time. The combination of both
phenomena leads to an increase of the “equivalent conicity” of the wheelset. This parameter
describes the geometrical interaction between wheel profile and rail profile. The increase of the
equivalent conicity can influence the running stability of the vehicle and could result in exceeding the
safety limit values for stability that are defined in EN 14363. This could result in additional wear and
degradation of vehicle and track, or even, in extreme cases, safety risks like derailment [69]
Table 9: Wear of wheels comparison as a result from the WhisperingTrain project [63]

Wear of wheels comparison as a result from the Whisperingtrain project [63]

Figure 88: Typical wheel profiles developed when using composite brake blocks [70]

From the results of these investigations it was concluded that:


When using cast iron blocks, hardly any growth of conicity is observed;



With composite brake blocks, growth of conicity is observed, though this growth is strongly
dependent on wagon type and application;



With LL blocks of sintered material, a faster growth of conicity was measured in comparison
with an organic LL-block quality;
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When a wheel profile with reduced flange thickness is used, the equivalent conicity is lower;



There was no indication that the application of composite brake blocks on freight wagons
leads to a different influence on flange height differences between the left and right wheel of
an axle, as compared to cast iron brake blocks.

EuropeTrain Project achieved a very good insight into the development of equivalent conicity under
the given test conditions. The reduction of the nominal flange thickness, so the usage of a wheel
profile with a flange thickness less or equal 30.5 mm is an important basis for the successful
operation with LL-blocks. Analysis of the date compiled in this project evidenced [64]:


Wagon type, loading history and use in the specific circumstances in the various runs have
a significant influence on either brake block or wheel wear and equivalent conicity.



Cast iron blocks give the lowest increase in equivalent conicity per 100,000 km and seem to
be very “stable” (low dispersion, no important increase in a short mileage). With high mileage
(>100,000 km), there is almost no more increase of equivalent conicity. It seems that the
evolution of equivalent conicity tends to an asymptote.



LL composite brake blocks (C952-1) give an equivalent conicity growing faster than with cast
iron blocks. The increase seems to be predictable with low dispersion between sequential
measurements and different wagons. The increase of equivalent conicity remains linear,
even for high mileage (no asymptote).



Averagely, the use of composite brake blocks reference IB116 resulted in an equivalent
conicity growing little faster than with cast iron blocks but lower than with C952-1 blocks. The
increase of equivalent conicity remains linear, even for high mileage (no asymptote).
However, the behaviour of wagons with IB116* is sometimes less predictable with high
changes between sequential measurements and different wagons in some cases.



LL-blocks do have a smaller wear than cast iron blocks. The sintered block C952-1 shows
under loaded conditions only 21% of the block wear of cast iron, IB116* shows 51% of the
value of cast iron.



The use of LL-blocks increases the wheel wear rates. Wear rates are strongly depending on
the loading conditions of the wagon and vary strongly between the runs and wagon type. The
main wear rates determined over the whole duration of the project, expressed in the change
of the flange height (ΔSh) are:
Table 10: Averaged wheel wear rates of EuropeTrain operation
Wheel wear rate (ΔSh) [mm/100,000 km] - % respect to Cast iron (CI)



CI empty

CI loaded

C952-1
empty

C952-1
loaded

IB116
empty

IB116
loaded

0.7 - 100
%

0.9 - 100
%

0.8 - 109%

2.2 - 237 %

0.8 - 109 %

1.8 - 194 %

The re-profiling interval differs for the different brake block materials and the different service
condition. In comparison with cast iron brake blocks, in general, a medial reduction of the re-
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profiling interval is expected, however, a detailed forecast is not possible. Based on the wheel
wear rate a re-profiling interval for LL blocks between 150,000 and 250,000 km can be
considered as realistic.


The average evolution of the flange thickness for the different brake block types differs in a
small range. All brake blocks, except C952-1, showed a similar behaviour like cast iron brake
blocks with a slightly decrease of flange thickness. Based on these results the cutting depth
during re-profiling will be on a comparable level. For C952-1 the cutting depth could be a little
bit lower.

Newly, apart from evidencing a different behaviour in between composite and cast-iron brake blocks,
also significant in-service behaviour differences are detected among different composite brake
blocks references. This, when adding to other important variables like the brake system design,
vehicle type, operation conditions, etc., make very much complicated to extrapolate in-service
behaviour results to different operators.

Figure 89: Equivalent conicity (EC) evolution using the LL composite brake blocks studied
during the EuropeTrain Project: IB116 (up) and CP951-2 (down); blue line corresponds to
the EC measured using cast iron brake blocks
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Based on the results of EuropeTrain, UIC elaborated new inspection limits and inspection intervals
regarding the monitoring of the wheel profile. These new rules were written down in [62]. As general
requirements, it is stated, that in case of using LL-blocks.
a. The equivalent conicity (a relevant parameter for the wheel/rail contact conditions)
shall not exceed the value of 0.40.
b. The wheel profiles shall be monitored at regular intervals.
The guideline is giving proposals about how to ensure the fulfilment of these requirements or even
under which conditions the monitoring can be skipped.
“Equivalent conicity” (UIC source)
The equivalent conicity is a parameter that is used as an indicator for stable running behavior. The general opinion is
that wheel wear shall be minimized, because high wear can result in instability problems when running at maximum
speed. In order to study the very complex relation between wheel wear and running stability (in which many parameters
play a decisive role), the equivalent conicity is frequently used. This parameter reduces the characteristics of the wheelrail contact to a single value which is believed to be a good approximation.
The equivalent conicity is defined as the inclination of the wheel running surface of a conical shaped wheel which
characteristics are similar to that of the real wheel and rail profile (see figure). The application of composite brake
blocks has shown that, apart from the positive effect of noise reduction, the wear of the wheel tread is high in
comparison with traditional cast iron blocks. For freight wagons the application of cast iron brake blocks does not
require to monitor the wheel tread profile during operation. For these wheels, the main parameters to be checked relate
to the shape of the wheel flange. The increased tread wear, due to the use of composite brake blocks, affects the
characteristics of the wheel rail contact and consequently the running behaviour. Since this type of wear did nearly not
exist before, no limit values for the maximum wear during operation of the wagon has been defined.
Wheel wear will generally lead to increasing equivalent conicity values. Ultimately this could lead to an instable running
of the wagon in which the safety related limit values, as used within the certification process, are no longer met.
Within the UIC, several initiatives have been undertaken to come up with limit values for the equivalent conicity that
are feasible in practice. In order to maximize the wheel life (and thus the economic feasibility of composite brake
blocks), the objective has been to set this limit value as high as possible without affecting the stable running of the
vehicle.

Apart from the different wear behaviour of the wheels when using composite brake blocks rather
than conventional cast iron blocks, another large difference in between both conditions is related
with the denominated “heat partitioning”. Heat generated during block braking is dissipated mainly
by conduction between the wheel and the block. The large heat conductivity coefficient difference
between the cast iron and the composite material provoke an important change in the heat
distribution of the heat generated during the breaking action (heat partitioning). As a reference, one
of the different studies to be able to find in the literature indicates that composite blocks make that
the largest part of the heat is transmitted to the wheel (about 83 %), sinter is intermediate (about 72
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%) and cast iron makes the smallest (about 50 %) [71]. Final result is that the wheel tread get a
considerably higher temperature when using composite brake blocks than using cast iron blocks
(considering a similar operation condition).
Higher temperature in the tread of the wheels may imply additional problems to the wheels. High
temperature exposure of the wheels due to high demanding braking operation (prolonged drag
brake4) would make the wheels more prone to suffer from relaxation or reversion of the tread
compressive residual stress. On the other hand, different thermal cycles can induce the generation
of characteristics cracks at the tread surface due to thermal fatigue. An increase of tread roll-over
incidences in the wheels has also been detected when using composite pad blocks respect to the
use of cast iron blocks [70].

Figure 90: Tread roll over on wheels using K composite brake blocks – The WhisperingTrain
Project [70]

Figure 91: Thermal cracks in the tread surface (thermal fatigue) associated to high
demanding pad brake application (CAF source)

4

Drag braking is called when potential increase in train speed is detained by applying the brake to the train wheel at about
a constant pressure for a relatively long duration of time (downhill braking for example)
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The Whispering Train project results summarized the main wheel re-profiling criteria in function of
the block brake used in the wagons of the study (Table 11). Re-profiling was always performed in a
defect-based criterion. Kilometer average values changed also in function of the pad brake used
being higher when using cast iron blocks than when using either K or LL brake blocks, always
considering the large scattering found in any of the conditions analyzed: 350.000 km for the wagon
wheels mounted with cast iron blocks compared to 230.000 km averaged for the composite ones.
Table 11: Re-profile reasons (in %) for the wheels analysed in the WhisperingTrain Project
(similar results were also found for LL blocks)
Reasons for re-profiling
Flat spots on the wheel
Shelling due to rolling contact
fatigue
Wear of profiles
Tread roll over

GG-Blocks
28
16

K-Blocks
0
0

32
23

0
100

From these results, it can be notice that the only re-profile criteria when using composite brake blocks
was associated to tread roll-over. When using cast iron blocks, different typical tread damage
phenomena appear. Explanation for this it is found in the higher wear experimented by the wheels
when using composite blocks. In this sense, this higher wear eliminates the tread surface defects
impeding their growth as soon as they are generated.
There exist different studies that evidence different wheel behaviour in function of the type of
materials used in the block braking system. Reference [72] gives a good survey. One of the main
focus is put on the damaged generated by the hot spots. Even considering that the tread temperature
under similar brake operation conditions is higher in the wheels braked by composite blocks, larger
tread surface damage is generated due to hot spots in those wheels braked with cast iron blocks.
Higher speeds and longer braking times are needed to generate similar hot spots onto the tread
surface when using composite brake blocks. On the other hand, tread surface seems to be more
prone also to suffer from metallurgical transformations when using cast iron blocks. The result is a
lower incidence of spalling when using composite brake blocks. All these results have been
corroborated either by rig and service testing and are in line to the conclusions obtained along the
WhisperingTrain project.
In any case, the higher wear and its “collateral” effect of helping to eliminate any superficial defect
must also be taken into account. A kind of fight in between damage progression and wear occurs
always at the tread surface. A higher wear of the wheel can provoke what is called as “magic wear”
where tread surface damage (small cracks, small flats, etc.) would disappear because wear eliminate
material at a higher speed than the crack progression.
Composite block tread braking. Wheel requirements and developments
As summarized above, different sources of information exist describing the wheel behaviour
differences when using composite brake blocks respect to cast iron brake blocks. Large projects,
either at European or national based projects have been running in order to be able to be confident
respect to the use of composite brake blocks as a substitution of traditional cast iron blocks. These
projects have allowed also the definition of new wheel maintenance criteria and to stablish also the
requirements demanded to new composite blocks references before being used in service.
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Conclusions, in many cases, are contradictory among different studies. Also, in a same study,
different results can be obtained (i.e. wear rates for wheels measured at Europetrain or
WhisperingTrain projects in, in theory, similar operation conditions). This reveals the existence of
important additional variables that affect the wheel behaviour (either wear, tread damage, etc.) apart
from just to considered the nature of the material used for the brake blocks. Variables like the
conduction way, climatology, load, operation speed, track condition, …, and also the wheel
maintenance policy, play a role so important that, in some cases, the brake material could be
relegated to a second term variable.
Despite this, either as a result from these open studies or also from the experiences already gained
from different operators that has already performed the substitution of the traditional cast iron blocks,
some general conclusions respect to the wheels can be highlighted:


Wheel wear is considerably higher when using composite brake blocks (either LL type when
substituting cast iron in current wagons or K type in new wagons when compared to
conventional wear rates experienced by wheels braked with conventional cast iron blocks).
In this sense, wheel life decreases.



Wheels wear pattern changes. This provokes changes in the equivalent conicity parameter,
which implies running instabilities of the vehicle. The result is the need of changing the
maintenance policy, increasing the number of wheel inspections, and generally, reducing reprofile interval periods.



Wheel tread get higher temperatures in service (especially in those applications where high
brake demands are needed). In certain applications, problems associated to this fact are
increased (thermal cracks at the tread surface, tread roll-over, …)

Main wheel standards used in Europe for freight (UIC 812-3 or EN13262) do not allow a large margin
from the material point of view in order to be able to develop new specific alloys that solve or improve
the wheel behaviour when braked by composite blocks. Both the chemical composition and the
mechanical properties are ranged, and any modification must fit those ranges in order to respect the
standards and being able to mount the wheels without the need of long and costly qualification
campaigns.
Despite those limitations, some improvements oriented to increase the wheel life could be
performed. Some modifications in the alloy content and production process, within the standards
ranges, may lead to an increase of the wear resistance of the material and/or behaviour at high
temperatures. CAF MiiRA has envisaged some possibilities after having analysed different
possibilities and perform some preliminary experiments (either at lab scale and in-service).
Considering the large number of parameters involved in the final wheel life, any approach to focus
in such an objective must involve not only the development of new wheels but also the development
of maintenance strategies in function of the main in-service problematics of the fleet.
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6.4 WHEELSET DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK
Just as a summary, the standards and regulations defining the development framework for wheelsets
in Europe are shortly listed below:
1.

Design
a

Wheels
I.

EN 13979-1 [73]

II.

UIC 510-5 [32]

b

2.

Axles
I.

EN 13103 [74] (non powered)

II.

EN 13104 [75] (powered)

Production
a

Wheels: EN 13262 [76]

b

Axles: EN 13261 [50]

c

Wheelsets: EN 13260 [77]

3.

Maintenance:
a

EN 15313 [27]

b

European Common Criteria for Maintenance (ECCM) [41]

c

European Visual Inspection Catalogue (EVIC) [42]

d

European Wheelset Traceability (EWT) [43]

4.

Noise emissions:
a

EN 13979-1

b

TSI Noise [36]

5.

Legal (Europe)
a

TSI WAG [78]

b

TSI Loc&Pas [79]

c

TSI Noise [36]

It shall be reminded that the legal character of these documents is not equal for all of them. From a
legal point of view, TSI’s have the highest range since they are Regulations of the European
Commission. The next level corresponds to the European Standards, which sometimes come from
or are related to UIC Codes, providing rules, guidelines or characteristics for activities representing
the state of the art of a product or technology. Usually, the lower a document is at the legal scale,
the more detailed and specific its technical content is.
Generally speaking, the technical approval of a wheel relies on calculations and tests. Mechanical
verification is accomplished by finite element calculations following the procedure described in EN
13979-1 and UIC 510-5. This is the usual approach followed in the last years though the standard
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also accepts the possibility to verify the mechanical behaviour of a wheel by testing at service loads
but this option is time and cost consuming. On the other hand, thermo-mechanical verification of
tread braked wheels requires to perform braking tests since the currently available calculation codes
and parameters are not accurate enough to allow a verification by simulation only. The acoustical
behaviour can be verified by calculation if the type of wheel allows reliable results and/or from field
measurements.
Nowadays, axles used in railway wheelsets are designed according to EN13103 and EN13104 in
which, besides recommendations for the geometrical design, the calculation method of the axles is
described. The calculation is based on an analytical method applying the flexural beam principle to
critical sections selected by the designer. This method dates back to works done in 1960s and
experience shows that it leads to reliable products. However, as the geometry of the axles increases
complexity and in order to look for optimized products, more sophisticated methods like finite element
calculations are being considered for the analysis of railway axles. This approach have been
investigated for example in the research projects “Eisenbahnfahrwerke I“ and [80] Euraxles [81].

7. ASSESSMENT OF WHEEL AND TRACK DETERIORATION
Freight wagon technologies of the future together with appropriate running gears have to guarantee
as low as possible life cycle costs to improve their competitiveness compared to other transport
modes. Wheel and track deterioration issues caused by vehicle-track interaction contribute
significantly to the life cycle costs of the overall system. Thus, this issue has to be considered
carefully during the development process of innovative freight wagon and running gear technologies.
In this context, reliable prediction models play an important role especially in the early stage of the
development process where different concepts are generated, assessed and finally a decision about
the most promising concept has to be done.

7.1 INTRODUCTION
A general introduction about wear is given based on [82]. Wear can be categorized into wheel wear
and rail wear. It affects the system in three ways:




The shape of the wheel profile determines the safety against derailment. They need to be reprofiled when the angle becomes sharp.
Profile shape determines the overall dynamic behaviour of vehicle-track system.
Imply a need of maintenance which is associated with operating costs.

7.1.1 Wheel wear
Wheel wear can be classified into the following types:




Flange wear
Wheel tread wear
Out of round wheel

Flange wear
Flange wear is measured and judged using the flange thickness and inclination. If the flange
inclination becomes too high, it will hit the switch blade in the turnouts. Railway operators generally
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define maximum and minimum values of flange thickness and inclination respectively. The main
factors influencing Flange wear are:




Curve Radius: Smaller curve radius results in a larger attack angle between the wheel and
the rail, therefore leading to larger creepages and creep forces.
Friction: Higher friction coefficient leads to higher creep forces causing more wear.
Running gear: Stiffer suspension and longer wheelset base results in larger attack angle
between wheel and rail.

Wheel-tread wear
The wheel-tread wear is mainly caused due to:
 Normal forces between wheel tread and rail top surface, in combination with ordinary
creepages and creep forces.
 Normal forces between wheel tread and rail top surface, in combination with large creepages
and creep forces.
 Tread braking
The wheel tread wear results in a higher flange. This will lead to issues in turnouts and crossings.
But it is not as severe as flange wear. While radial steering might reduce the flange wear, it will
increase tread wear. Non-uniform wear can also occur on the tread during traction or braking.
Out of round wheels
Out of roundness of wheels might occur in the following scenarios:
 Eccentric wheels that result from a non-centred position during profiling.
 Occurrence of wheel flats when wheels do not rotate during braking but are locked.
 Waves along the wheel-perimeter caused by vibrations in the wheel-rail system.
 Corrugations occurring as regular patterns around wheels with shorter lengths and
amplitudes as compared to the waves.

7.1.2 Rail wear
Rail wear can be divided between:
 Gauge corner wear, which occurs on outer rail of curves.
 Top surface wear which occurs on inner rail of curves.
The tensile properties of the material used in the rail determines the deformation caused on the rail.
The environment influencing the wear on wheels and rails can be quantified by two parameters:
friction coefficient (𝜇) and wear coefficient (k). These parameters further depend on:
 Material properties
 Contact pressure
 Sliding velocity
 Weather conditions
 Lubrication
Wear prediction generally follow one of the two approaches:
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Simple wear prediction
The indicator is in the form of single wear numbers/ wear indices. This approach is generally useful
when making relative comparisons of the wear performance between different bogies since it does
not give the resulting wear profiles. The simplest wear index is formed when we use wheel-rail energy
dissipation as such, thereby assuming a linear relation between wear and energy dissipation.
Energy loss is defined as the energy loss per metre travelled distance of the vehicle.
𝑑𝑊 = 𝐹𝜉 𝜐𝜉 + 𝐹𝜂 𝜐𝜂 + 𝑀𝜁 𝜙
This can be refined more by relating it to a part of the contact patch or by using a non-linear relation
between wear and energy dissipation.
Advanced wear prediction
These prediction methods are more detailed and formulated based on well-known theories in
tribology. Simulation sets defining the operating conditions are formulated. For e.g. wheel wear
simulations require definition of curve radius distribution and for rail wear: types and number of
vehicles passing are defined. The profiles are successively updated for wear in number of simulation
steps. Within each simulation step it is assumed that the profile is not changed. The following
sections give an overview about the models focusing on wheel-rail wear and rolling contact fatigue
(RCF), squats, deterioration of track geometry and fatigue of track components. The following
overview has been taken mainly from the Roll2Rail report [83].

7.2 WHEEL-RAIL WEAR AND RCF: MECHANISMS
AND MODELLING
Wear and RCF phenomena related to the wheel-rail interaction can cause diverse damage patterns
as for example head checks on rails or spallings on wheels. Dependent on the operating conditions
they can have a huge economic impact. In these sections, several models will be presented together
with the physical background they are based on.

7.2.1 Wear models
From a tribological point of view the objective of the wear models is to relate the contact conditions
(shear stress distribution, friction coefficient, normal pressure distributions, slips, etc.) to the amount
of material worn out. During the last decades, different wear models have been developed. Here the
more frequently used models within the railway field will be explained briefly.
Archard’s method and Fleischer method
One of the most common ways to calculate wear is according to Archard’s method or the frictional
work hypothesis according to Fleischer. According to Archard’s method [84] the worn volume
∆Vwear [m3] is calculated as

Vwear  k A

FN d
H

where kA [-] is a wear coefficient, FN [N] the normal force, d [m] the sliding distance and H [N/m2] the
hardness of the softer material.
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The frictional work hypothesis according to Fleischer [85] reads as:

mwear  kF pr
where ∆mwear represents the worn out mass, kF [-] the wear coefficient and pr [J/m2] the specific
frictional work, which is calculated as

pr   s  pt dt 
t

where

s

[m/s] is the creepage vector and

pt

[N/m2] the tangential stress vector.

The wear coefficients kA and kF are only piece-wise constant. However, it is known that different
types of wear can appear when different contact conditions are applied; that is, depending on the
slips, pressures, etc. the wear can be, e.g., oxidative, delaminative or abrasive.
Multi regime models
Simple models distinguish between 2 different wear regimes, e.g. Krause and Poll [86]. The transition
is usually triggered by the specific frictional power, see Figure 92.

Figure 92: Wear method according to Krause/Poll [86]
Lewis [87] extended this concept, based on Archard’s method, by differentiating the influences of
normal force and creepages and calculating a wear map (see Figure 93) and distinguishing three
wear regimes: mild, severe and catastrophic.
The three wear regimes can be characterized as:


Mild: Oxidation and abrasion are dominating. Wear rate proportional to frictional power



Severe: Mild delamination. Occurring at higher frictional power. Transition from mild to severe
at transition from micro to macro slip. No direct relation or wear rate to frictional power.
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Catastrophic: Severe delamination. Occurring at high frictional power. Wear rate dependent
on frictional power.

Severe and catastrophic wear occurs usually in curving with dry contact conditions, thus mostly
located at the wheel flange.

Figure 93: Wear map from [87] for Archard’s wear coefficient kA

7.2.2 RCF models
RCF phenomena can occur on both, on wheels and rails. The resulting creep force, e.g. when a
vehicle passes a curve, influences the orientation of cracks at the wheel and rail surface. The cracks
are orientated perpendicular to the most dominant resulting creep force [88].
It is assumed that crack propagation related to RCF depends on the direction of the longitudinal
shear stresses in the contact zone. One theory that could explain this fact is based on the fluid
entrapment inside the cracks. Depending on the direction of the longitudinal creep forces, fluid can
get either entrapped or will get squeezed out [89]. In the case of fluid entrapment, the crack opening
enters the contact first, causing the crack to close. This mechanism of fluid entrapment is shown in
Figure 94. The entrapped fluid causes high pressure inside the crack making the crack to propagate
faster.

Figure 94: Influence of fluid Influence of fluid on crack propagation; (a) longitudinal force on
the inner wheel (Fx,wheel) causes fluid entrapment inside a crack on the wheel; (b) longitudinal
force on the outer rail (Fx,rail) causes fluid entrapment inside a crack on the rail [90]
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There are, however, other types of cracks, the subsurface initiated fatigue and fatigue initiated at
deep material defects. The analysis of the RCF can be made by means of different theories. In the
following a brief description of the most used theories in the field of railway dynamics is given.
Shakedown map
The shakedown map can be used to qualitatively assess contact conditions with respect to the
propensity of RCF development, see Figure 95.

Figure 95: Shakedown map with indicated working point WP, from [91]
Four different areas are distinguished:


Elastic: Stresses below yield strength



Elastic shakedown: Stresses of first load cycles above yield strength, hardening leads to
subsequent elastic behaviour.



Cyclic plasticity or plastic shakedown: Stationary condition shows closed cycles of plastic
deformation.



Incremental collapse or ratcheting: Accumulation of unidirectional plastic strains up to
component failure.

Chalmers Fatigue Index
Ekberg and Kabo [91] developed prediction models for RCF on wheels, partly based on the
shakedown map. Even though the method has been developed for RCF on wheels it is widely used
for assessing RCF on rails as well. Three different failure modes are distinguished: Surface initiated
fatigue, subsurface initiated fatigue and fatigue initiated at deep material defects.
Surface initiated fatigue
The crack initiation at the surface results from severe plastic deformation near the surface. A criterion
based on the shakedown map is formulated: The shortest distance of the working point WP to the
curve BC (arrow BC-WP). The surface fatigue index is then calculated as:
FI surf   
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Where 𝜇 is the coefficient of friction, 𝑘 the yield shear stress and 𝑝0 the maximum areal pressure of
the contact ellipse (according to Hertz). For 𝐹𝐼_𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 > 0 surface cracks are initiiated (fishbone
pattern at the wheel).
Subsurface initiated fatigue
Cracks initiated below the surface are caused by high cycle fatigue after elastic shakedown. As
causes the combination of high normal forces, unfavourable contact conditions and locally low
strength are named. Subsurface initiated fatigue is mainly relevant at low friction conditions (up to
𝜇 ≈ 0.25). The index is calculated according to
FI sub   EQ 

FN
1   2   aDV  h,res   EQ,e ;

4  ab

aDV 

3 e

e



3
2

With a material parameter 𝑎𝐷𝑉 depending on fatigue strength for bending 𝜎𝑒 and torsion 𝜏𝑒 and the
hydrostatic part of the residual stress 𝜎ℎ,𝑟𝑒𝑠 . The fatigue limit is reduced when defects are in the
material, this can be approximated by:

W
 EQ,e



1

d  6
  ,
 d0 
𝑑

where 𝜎𝐸𝑄,𝑒 is the fatigue limit without defect and 𝜎𝑊 is the fatigue limit with defect. 𝑑 is the relation
0

of defect size to the maximum allowed defect.
Fatigue initiated at deep material defects
This fatigue failure is caused by material defects (size ≈1 mm) inside the material and high normal
forces. The failure criterion reads with the normal force limit 𝐹𝑡ℎ as

FIdef  FN  Fth .
KTH Index
With the help of the shakedown map, a surface fatigue index (FIsurf) is defined which can be used to
predict RCF on wheels and rails. The main disadvantage of this method, however, is that the
shakedown map is derived under conditions of full slip, whereas the wheel rail contact is often in
partial slip. Studies have shown that when dividing the contact patch in small cell elements and
calculating the FI locally for each element instead of globally for the whole contact, RCF damage
increases [90].
By excluding the contact pressure from the FI, a ‘’stress index’’ SI- model was defined in [92]:
𝑆𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) = √𝜏𝑧𝑥 (𝑥, 𝑦)2 + 𝜏𝑧𝑦 (𝑥, 𝑦)2 − 𝑘,
where τzx and τzy are respectively the longitudinal and lateral shear stress in the cell element of the
wheel-rail contact, and k is the yield limit in shear. Damage only occurs for SI > 0. In this study, also
an “energy index” EI-model was defined, which is based on the energy dissipation in the wheel-rail
contact and is related to the “Tγ” model:
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𝐸𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝜏𝑧𝑥 (𝑥, 𝑦) ∙ (𝛾𝑥 − (𝜑 ∙ 𝑦)) + 𝜏𝑧𝑦 (𝑥, 𝑦) ∙ (𝛾𝑦 + (𝜑 ∙ 𝑥)),
where x and y are the creepages, and  is the spin. Both RCF models were used for calculating the
actual damage, in terms of a crack size, according to a fatigue approach:
𝑁

𝑐p = ∑
𝑖=1

1
,
𝛼(𝜎𝑎 )𝛽

where, cp is the predicted crack length or depth, i is a wheel passage (for rails) or wheel revolution
(for wheels), N is the number of load cycles,  and  are material parameters, and a is the stress
magnitude from both RCF models (SI and EI). In order to determine the actual crack size of the
crack, the amount of wear needs to be subtracted first:
𝑐pi = 𝑐p − 𝑤,
where cpi is the crack size with the wear w included. Archard’s wear model was applied to calculate
the wear. Vehicle dynamics simulations provided the input to the RCF and wear models.
This wheel-rail life prediction tool was calibrated against crack measurements in a railway curve [93]
and verified against wheel measurements [94].
From these studies, it could be concluded that cracks in rails grow relatively faster than in wheels;
therefore one material parameter had to be calibrated for both applications (rail and wheel). From
the comparisons with the two different RCF models, it could be concluded that under dry conditions
(tread area), both models perform equally well. Under lubricated conditions (flange area), however,
the energy dissipation model overestimates the amount of damage due to the direct influence of
creepage.
Wedge Model
The “wedge model” for the prediction of rolling contact fatigue cracks uses the distribution of plastic
shear strain in a thin layer near the surface to distinguish between loading situations which favour
crack initiation accompanied by wear and situations which favour only wear. The model is based on
the experimental observation of fatigue cracks that follow the severely shear-deformed material near
the surface of rails and wheels on a microscopic scale [95]. It is used for the prediction of head check
initiation at the gauge corner of the rail [96].
The distribution of plastic shear strain near the surface is usually not known in linear-elastic contact
calculations, like in those which are typically performed within multibody simulations of railway
vehicles. Without the use of Finite Element calculations, these plastic shear strains can be estimated
with the model of Trummer, based on the linear-elastic contact stresses and the relative motion
between wheel and rail as a function of longitudinal, lateral and spin creep. Surface roughness and
thermal softening of the material are empirically considered in this model by means of a stress
amplification function.
In the model, “favourable” shear deformation conditions in the near-surface layer are identified by
comparison with reference deformation conditions. These reference deformation conditions have
been obtained from microscopic sections of rails from wheel-rail test rig experiments and from
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railway operation, which have been analysed with an automated method to determine severe plastic
shear strains as a function of depth [97].
For a crack initiation prognosis, the actual plastic shear strain distribution is compared with the
experimentally determined reference condition and assessed in terms of a similarity parameter. This
similarity parameter is then used to calculate an effective stress for crack initiation based on the
maximum principal stress due the contact loading. Subsequently, damage is estimated based on a
power law equation. Wear removes material from the surface and eventually reduces the damage
on the surface [95].
Energy models
The 𝑇𝛾 model has been developed for RCF damage on rails [98]. It has been developed and
parameterised for a certain rail material (normal grade rail steel) and UK operating conditions. This
has to be kept in mind in the case the model is used to assess RCF for other rail materials or RCF
on wheels.
The model is based on the energy dissipation in the wheel-rail contact. The model calculates the
wear number 𝑇𝛾 by combining the longitudinal and lateral creep forces (𝑇𝑥 and 𝑇𝑦 ) and creepages
(𝛾𝑥 and 𝛾𝑦 ):
𝑇𝛾 = 𝑇𝑥 𝛾𝑥 + 𝑇𝑦 𝛾𝑦 .
The RCF damage depends on the value of the wear number T according to a damage function,
which is shown in Figure 96.

Figure 96 Rail RCF damage function [98].

Four regions can be distinguished (for normal grade rail steel):
i.

For 0 < Tγ ≤ 15 N, there are no maintenance or renewal costs associated with rail surface
damage.
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ii.

For 15 < Tγ ≤ 65 N, cracks are removed by grinding. The amount of grinding is proportional
to the amount of crack damage. Eventually enough material is ground from the head of the
rail to require the rail to be renewed.

iii.

For 65 < Tγ ≤ 175 N, less grinding is required to remove cracks since some are removed by
wear.

iv.

For Tγ > 175 N, grinding is no longer required since cracks are being removed completely
by wear. Eventually the wear reaches the point where the rail requires renewal.

A damage function for heavy haul railways was determined in [99] and the limits between the different
regions were determined at 89 N, 267 N and 890 N.

7.3 SQUATS
The mechanisms behind the initiation and the development of squats are still not fully understood
and thus they are still a topic of intensive research. It is assumed that they can be initiated due to
several reasons, as for example by initial local geometric deviations or by so called White Etching
Layers (WEL) introduced e.g. by thermal effects [100] going beyond typical wear or RCF
phenomena.

7.3.1 Defect morphology
Reports of squats have increased in recent years. Because they are hard to detect in an early state
and may lead to rail break they are very important to infrastructure managers nowadays. A further
difficulty is that their initiation mechanism is still not fully understood.
Squats are surface initiated RCF defects having three main characteristics:


They show a black spot (indentation) in the shape of two lungs.



They form cracks in the shape V, U, W or circular.



Due to plastic deformation and/or wear a widening of the running band is observed.

Other characteristics are a network of subsurface cracks because of the branching of the main crack.
Squats can occur isolated or more or less periodically. Especially the isolated occurrence
complicates its detection and prediction.
In [101] Grassie reports that cracks develop in the highly sheared surface layer at an angle of about
20° to the surface. Crack growth is associated with fluid entrapment. It is mentioned that the cracks
can turn into the rail and can result in a transverse defect (rail break).
It was also reported in [102] that squats are likely initiated from pre-existing gauge corner checking
or Head Checks. The cracks grow laterally and spread towards the crown of the rail head. The
occurrence of White Etching Layer (WEL) is possible.
A different mechanism of squat development is described by Li and his colleagues [103]. They
explain the squat development due to any geometrical deviation. An initial defect on the rail surface
causes dynamic contact forces. This dynamic contact forces produce the second indentation of the
squat. The difference to the squat development mechanism explained previously is, that for this
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mechanism no pre-existing cracks are needed. Further Li reports that in the Netherlands 72% of the
squats are found in the neighbourhood of corrugation and 17% are found at welds. This might
indicate that corrugation and welds lead to dynamic contact forces, which in turn result in squats.
Furthermore 74% of squats are found near or above sleepers. This might indicate a relation to
stiffness changes of the substructure.
Another defect which beset the rails of London underground in the mid-2000s is described in [104].
This defect appears as squats to the naked eye and ultrasonic signal but due to some differences to
squats Grassie named this defect “Studs”. Studs also occur in the centre of the running band and
they appear accumulated on the approach to signals where the train is first braking and then
accelerating and also on rising outs of the underground where the train is under high traction.
However, they are not reported to occur in tunnels and also no rail break was reported from studs.
Studs are reported to grow faster than squats.
As possible initiation mechanism, thermal damage is named. Thermal damage is a result of high
creepages which in turn might be caused by torsional vibrations of the wheelset. Modern traction
control systems with higher traction ratios might also lead to higher creepages.
However, a clear distinction between “Studs” and “Squats” is controversial discussed in the scientific
community.

7.3.2 Modelling of Squats
There are few reports of technical/physical models in literature. Li set up a transient Finite Element
Model where the resulting contact forces, stress and strain levels showed good agreement with field
observations [105].
Farjoo modelled the crack propagation including entrapped water and elastic foundation with the
help of Finite Elements [106].
Fletcher [107] used a thermos-mechanical 2D Boundary Element model to calculate the rail-wheel
contact. Cracks formed without evidence of (macroscopic) plastic flow, a WEL lies above a shallow
crack.
Bernsteiner investigated the relationship between vehicle speed and creepage needed to generate
temperatures in the contact above the austenization temperature of steel (producing WEL) [100].
The theoretical results were compared to experimental results and a good agreement was shown.
Furthermore, he investigated the local wear development at an initial geometric defect.
In general, it can be said, that a widely accepted squat/stud model is still not available and research
is still vividly ongoing.

7.4 GEOMETRIC DETERIORATION OF TRACK AND
FATIGUE OF TRACK COMPONENTS
Different models can be found in the literature in order to deal with track deterioration and fatigue of
components. In some models both deterioration mechanisms are considered together in a single
formula; in other, specific formulas for each mechanism are provided.
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Subsequently, some of the most frequently used deterioration and fatigue models will be briefly
analysed.

7.4.1 ORE / Oberg and Andersson model
The committee D161 of the ORE proposed the following formula in order to take into account the
vertical deterioration of the track:
𝑇𝐷 = 𝐾1 𝑄𝑣3
In this formula TD is the track deterioration and Qv is the static vertical load. K1 is calibrated to reflect
the share of annual average marginal cost for deterioration on track settlement. In this formula it is
assumed that the fatigue term is included.
Oberg and Andersson proposed the following formula including an additional term in order to take
into account the lateral track degradation:
3
2
𝑇𝐷 = 𝐾2 (√𝑄𝑣2 + 𝑌𝑞𝑠𝑡
)

where Ysqt is the quasi-static lateral force and K2 is calibrated to reflect the share of annual average
marginal cost for fatigue of components.

7.4.2 Railway Group Standard (UK) / UIC formula
Another approach to calculate the total cost of the works derived from track settlement and fatigue
was followed by Railway Group Standard (RGS) and the UIC. This approach is based on the concept
of Equivalent Million Gross Tonnes per Annum (EMGTPA)
This concept was introduced by the UIC and is used today in order to specify design maintenance,
renewal and inspection of railway networks. The EMGTPA is a method that combines the effect of
the speed, the axle load and the vehicle type to determine the volume of required work.
The EMGTPA is calculated in the following way:
EMGTPA = S´ K MGTPA
where S´ is a speed factor, K is a factor to account for different axle loads and MGTPA is Million
Gross Tonnes per Annum.
Table 12 defines the speed factor in both the RGS and the UIC.
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Table 12: Speed factor; a) RGS; b) UIC

a)

b)

Railway Group Standards and the UIC Code have a similar approach to the factor K that accounts
for axle load. In both cases, it depends on the mix of traffic, but it typically varies linearly with axle
load. Thus, the exponent used by these standards is typically 1.0.
𝐾 =𝐶·𝐴
Railway Group Standards and the UIC Code use the factor K to account for differences in unsprung
mass between certain types of vehicles. For axles that are powered, and whose mass is therefore
increased by the mass of the motor or gearbox, an additional factor is included. In the RGS, this
factor increases linearly with the power of the motor used to drive the axle. The UIC Code does not
distinguish between motors with different power. Instead, it applies a factor to all powered axles to
account for the increase in unsprung mass. The constant factor is in the middle of the range used
by the RGS.

7.4.3 TTCI / Variable Usage Charges (UK) model
TTCI (UK) Ltd., under contract to Network Rail, developed a methodology for calculating variable
usage charges (VUC) for track access. This methodology is based on extensive results obtained by
British Rail Research (BRR). The methodology was used in UK until 2014 in order to calculate the
VUC based on the concept of equivalent track damage.
The formula currently to calculate the equivalent damage for track related costs is:
Equivalent Track Damage = Ct A0.49 S0.64 USM0.19 GTM
Where:


Ct is 0.89 for loco-hauled passenger stock and multiple units, and 1 for all other vehicles.



A is the axle load (tonnes)



S is the operating speed (miles/hour)



USM is the unsprung mass (kg/axle).
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GTM gross tonne miles
CTM= A × number of axles × miles operated

This formula includes both the deterioration cost and the fatigue cost of the rails.
It is worth to highlight, however, that the coefficient and exponents of the previous equations were
derived for part of the former London North Eastern Zone of Railtrack. Therefore, there is an
underlying assumption that these are valid for the network in general.

7.4.4 SERCO / proposed VTISM formula
In 2014 the VUC formula was updated with a new formula. This was obtained by using VTISM to
determine the parametric variation of different parameters:
𝐷𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 0.473𝑒 0.133𝐴 + 0.015𝑆𝑈 − 0.009𝑆 − 0.284𝑈 − 0.442
According to this work, this formula is valid within certain axle load, operation speed and un-sprung
masses.
Additionally, they proposed a power formula with a slightly bigger error:
Equivalent Track Damage = Ct A0.71 S0.27 USM0.31 GTM

7.4.5 Comparison of exponents
Subsequently the exponents of the different coefficients will be compared (Table 13):

Table 13: Comparison of coefficients
Speed coefficients

Axle load

Un-sprung mass

ORR variable usage charging

0.64

0.49

0.19

EMGTPA

0.47

1.0

1.0

UIC

0.28

1.0

Oberg and Andersson

up to 3.0

up to 3.0

up to 0.5

SERCO

0.27

0.49

0.31

It can be seen that there is a big variability in the coefficients of the exponents of the different cost
models. Due to that it can be concluded that these coefficients are very dependent on the data used
to calibrate the model and the damage mechanisms which have been included in the assessment.
Therefore, in order to use these models a calibration process of the exponents will be necessary
Further research is needed to obtain better physical models to simulate the deterioration of the track.

7.4.6 Dynamic vertical force
Methodology
As part of a track access charging system employed in GB, an additional factor is applied to freight
vehicles to reflect the dynamic performance of different suspension designs. In relation to a vehicle’s
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propensity to generate vertical track damage, access discounts or penalties are applied based on a
pre-determined qualitative ‘suspension banding’ system.
Table 14 shows the initial suspension factors for different wagon type description, which was applied
on a qualitative basis. These factors are directly included in the EMGTPA.
Table 14: Original suspension factors used in the VUC (UK)

Additional research work has been carried out in order to provide a physical background to the
suspension factors employed in the VUC.
As an initial point, it can be underlined that the VUC formula includes the unsprung mass in addition
to the axle load and speed. Therefore, any suspension discount factor should not have unsprung
mass as a key cost driver.
The new defined suspension factor is based on the vertical ride dynamic forces produced by the
vehicle when travelling a certain track. These forces are calculated using a multi body dynamic
(MBD) simulation program.
The vertical forces at the wheel-rail interface are low-pass filtered at 20 Hz to remove force
components associated with the unsprung mass (mainly the p1 and p2 forces).
The standard deviation (SD) of the vertical forces are calculated in 200m (1/8th mile) sections and
the results plotted against the SD of the vertical track alignment. A trend line is fitted to this
relationship, the intercept and slope are then calculated. These values form the ride constant and
coefficient (RFCC), examples of which are shown in Figure 97.
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Figure 97: Vertical forces calculated in 200m (1/8th mile) sections

The fitted line allows the dynamic forces produced when circulating for a certain track to be
estimated. Once the coefficients are calculated, it is possible to calculate a single metric relating the
vehicle’s ride forces to a certain track.
This is referred to as the Ride Force Count (RFC). The RFC is calculated by firstly arranging the
1/8th mile vertical track quality SDs in a number of bins and calculating the number of occurrences
in each bin.

.
Figure 98: Ride Force Count
Using this data, the calculation of the RFC and the suspension factor is straightforward (see Figure
99).
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a)

b)
Figure 99: a) Tare and b) Laden Vehicle Ride Force Count

Comments
This approach uses the magnitude of a vehicle’s ride forces as the basis for allocating a suspension
discount factor. This ensures that the dynamic performance of the bogie-body configuration is fully
captured.
However, the influence of the dynamic forces on the track maintenance is not known. The
suspension factors have been obtained by a rough estimation based on previous discounts.
Additional research in order to determine this relationship should be conducted.

7.5 CONCLUSION
7.5.1 Wear and RCF
From the contact mechanics point of view wear and RCF mainly depends on the normal and
tangential contact stress distributions within the wheel-rail contact zone, the relative motions in the
contact zone (creepages), and the wheel and rail material. These stresses and creepages depend
mainly on traction and braking, the curving behaviour of the vehicle, friction conditions (e.g.
application of lubricants or friction modifiers) and wheel-rail profile pairing.
From the vehicle point of view its curving behaviour plays a key role. New vehicle designs should be
as curving friendly as possible to reduce stresses and creepages in the wheel-rail contact as far as
possible. Optimisation of wheel profiles is another possibility to reduce stresses and creepages. But
in this context it has to be kept in mind, that wear will change the initial wheel-profiles quite soon so
that the expected improvement will have only limited duration. Improving the wheel material will also
have a positive influence on the wear and RCF behaviour of wheels with some additional influence
on wear and RCF on rails. Furthermore, braking systems should avoid high creepages. An
appropriate friction management can also have a significant impact on wear and RCF and should
be considered when thinking about new vehicle designs (vehicle side).

7.5.2 Squats
To avoid the initiation and the development and squats qualitatively the two following aspect should
be considered during the development process of new vehicles. Unsprung masses should be as low
as possible to avoid high dynamic vertical wheel-rail contact forces. Furthermore, braking systems
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should avoid high creepages causing material phase changes (on wheels and rails) leading to WELs,
which are possibly linked to Squats.

7.5.3 Geometric deterioration of track and fatigue of track components
Numerous methodologies to assess track geometric deterioration and fatigue of track components
due to vehicle track interaction are currently in use. More or less, all of them are empirical
approaches without giving inside into the physical mechanism behind deterioration and fatigue. In
this context, further basic research is needed. The simplest methods consider static axle loads in
combination with gross tonne miles only. More sophisticated one account also e.g. for the influence
of operational speed and unsprung masses. Methodologies based on MBD simulations are able to
predict the influence of a certain type of vehicle (running gears) on the dynamic wheel-rail contact
forces (dependent on vehicle properties, speed, track irregularities, etc.). However, which impact
these dynamic wheel-rail contact forces have on the track geometric deterioration and fatigue of
track components is still considered on a pure empirical basis.
Qualitatively it can be summarised, that a new vehicle design should guarantee as low as possible
unsprung masses to reduce dynamic vertical wheel-rail contact forces. Furthermore, it should be as
curving friendly as possible to reduce static and dynamic lateral wheel-rail contact forces, which also
helps to reduce wear and RCF phenomena as described in Section 7.2.

8. PREVIOUS EU- PROJECTS
FR8RAIL is developed within the frame of reference project Shift2Rail. Previously, other projects
related to freight running gear were developed, some of them also belonging to Shift2Rail, some
others not within this project, but also developed with help of European funds. In following, the
contributions of these projects in the matters within the scope of this document are described.

8.1 SMARTRAIL
Smart Rail mainly worked on a mental shift of the railway traffic stakeholders to focus on a customerand supply-chain-oriented focus. For this purpose, stress was put on intermodality and
interoperability of freight wagons and rolling stock, data gathering and sharing, elimination of
bottlenecks or disruptive situations at freight corridors, as well as cooperation between the different
stakeholders. The approach involved the creation of three “living labs”, oriented to testing innovative
solutions under real life circumstances.
Nevertheless, Smart Rail practically ignored any topics related with improvement of the rolling stock
itself, and thus, their conclusions are not much relevant for RF8RAIL. Nevertheless, the size of the
project makes in worth to be mentioned.

8.2 CAPACITY4RAIL
On the contrary, the project capacity for rail, which was started on October, 2013 and will further
develop until September, 2017 contains the seed for many of the topics with are being investigated
in FR8RAIL. In particular, SP2: New concepts for efficient freight systems, has prepared some of the
targets present in FR8RAIL WP4, and thus, the knowledge of the research done in this project, as
well as of the results achieved, must be taken into account as a basis for the research to be done
within FR8RAIL.
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Concretely, documents [64] and [65], fundamentally the latter, deal with some proposals for
improvement of freight running gear. The first one has fundamentally an overview character, and
explicitly mentions some of the targets (higher axle load and load capacity, higher speed, braking
system improvement, noise reduction), which are intended as direct outputs of FR8RAIL.
As regards the running gear, fundamentally braking system is considered, and the need of using K
or LL-blocks to reduce the noise emissions has been underlined. Besides, and, like SUSTRAIL,
Capacity for Rail has recommended the use of EP braking control for a general improvement of the
braking ability of the train, with many demonstrable advantages (i.e. reduced braking effort, reduced
aggressiveness for the wheel, etc.). The use of EP brakes would also imply the need for automatic
couplers (or, at least, couplers able to transmit the electrical signal), which is the focus of WP4 of
FR8RAIL.

8.3 SUSTRAIL
SUSTRAIL has been a project of crucial importance in defining the requirements for sustainable
freight rail transportation in general and rolling stock in particular. For example, it was the project
frame within the “5L approach” was developed, and from which document [23] arose. SUSTRAIL
considered the totality of railway vehicles, thus also freight.
To this respect, the most important innovations and / or ideas developed relative to freight running
gear can be defined as follows:
6.

Suspension: a suspension based on the Y-25 bogie components was improved, using
double Lenoir links and radial arms.

7.

Coating: Lucchini developed an impact resistant coating in order to reduce the maintenance
costs.

8.

Friction modifiers: They were investigated and tested for both the rail-wheel surface and the
brake shoe-wheel surface. Laboratory research was successful. Field tests have to be
done.

9.

Brakes: In compliance with the declared aim of the TIS regarding the 5L approach,
SUSTRAIL proposed freight wheelsets with two axle-mounted brake discs. Other
remarkable proposals in this field were the use of EP braking control and of a wheel slide
protection.

10.

Noise reduction. Together with the use of spring inserts (of unknown effectiveness), main
noise reduction measure within SUSTRAIL was to use axle-mounted brake discs, a
measure estimated to be 2 dB(A) quieter than the use of LL-blocks. Improvement of straight
web shape could bring additional 2-6 dB(A).

11.

Traction: a hybrid, modular locomotive was considered.

12.

Aerodynamics: the study of aerodynamics was centred not only in running gear, but also in
the loading and distribution of loading. The bogie showed not to be relevant.

13.

Condition monitoring: the Low Frequency Vibration technique and the Acoustic Emission
technique were investigated at laboratory tests. The latter proved to be more sensitive and
accurate than the first, but also more difficult to integrate in a freight bogie. First one showed
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good potential. Also energy harvesting devices and methods for this purpose were
analysed.
14.

Wheels: new wheel profiles were studied.

Like FR8RAIL, SUSTRAIL considered the development of two options of vehicle: conventional and
futuristic (in FR8RAIL they stay for the core market and the extended market).
Besides, SUSTRAIL also studied other topics related to other WP of FR8RAIL, like e.g. LCC/RAMS
analysis.

8.4 ROLL2RAIL
“Roll2Rail aims to develop key technologies that will overcome hurdles to innovation in rolling stock
development and forms part of a longer term strategy towards revolutionizing the rolling stock of
today” [66]. Roll2Rail, which is currently under development, has two main tangency points with
FR8RAIL.
On the one side, WP4, which is focused in LCC calculation in order to unblock revolutionary
improvements in the field of running gear. On the other side, WP7, which is related to the reduction
of noise emissions, yet focused in the development of source separation techniques. The
deliverables appeared up to now regarding these two WP’s, nevertheless, do not directly affect the
works to be carried on at FR8RAIL.

8.5 SPECTRUM
SPECTRUM project also dealt, among other topics, with the development of a novel bogie for
enhancing freight transport. Again (like in the case of SUSTRAIL), the studies in this field let to the
conclusion of the need of using axle-mounted brake discs, in this case focused in the ability of
improving velocity up to 160 km/h. Also for this purpose, improvements in the primary suspension,
adding a viscously damped trailing arm, as well as of the secondary suspension, adding lateral
swings [67].

8.6 EURAXLES
Probably the most important recent European Project regarding freight running gear is EURAXLES
[59], which aimed to improve the designing and calculation methods, LCC analysis, maintenance
and corrosion protection of axles (both for freight wagons and for passenger coaches). The results
of EURAXLES, most of all in matters of design and maintenance are a very relevant input for
FR8RAIL.

8.7 LZARG
The German Project Leiser Zug auf realem Gleis (LZarG) had as main purpose the development of
technologies and solutions to reduce the noise emissions of railway vehicles. Some of the outputs
and solutions proposed by this project (like the DRRS 25 bogie or the Valdunes-type wheel) have
been considered in this document.
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9. CONCLUSIVE RECOMMENDATIONS
The goal of new developments for freight wagons bogies should be generalized as follows:
 To become track friendly – substantial decrease of lateral dynamic forces
 To decrease running resistance when negotiating small curve radii and save energy costs
by 10%
 Reduction of wheel wear up to 30 %
 Reduction of noise level LA, eg,T up to 3 dB beneath the TSI limit
 Reduction of emitted noise- squealing and screeching when negotiating small curve radii
 Reduction of LCC
 Full interchangeability with Y 25 family bogies
 To become more “user friendly”- equipped with brake pads indicator, hand brake indicator
 To enable transmission of data by provision of energy source (for example axle generator).
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10. AERODYNAMIC OF FREIGHT TRAINS
The aerodynamic drag of freight trains depends on the following parameters:


Shape of the vehicle front and the vehicle tail



Cross-sectional area of the vehicle



Vehicle length



Driving speed



Surface roughness



Infrastructure (electricity, tunnel, ...) and



Ambient conditions (e.g., cross wind)

The aerodynamic drag is proportional to the square of the vehicle speed, in contrast to the
mechanical resistance, which shows a linear dependency with the vehicle speed. The aerodynamic
drag force W L of a train can be divided into the proportions pressure/shape resistance and friction
resistance, as described in Equation 1. Both are proportional to the overall drag coefficient C and
the square of the train speed V2TRAIN.
Equation 1
2
WL  C  VTRAIN




1
2
   VTRAIN
 C WD  AS  C WR  A 0
2



Where CWR is the dimensionless friction coefficient, A0 the lateral, top and bottom surfaces of the
train exposed to the flow, CWR the drag coefficient due to pressure differences between the front and
rear part and AS is the cross section surface of the vehicle. The pressure/shape resistance of a train
is usually associated with the head and tail flow of the train, pressure resistance can also be caused
by attachments and uninsulated chassis parts, pantographs, etc. The pressure resistance is defined
by the shape and the cross-sectional area and is independent of the train length.
The friction resistance causes resistance due to the shear stresses on the surfaces of the roof, the
sides and the underbody of the train. In this case, the force is proportional to the surface quality/ the
friction coefficient and the total surface area, and thus depends on the train length. Since trains are
very long in comparison to other ground-based vehicles, the proportionate influence of the friction
resistance on the overall resistance is significantly higher than on vehicles with a smaller length/width
ratio. Thus, the proportion of the friction resistance for a high-speed train such as the ICE3 is about
30% of the total air resistance. For freight trains with deliberately longer train assemblies, higher
friction resistance components can occur, especially for closed and cladded freight wagons.
In the field of rail freight, there are various statements on the share of aerodynamic drag in total
energy consumption. The energy consumption of freight trains is directly related to the aerodynamic
drag. It should be mentioned, aerodynamic drag converts increases the entropy and the acceleration
and movement of air is finally converted into heat. This process is irreversible and in contrast to the
potential energy (gradient), it cannot be recovered by recuperation.
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According to [108] the aerodynamic drag makes about 50% of the total energy consumption for a
freight train at a speed of 100 km/h as illustrated in Figure 100. If the speed of freight trains increases
in the future, the aerodynamic drag will have an even more important role in terms of potential for
energy savings as it can be seen in Figure 100. In the framework of the EU-project VEL-wagon [109]
the share of the aerodynamics was 32% calculated for a scenario on a 100 km track with different
loading schemes. The difference between this value and the one described in Figure 100 is caused
by the fact, that the velocity profile from the VEL-Project includes sections of slower speed. It should
be noted, that with an increased efficiency and dynamic of the freight transport on rail, the average
speed will increase and the share of the aerodynamic drag will be significantly higher. The NEAreport [110] estimated the total energy consumption of a typical freight train in Europe to be 26
kWh/km. Which is, according to the report 24% of the overall costs (see Figure 101).

Figure 100: Specific energy consumption of freight trains according to [108]

Figure 101: Right: specific energy consumption of a freight train; source data: VEL-wagon
study, 100 km track Würzburg–Nürnberg, 500 m long train, different loading schemes [110]
[109]; left: cost categories of an intermodal train between Rotterdam and Busto Arsizio
[110]
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Thus it can be stated that although freight trains travel much slower than passenger traffic,
aerodynamic drag in freight trains is dominating the overall drag. This is due to the long train length
and the unfavourable aerodynamic shape of locomotives and wagons. The aerodynamic drag
coefficient CW for a freight train is 10 to 15 times worse than that of an optimized high-speed,
streamlined train [111]. The aerodynamic drag of a freight car configuration can vary greatly by
wagon positioning. This allows aerodynamics to make significant contributions to the reduction of
drag through optimized loading and vehicle assembly in many different vehicle train types. This is
true, particularly when different types of wagon-types and loading characteristics are present.
Figure 102 shows the influence of different load states on the resistance components of a freight
train.

Figure 102: Example for the influence of the freight train composition on the aerodynamic
drag [112]

The results in Figure 102 show that the aerodynamic drag of a freight train can vary by a factor of
two, depending on the load condition or the wagon. However, the air resistance in a homogeneous
wagon assembly can also vary greatly as a result of the individual loading condition, as shown in
Figure 103 for open freight cars for the transport of bulk goods, calculated after the formula of [113].
From the figure it can be seen that the air resistance of a freight train with a locomotive and 20 bulk
good wagons decreases by 43% in case the wagons are loaded instead of unloaded at a speed of
27 m/s (=97.2 km/h). For other open bulk good wagons, differences of up to 60% between the loaded
and unloaded condition were determined. It is concluded that empty open bulk good wagons should
be covered during short journeys. Enclosed types of wagons for a homogeneously assembled freight
train also differ from each other in terms of air resistance (see Figure 103 and Figure 104). Another
revealing example is the comparison of the aerodynamic performance of flat wagons equipped with
stakes. Empty wagons with stakes have a similar air resistance like wagons loaded with containers.
Only if the stakes are removed from the flat-wagon, the drag is reduced significantly. There are clear
differences in aerodynamic resistance for different types of cars with a homogeneous composition.
Since in practice it is customary to work with heterogeneous wagon compilations, more complex
interference phenomena, as shown in Figure 105, must be added for an estimation of the total
resistance. In summary, the following parameters are used to describe the air resistance of a freight
train:


Car type



Train length
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Vehicle-specific loading condition



Length of intercar gaps



Vehicle assembly (heterogeneous wagons)



Position of the carriages in the train



Interference phenomena



Different cross-sectional areas between carriages and loading



Head and tail shape



Tunnel Passing

The above list of all the parameters required to describe the air resistance of a freight train are
described below in detail and the corresponding aerodynamic resistance reduction potentials are
estimated.

Figure 103: Air resistance for a freight train with 20 bulk good wagons in loaded and
unloaded condition after [113]
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Figure 104: Air resistance for a freight train with 20 flat wagons with and without stakes and
different container loading after [113]

Figure 105: Interference phenomena for a heterogeneous wagon composition (kbs + gls) in
comparison to the homogeneous wagon composition [114]
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Figure 106: The drag coefficient surface (CW · A) for a Freight train with 90 wagons [115]

10.1 HEAD AND TAIL SHAPE
The shape resistance of the head and tail shape provides a substantial share of the drag of a train
and is about 20-30% for a high-speed train and about 30-40% on a regional train. In addition to the
influence of the air resistance of a train, the headform also has a massive influence on other
important aerodynamic properties such as cross wind stability, pressure loads in the track bed, effect
on railway infrastructure, passengers at the platform and on train crossings, tunnel entry
aerodynamics and on the aeroacoustics of a train.

Figure 107: Aerodynamic drag coefficient (CW) for different headforms of the leading
vehicle [116]

Figure 107 shows the massive impact of the headshape on the overall resistance in rail traffic. The
drag coefficient of the leading vehicle is shown from the local freight and passenger traffic to the
modern high-speed train. The results in Figure 107 reveal the particularly great resistance reduction
potential for freight traffic through relatively simple geometric changes at the outer shape.
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Figure 108: Aerodynamic Drag coefficient determined by wind tunnel measurements for
various generic head and tail shapes [117]

Figure 109: Relative drag reduction potential for various head and tail shapes in relation to
a regional train model [118]

Compared to other ground-based vehicles, the special influence of the bidirectional driving of the rail
transport has to be considered for the design of a vehicle. The bidirectional driving system causes
higher aerodynamic requirements for the head and tail shape of the train since they need to be
aerodynamically effective in both travel directions. In Figure 108 and Figure 109, this depicts the
dependencies of wind tunnel results for different head and tail shapes. The different influence on the
air resistance between the front and rear airflow is clearly dependent on the configuration. The
results for the various generic head and tail shapes of a train in Figure 108 show that the streamlined
geometries have the most effective resistance to the rearward flow resistance. In summary, it is
therefore necessary to work with the "moderate streamline shape" in the design and the design for
the leading vehicle, while still achieving significant improvements. The relative changes in the
resistance compared to the head and tail shape of a regional train, shown in Figure 109, demonstrate
the behaviour described in the previous paragraph for generic vehicles (Figure 108), even with a
realistic configuration. Furthermore, for the real vehicle, the dominance of the rear-flow around the
drag behaviour of rail vehicles is clearly seen in terms of streamlined designs (Figure 108, right). It
should be noted that the design of a rail vehicle requires additional requirements with regard to cross
wind stability, induced pressure wave, tunnelling, etc. In summary, however, these results also open
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up the possibility that minor changes at existing vehicles can be positively influence the aerodynamic
drag by vehicle retrofitting.
The influence of the head and tail shape of a freight train on the entire air resistance of the train set
strongly dependents on the overall length of the train set. The drag coefficient of a freight train
locomotive is in the range of CW= 0.8-1.2 [119]. For a shorter (11 car) homogeneous freight train with
covered bulk goods wagons with a Cw value of 3.7 [120], an aerodynamic improvement of the
locomotive is reasonable. In the case of an intermodal freight train with a total length of 70 wagons
and an overall Cw value of 18 [121], priority is given to the individual wagons of the train, length,
individual loading condition, position in the train set and roughness of the outer contour. There are
patents for attachments or fairings for the first and last containers in the train [122], [123]. The
potential for the drag reduction by means of rear end fairings is not known, but a reduction by 50%
can be expected for a single car. As previously mentioned for longer trains, the effects of such
devices are subordinate to the air resistance of all carriages. Therefore, fairings at the rear end of
the train-set are only suitable for shorter freight trains or in the case of aerodynamically optimized
wagons (smooth outer walls, short inter-car gaps, optimized position in the train assembly, etc.).

10.2 WAGON TYPE
As shown in Figure 106, the air resistance of the overall train is dependent on the type of car being
used and the individual loading conditions. Since the effects of the individual loading state (such as
the container loading on a flat wagon), the inter-car gap and the interference effects in
heterogeneous carriage compositions are described later, these are neglected first. For this reason,
only homogeneous vehicle compositions are initially considered. The remaining relevant parameters
for a homogeneous wagon composition are then the shape and roughness of the cars. Most outer
contours are reinforced by the reinforcing ribs as in the open bulk good wagon in the left hand graphic
of Figure 110.

Figure 110: Open bulk good wagon with reinforcing ribs on the outer contour (left) [124] and
an aerodynamically optimized bulk good wagon (right) [125]
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Figure 111: Pressure distribution on a container-loaded flat wagon with (upper left) and
without (upper right) reinforcement ribs and the close-up of the flow field via the
reinforcement rib on the side wall of the flat wagon (bottom) [126]

The reinforcing ribs on the outer contour increase the pressure resistance as the flow stagnates at
the front of the rip (high pressure) and separates at the rear of the rib (low pressure). The induced
pressure distribution is represented by the results of CFD simulations in Figure 111. The turbulence
generated by the flow separates at the reinforcing ribs (see Figure 111) and increases the friction
resistance along the entire carriage. Results from experimental and numerical studies on the
influence on the air resistance of reinforcing ribs on the outer contour of a goods or passenger cars
are already available and have already been published to a large extent.
Table 15 shows the achievable drag reductions for passenger cars (no longer relevant for the already
smooth outer contour of modern cars) and freight wagons by means of smooth walls compared to
the original version with reinforcing ribs.
In the Figure 112 results from [127] are illustrated. The investigations were focused on the potential
of longer wagons in order to carry two 40-feet containers on one wagon. By this, the train-set hast
less inter-car gaps and less gaps between containers and therewith an improved aerodynamic
performance. In the work of [127] a modified equation of [113] is used, resulting in an estimated
reduction of the aerodynamic drag by not less than 50%, in case the loading scheme is optimized.
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Figure 112: Force per TEU depending on the wagon length and loading scheme due to
aerodynamics [127]

Table 15: Influence of ribs on the outer contour of different wagon-types on the
aerodynamic drag
Wagon type

Outer Contour

Measure

Reduction of drag

Well type car

Reinforcement ribs

Smooth surface

-23% [126]

Passenger car

Reinforcement ribs

Smooth surface

-6% [121]

ISO Container

Reinforcement ribs,
structure contour

Smooth surface

-10% [128]

Hopper car

Reinforcement ribs

Smooth surface

-20% [129]

Gondola car

Reinforcement ribs

Smooth surface

-13% [129]

Well type car

Reinforcement ribs

Smooth surface

-10% [130]

Gondola car

Reinforcement ribs

Smooth surface

-15% [131]

Gondola car

Reinforcement ribs

Smooth surface

-17% [132]

Open top hopper car

Reinforcement ribs

Smooth surface

-30% [133]

The achievable reduction in air resistance for the various types of wagons of a freight train varies
greatly (10-30%) and is dependent on the rib structure, such as height, length and distance but also
of the length of the train. Nevertheless, the results in
Table 15 indicate that smooth walls are a simple and favourable method for resistance reduction
[126]. This, of course, also affects all objects installed on the outer contour. In the case of a
streamlined freight wagon with smooth walls and by using bogie fairings, a reduction in the air
resistance of 10-50% can be achieved. The covering on open freight wagons in the unloaded state
offers one of the greatest potentials for the reductions of the air resistance for freight cars. The C W
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value can be reduced by up to 60% [114]. The results obtained from wind tunnel measurements on
scaled models of a hopper car [129] clearly showed the drag-reducing effect of both unloaded and
loaded wagons. The inclined edges of the roof top lead to an air resistance reduction, with the
greatest effect being achieved in the case of a complete seal of the open car (-43% on average
[120]). Figure 114 and Figure 115 show the influence of the degree of coverage and the angle of the
canopy on the air resistance in different cross wind scenarios [134]. The results show that the full
coverage of the open freight car is the most effective. Nevertheless, there is potential for a further
reduction of the air resistance through an declined roof top (Figure 115) and rounded end of the car
as shown in Figure 116. The partial or full seal of the open bulk good wagon is not always feasible
because of the loading and unloading procedures in practice. An alternative are cross struts and
partitions in the loading volume of the bulk good wagon as shown in Figure 117. The partition walls
prevent the inflow into the open car and thus create a higher pressure on the rear end which acts
opposite to the direction of travel. The critical types of freight wagons include empty flat wagon with
stakes featuring a 20% higher air resistance compared to a wagon configuration without stakes (see
Figure 104). For this reason it is recommended to retract the stakes. As a result, the greatly increased
air resistance during empty rides is reduced. There were no indications in the research carried out
on literature with fairings on stakes. Nevertheless, the positive effect of stanchion linings contributes
to an air resistance reduction potential of 10-15%.

Figure 113: Aerodynamic drag coefficient (CD) for different roof configurations of a bulk
good wagon [120]
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Figure 114: Influence on the air resistance coefficient of different covers [134]

Figure 115: Influence on the air resistance coefficient of different covers [134]
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Figure 116: Influence of the cover and rounded car ends on the air resistance of a bulk good
wagon [134]

Figure 117: Positive effect of partition walls in the loading volume of a bulk good wagon
resulting in a reduced air resistance [135]

10.3 INTER-CAR GAPS
The length and shape of the inter-car gaps are important parameters for rail vehicles with regard to
the resulting air resistance. Freight wagons must be quickly separable for practical reasons and
cannot, as in the case of passenger trains, be more or less completed or integrated into each other.
This is why the influence of the inter-car gap on the air resistance in the field of freight transport is
stronger than in passenger transport. The strong influence of the length of the gap on the resulting
air resistance is illustrated by [134] within the framework of wind tunnel experiments (see Figure 118
and Figure 119). General observations on the influence of the length of the car transitions by means
of CFD simulations and wind tunnel tests can be found in [126]. The results in Figure 120 show a
great potential for reducing the air resistance by reducing the distances between freight wagons.
With a smaller distance between the cars, the flow around the car interacts less with the gap flow
(stable vortex) in the inter-car gap. As a result, the entire freight train is effectively a single body,
which reduces the air resistance (wind shadow effect). This wind shadow effect disappears at a
greater distance. In this case, each car acts more or less as a single body and the overall air
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resistance increases. The effects of the individual loading condition are described in the following
paragraph.

Figure 118: Hopper wagons. Influence of the inter-car gap size on the drag coefficient
depending on the yaw angle [134]

Figure 119: Gondola wagons. Influence of the inter-car gap size on the drag coefficient
depending on the yaw angle [134]
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Figure 120: Percentage change in the drag coefficient with the length of the inter-car gap of
a double-deck container flat wagon [126]

10.4 LOADING CONDITION
The strong influence of the individual loading condition applies not only to open bulk good wagons,
but also to intermodal freight trains, e.g. loaded with containers and / or semitrailers. The choice of
a suitable flat-car size for transporting containers and semitrailers reduces the air resistance,
because of the resulting smaller inter-car gaps (see Figure 121 and Figure 122). This measure
shows great success with semitrailers. The air resistance can be reduced by almost 30% with the
help of an optimized flat-car.

Figure 121: The driving resistance (left) [115] and the fuel consumption (right) [112] of a
double-deck container train (two 40 'containers) according to the size of the flat cars (40',
48' and 53')
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Figure 122: The train resistance (left) and the benefit (right) for different sizes of flat cars,
loaded with a 48' semitrailer [136]

The large influence shown by the length of the inter-car gap on the air resistance indicates that empty
flat cars (equivalent to large inter-car gap) are aerodynamically unfavourable in a train set. Through
the placement of empty containers or semitrailers instead of e.g. unused empty flat wagon units, it
is possible to reduce the driving resistance despite the increased total weight. The magnitude of the
resistance reduction is of course dependent on the loading and the loading condition.

Figure 123: Drag reduction by means of placing empty containers or semitrailers in gaps of
a train set 95 % loaded (upper row), 90 % loaded (lower row); different results for doubledeck containers (left), semitrailers (middle) and containers (right) [136]
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Figure 124: Air resistance for various container loads of a flat car for different yaw angles
[137]

Figure 125: Drag reduction for "wagon 2" by placing of smaller containers in the caps of a
double-deck container freight train [138]
Figure 123 shows the possible reduction in the driving resistance for different homogeneous freight
trains with a load factor of 90% and 95% by the placement of empty containers and semitrailers.
In practice, it is possible that the flat car and the container size do not match optimally, e.g. small
container sizes and long flat wagons. The loading of the smaller containers is then critical for the
drive resistance, since an unfavourable container load can easily double the air resistance (see
Figure 124). The results in Figure 124 show that compact loading with smaller distances / inter-car
gap is aerodynamically more favourable. As a rule, the wind shadow effect should always be utilized,
so that the train set can be viewed as a uniform body. Furthermore, the results in Figure 124 show
that in case of a freight train a smaller number of larger gaps is aerodynamically more favourable
than a larger number of smaller gaps.
The smaller containers can also be used to close larger gaps and thereby create an optimized loaded
intermodal freight train set, thereby reducing aerodynamic drag by up to 50%, as shown in Figure
125. The optimization of the loading state of today's freight trains can reduce the aerodynamic drag
by up to 50%. Naturally, this optimization effort is associated with time and costs. These could,
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however, be offset by the saved energy costs and would be sensible from the environmental point
of view.

10.5 TRAIN SET
According to [139], based on wind tunnel measurements, the air resistance of each individual car in
an intermodal freight train set can be described according to Equation 2.
Equation 2

CD  A  14.85824  e-0.29308k  9.86549  e-0.00007k  10.66914
Due to its exposed position, the first car or locomotive has the greatest air resistance. The air
resistance after the first car / locomotive decreases to the tenth car and then remains more or less
constant as shown in Table 16 [139].
Table 16: Drag Coefficient Surface for each wagon in a train set according to [139]
Wagon No. Drag Coefficient Surface (CWA) [ft2] Relative Factor
1 (Loco)
31.618
1.5449
2
28.801
1.4073
3
26.700
1.3046
4
25.133
1.2280
5
23.963
1.1709
6
23.091
1.1283
7
22.440
1.0964
8
21.954
1.0727
9
21.591
1.0550
10
21.320
1.0418
100
20.466
1.0000

The distribution of the air resistance along the train of passenger trains behaves differently than for
the intermodal freight train and achieves the lower nearly constant drag coefficient earlier. The
reason for the slower decreasing drag with increasing length for intermodal freight trains is the larger
inter-car gap. The thinner boundary layer at the beginning of the train has a stronger effect on the
first car. In terms of flow technology, these are more likely to be viewed as individual bodies than a
unit as it is the case for passenger train. In other words, the wind shadow effect is less well utilized
in the case of intermodal freight trains.
The air resistance coefficients in Table 16 indicate that cars which are aerodynamically favourable
should be positioned behind the locomotive in an intermodal freight train set in order to achieve the
best possible efficiency. Investigations of intermodal freight trains [140] have shown that the fuel
consumption (air resistance) is reduced if well-fitting loaded flat wagons with smaller inter-car gaps
(suitable combination of loading like container or semitrailer and flat wagon) are positioned directly
behind the locomotive (s).
In order to achieve the most energy - efficient transport of different goods (intermodal), the wagons
are coupled behind the locomotive (s) in a freight train set depending on the respective aerodynamic
properties. The aerodynamically most favourable car configuration (i.e. a similar cross-section, short
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carriage transition, smooth exterior walls) should be coupled directly behind the locomotive (s). Then
the cars with higher drag coefficient and finally the unloaded flat cars should be coupled. Of course,
if possible, all unloaded wagons should be uncoupled.

10.6 OBJECTS AND INSTALLATIONS MOUNTED ON
THE WAGON MAIN BODY
The potential for resistance reduction by the shielding of non-flush mounted objects as well as of
cavities and steps can be taken from Figure 126. Flow separation on non-flush and exposed objects,
like roof and under-floor units, lead not only to a higher pressure resistance but also to higher friction
resistance due to dissipative effects in the turbulent flow. For this reason, smooth surfaces are
recommended for all rail vehicles in freight transport. This can be achieved by filling all the cavities
and steps, covering larger protruding equipment and lining or integrating it into the main body.

Figure 126: Influence of different aerodynamic measures of a high-speed train [141]

10.7 WIND CONDITIONS (CROSSWIND)
The atmospheric wind conditions, e.g. crosswind, have a considerable influence on the air resistance
of a train. Since an exact wind direction against the direction of travel is rather rare, trains normally
travel under a crosswind [142] presented a simple correction formula, see Equation 3, for the air
resistance of modern high-speed trains under the influence of cross wind.
Equation 3

CW    CW 0  1  0.02   
The average increase in the air resistance of a draft configuration under crosswind was estimated
by [143] with 10% on normal windy days and with up to 50% on windy days. Figure 127 shows the
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drag coefficients CW for the leading engine head of a high-speed train (ICE3) and a modern regional
train. The results of wind tunnel measurements according to RIL 807.0432 [144] are based on
different model b yaw-angles for the simulation of different wind directions. While these results
cannot be directly transferred to the aerodynamics of freight trains, they give an impression about
the importance of cross-wind conditions when estimating the drag of trains in general. The strong
increase in the air resistance of a train, especially in regional trains, in Figure 127, confirm the
estimations of [143] and reveal that the influence of the side wind is not to be underestimated for the
energy consumption of a train.

Figure 127 : Drag coefficient for the leading propulsion unit of an ICE3 and a modern
regional train for various wind directions under the yaw angle Beta

10.8 TUNNELS CROSSING
The air resistance of a train is significantly higher during a tunnel crossing than when driving in an
open field. This influence parameter must therefore be taken into account for the estimation of energy
consumption. The increased air resistance (pressure and friction resistance) is mainly depending on
the following parameters [111]:


Tunnel length



Degree of obstruction (ratio of the cross-sectional area between the train and the tunnel)



Train speed



Length of the train



Surface quality of the train and the tunnel



Head and tail shape



Ventilation shafts and tunnel junctions

The tunnel length is decisive if tunnel crossing is primarily a problem for traction and energy
consumption (in the case of long tunnels). The air resistance in the tunnel is often divided into control
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areas (head, tail and along the train as shown in Figure 128) to estimate the increased air resistance
in tunnels by means of empirical constants. The air resistance (pressure and friction resistors) during
a tunnel passage can be calculated according to Equation 4 [145].
Equation 4

WT 




 1  
 1 
2
2 
 v  w    K   H  AT   v  w   Z  UZ  lZ  
   w  w  T  UT  l Z  

2
2
4
4
 1 R  2
 1 R 

They are described by means of empirical constants for the flow properties at the three control
surfaces (see Figure 128). In addition to the aerodynamic properties of the train, the tunnel
resistance depends on the tunnel properties. One of the most important tunnel features is the tunnel
cross-sectional area AT or better, the blockage ration between the cross-sectional area of the train
AZ and the tunnel AT (ratio: R = AZ / AT). In addition, the surface quality, described by the friction
coefficient of the train λZ and the tunnel λT, as well as the train length lZ and the flow losses at the
head ςK and tail ςH of the train, plays a decisive role. UT and UZ are tunnel and train circumference.
Since the influence of the tunnel passage strain on the entire tunnel resistance W T is the smallest,
this can be neglected. The tunnel resistance can be described by means of the stagnation pressure
of the relative velocity ( 𝜌/2(𝑣 − 𝑢)2 ) by the tunnel resistance coefficient (see Equation 5).
Equation 5

WT
   H 1  1  Z
l
l
 R  Z

 K
 
 UZ  Z  
 UT  Z
 
 
2
2
AZ  1  R  4
AZ
0.5    v  u   A Z 1  R  R  1  R  4
3

C WT

3

The air resistance in the tunnel is proportional to the train speed to the square, corresponding to
that in the open field.

Figure 128: left: Control surfaces (Kontrollflächen) to determine air resistance within a
tunnel [146]. right: Tunnel drag coefficient plotted over the length of the train for various
obstructions (Wagen = Wagon) [147]
The tunnel resistance of long trains in long tunnels is dominated by the friction resistance. According
to calculations by [148], the friction resistance is a factor of 5 greater than the pressure resistance.
In this case, the friction coefficients of the train and the tunnel, the length of the train and the speed
of the train as well as the blockage ration are the important influencing parameters for the tunnel
resistance. In Figure 128, the tunnel coefficient CWT is plotted according to Equation 4 over the length
for different blockage ratios. The results in Figure 128 show the linear dependency of the tunnel
coefficient CWT on the length and the significant influence of the blockage ratio. Due to the strong
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influence of the blockage, the simplified expression of [146] resulted from the assumption of a long
train in a long tunnel, see Equation 6:
Equation 6

CWT
 1  2.21 R
CW

10.9 TRAIN VELOCITY
The aerodynamic drag of a train in the open-air and in the tunnel is proportional to the square of the
train speed, according to Equation 1 and Equation 5. The strong influence of the aerodynamics on
the overall drag is shown in Figure 129 for a freight train (right) according to [149]. The results show
that the aerodynamic drag dominates the required force for velocities higher than 60 km/h.

Figure 129: Aerodynamic drag (green line) in comparison to the rolling resistance (blue) and
the acceleration (red) in case of a freight train

10.10 INTERFERENCES
Interference phenomena are defined as the difference between the total resistance of the fully body
exposed to the flow and the sum of all individual components or partial bodies. In the case of a freight
train, the positive interference phenomenon or also the wind shadow effect is utilized and therefore
the total air resistance of the complete train is smaller than the sum of all individual cars. This positive
interference phenomenon is already being used for passenger traffic. In the field of freight transport,
due to unsuitable car assemblies, e.g. Empty flat wagons between loaded wagons, there exists a
considerable potential to exploit the positive interference resistance, thereby reducing air resistance
in freight transport. Even more complex interference phenomena than in the wagon assembly are
found between the numerous components of a bogie and between two bogies at the carriage
transition. This also includes the flow effects between roof and floor units as well as the individual
components. The aim is, of course, to combine and position the individual components in order to
exploit the positive interference phenomenon and thereby reduce the overall air resistance of the
overall assembly.
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10.11 PREDICTION OF AERODYNAMICS DRAG
Very little attempts were made in the past to reduce the aerodynamic resistance of freight trains by
means of changing the design of the wagon itself. Some authors and patents are describing
modifications and special devices for retrofitting existing trains; but none of them made it to be used
in regular operation (to the best knowledge of the authors of the present report). More knowledge is
available about how to optimize the train-set by means of reducing the overall drag coefficient. In
order to make such predictions, the drag of full train-sets must be estimated a priori.
There are already formulas for the calculation of the aerodynamic resistance of freight trains. Vollmer
[113] carried out extensive wind tunnel tests during his dissertation. The drag coefficient of different
types of wagons was determined. In order to simplify the calculation of the total drag of a freight
train, Vollmer derived coefficients for a Fourier series of a periodic function with the effective angle
of the wind (the vector-sum of train-speed and cross-wind) being the input parameter. He derived
the coefficients for three different phenomena, each contributing to the total aerodynamic drag force.
The first is the drag caused by the pressure difference between the front and the rear part of a
wagon, depending linearly on the size of the frontal area of the wagons. Here only the part of the
surface which is exposed to the flow is taken into account. Thus, if the frontal area of a wagon is
smaller compared to the wagon directly in front of it, the value of the trailing wagon is zero for this
part of the aerodynamic drag. The second set of coefficients accounts for the drag caused by the air
friction on the outer contour of the wagon, the resulting force depends linearly on the wagon length.
The third set was derived for the drag caused by the vortical structures and turbulence in the airflow
in the intercar-gaps. Since each set of coefficients is calculated for the inflow and crossflow -direction
and 6 coefficients are required for the Fourier series, a number of 36 coefficients are given for each
wagon. The number of 36 coefficients are given for 14 different types of wagons, while a more
simplified method is applied to additional to 6 wagons. In case of this simplified method, 2 sets of
coefficients are given, the first is used in case the wagon is positioned behind another one with a
larger frontal area and the second is used in case the wagon is positioned in front of the train. A
combination of both is used in case only part of the frontal area is exposed to the flow. In Figure 130
the aerodynamic drag force for 20 equal freight wagons + Loko is calculated against the train speed
according to the simplified formula of (Vollmer, 1989) for different wagon types and loading
conditions.
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Figure 130: Aerodynamic drag force for 20 equal freight wagons + Loko, calculated
according to the simplified formula of [113] for different wagon types and loading
conditions
The primary aim of the investigations, however, was not to determine the resistance of a train-set at
high speeds. Rather, it was a matter of determining the contribution to the total resistance when
running down a hump. Accordingly, the investigations were carried out at low Reynolds numbers.
But the Reynolds number effects must not ignored, especially in case the train-set is already
aerodynamically optimized [150]. The much broader boundary layer along a long train and the
aerodynamic effects due to the relative motion between ground and train were not considered [151]
[152] [153] as well in all calculation presented in the present text. The formula developed by Vollmer
is the current state of the art for the calculation of the aerodynamic resistance of freight trains. In
order to be able to make realistic assessments about the effect of optimized train-sets and
aerodynamically designed cars, however, boundary layer and ground effects must be taken into
account.

11. CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK
In order to reach the targets for reduction of energy consumption and noise pollution, but also
increasing the economic attractiveness of rail freight transport in comparison to road-based
transport, an aerodynamic optimization of freight trains is mandatory.
The energy efficiency of rail freight by means of reduced drag can be increased significantly by
technical and operational measures. Previous studies have shown that optimizing the car sequence
can result in a drag reduction by at least a factor of 2. Consequently, an aerodynamic optimization
of freight trains includes intelligent logistics concepts. Such concepts can be supported by means of
providing priority lists for operational measures, resulting from experimental and numerical studies.
But the aerodynamic resistance of a freight train with an optimized car sequence is still about 50%
higher compared to a passenger train of the same length. It is clear from this fact that there is a high
potential for aerodynamic optimization of the individual wagon in the freight transport sector.
A look at the existing freight wagon fleet shows that their design gives little consideration to
aerodynamics. The entire contour of the existing wagons is determined by the laws of traditional
steel construction. UIC compatibility also greatly restricts the options for optimizing drag reduction.
This is the case for the air flow both underneath and along the sides of the vehicles. In contrast to
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previous approaches making modification to existing vehicles, a conceptually new approach offers
far more options with regard to innovative aerodynamic optimization of single wagons and freight
trains. The aim should not merely to include individual measures for drag reduction but rather to
include the aerodynamics as an integral part of the complete design process. Note that this is the
common approach in case of all other ground-vehicles. This is possible only with the approach of
developing a new wagon technology. Future work should include a conceptual design of easily
mountable, aerodynamic optimized attachments and superstructures. Spoilers and bafflers will
reduce drag. The aim should be to obtain findings that can be applied in as many different areas as
possible, including both the wagons for less-than-container load freight and heavy loads. The work
needs to ensure the compatibility of the solutions with the logistics systems developed, for example
by planning a rapid and low-cost assembly of the aerodynamic components. This implies also a
reconsideration of security-relevant aerodynamic properties, such as crosswind stability and
characteristics at tunnel entrances and encounters. Due to the lower and lighter construction the
driving dynamics in terms of aerodynamics will change. The investigations have to be performed
concomitantly, so the safety-relevant aspects are considered continuously during the aerodynamic
design of the freight wagon.
At the beginning of the design process a priority lists for the aerodynamic optimization needs to be
compiled. Resulting from experimental and numerical studies adjusted to new concepts, the ranking
will identify the most effective measures in terms of drag reduction. In order to do so, principle studies
for the aerodynamic of freight wagons and trains have to be carried out. Part of the work need to
include an inventory and analysis of existing datasets from the aerodynamic development of rail
vehicles. After an analysis and inventory of the drag contribution from a single vehicle and the share
of the position-dependent total resistance of the train, a parameter space can be defined, describing
the technical potential to optimize the aerodynamics of the rail freight transport system. The existing
analysis and calculation methods need to be evaluated and documented, and adapted to the
changed conditions of an innovative new wagon design. The effective and implementable
aerodynamic measures need to be identified and brought to the application in the subsequent work.
A design with a lateral contour optimized in terms of friction resistance has to be developed for the
wagon frame. This requires a strong and well defined working interface between the lightweight
concepts and the aerodynamic design. The developed vehicles will then have significantly improved
aerodynamics. In an ideal case the design of the underfloor area will be done analog to modern
passenger trains, and the intercar-gaps need to be optimized by passive flow-controlling systems.
The study of different configurations belongs to the scope of the measurements of the train itself,
which consists of a succession of Lorries, as well as various loading conditions in the form of different
bodies. Experiments need to examine the crosswind behaviour under various flow conditions to
make statements about the safety of the respective configuration. In addition the effect of the socalled "slip stream" is examined, so the high-pressure and speed fluctuations in the wake of the train.
The requirements for a successful optimization of the flow resistance of individual freight wagons
and their combinations are very different from previously conducted aerodynamic designs of
passenger trains. The resistance of the complete train varies with the different aerodynamic
interaction of individual wagons and their order in the trainset. Therefore the existing experimental
and numerical tools need to be adapted. In contrast to passenger trains the flow of a freight train is
typically fully separated and is dominated by large scale turbulent flow structures. The numerical
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methods and experimental analysis tools need to be adapted to these complex flow conditions in
order to make reliable predictions of the flow resistance.

12. PRINCIPAL MECHANISMS OF THE NOISE EMISSIONS OF FREIGHT
RAIL VEHICLES AND THEIR REDUCTION
12.1 DRIVE-BY NOISE
In order to calculate the rolling noise, it is of great importance to consider the entire system consisting
of the subsoil, the rail, the elastic elements, the wheel, the bogie and the car body / body as well as
the wheel and rail roughness. All subsystems work together in the formation of the rolling noise. The
rolling noise is of the utmost importance among the various rail vehicle noise. The rolling noise
dominates the sound emission in the relevant speed range of freight rail vehicles between approx.
60 and 160 km/h. The engine/aggregate noise (e.g. engine noise, fan noise, etc.) mainly dominate
the noise emissions during stops, start and acceleration. Other rail vehicle noise such as brake
squeal, corner squeal or sound emission when driving on bridges are currently not covered by the
TSI. In addition to the rolling noise, other sources can influence the overall noise emission. The
following figure shows the most important mechanisms. In the development of the rolling noise, the
following mechanisms of Importance.
Excitation: The roughness of the wheel surface and the rail surface stimulate the wheel and rail to
vibrate. The total excitation is given by the (energetic) sum of the wheel and rail roughness. The
contact surface between the wheel and the rail acts as a filter for the overall degree of roughness.
Proportions of the total turbidity with wavelengths smaller than the contact area contribute only to a
small extent to the oscillation excitation. Due to the driving speed, the location-dependent
roughnesses are converted into a time-dependent excitation of the wheel and the rail.
Vibration generation: The excitation leads to vibrations of the wheel and the rail. The vibrations
depend on the mechanical properties of both systems. The dynamic stiffness (eg impedance) of the
subsystems and their attenuations have a great influence.
Sound emission: The vibrations are radiated as sound. The distribution of sound radiation on the
wheel and rail subsystems depends on the design of the wheel and track. Very often, the sound
radiation from the wheel and the rail is roughly the same. The radiation behavior of the subsystems
is affecting the radiated sound, which is determined by the geometry. The mechanisms of the sound
radiation of railway wheels are, for example, described in [154] and [155]. The bogie and car body
are elastically decoupled from the wheels, whereby the vibration amplitudes in the acoustically
relevant area are reduced. Because of the significantly larger radiating surface area of the
superstructure compared to the wheel disc, this effect cannot be completely ignored, especially in
freight wagons. In general, the sound radiation of bogie and superstructure is of lesser importance.
At low speeds, but also at the test speed v = 80 km / h, engine noise can be relevant, in particular
for diesel locomotives.
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Figure 131: Model for the calculation of pass-by noise (logarithmic values). From [156]

Figure 132: Reduction strategies for pass by noise [156]
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13. PREVIOUS RESEARCH PROJECTS
13.1 OFWHAT
In the Project OFWHAT of the ERRI Committee C163, low-noise components for wheels and rails
for freight cars were developed and tested at the Velim Test Center. Comparative measurements
were carried out on a UIC 60 track on sleepers with SNCF intermediate layers (k ≈ 108 N/m) using
a reference vehicle (with UIC 920 mm freight wagon wheel). The wheel and rail roughness was
measured. The measured sound pressure levels were normalized with respect to the wheel
roughness and the rail roughness. Results were as follows: Wheels with optimized geometry (thicker
web) and a diameter of 860 mm resulted in an improvement of 1 dB in total sound emission. At the
same time, the wheel with the straight web causes thermal problems with block brakes. Radial sound
absorbers developed to dampen two dominant frequencies resulted in a reduction of 4 dB in the
wheel contribution of the noise. Tests with small wheels (diameter 640 mm) resulted in reductions of
the wheel contribution by 18 dB, while the track contribution increased by 2 dB due to the smaller
contact area. In the overall sound, practically no reduction was found. However, these wheels also
showed a higher roughness. It is not known whether connections exist between the wheel diameter
and the wheel roughness.
Furthermore, tests with optimized intermediate layers and rail absorbers were carried out. The
largest reductions in sound emissions were determined for the track section with optimized
intermediate layers and rail absorbers and the UIC 920 mm wheel with 3.5 dB. On the dampened
wheel reductions of 7.1 dB were found on the same track section. More Information about the project
results is available in the literature [157], [158] [159].

13.2 SILENT FREIGHT
The EU's Silent freight project was coordinated by the ERRI. The aim of the project was to reduce
the vehicle share of the rolling noise of goods trains by at least 10 dB by measures on the vehicle.
The related project Silent track was concerned with the measures on the road side, within which the
driving part of the rolling noise should be reduced by at least 10 dB. Both projects were linked to the
OFWHAT project. For the examined vehicles, it was shown that the vehicle structure has a negligible
effect on the sound emission. The aim was therefore to reduce rolling noise. Starting from a standard
UIC 920 mm wheel modifications were investigated:


Two optimized wheel shapes with a diameter of 860 mm and a slightly reinforced web,



Vibration damper on the inside of the wheel with a tuning frequency of 2.2 kHz on the
optimized wheel,



Damping of the optimized wheels via a damping ring,



Perforated wheel,



Shielding of the wheel web of the optimized wheels,



Bogie fairing. A gap of approx. 170 mm between fairing and rail remained.
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The following reductions were found in the overall A-weighted sound pressure level. The acoustic
measurements were carried out together with the Silent track project. As a result of the high
temperatures, the intermediate layers were very soft. The sound radiation of the track was therefore
8 dB above the sound radiation of the vehicle. The investigated noise reduction measures on the
vehicle could not show their potential with regard to the reduction of the overall sound level. More
Information about the project results is available in the literature [160], [161], [162], [163], [164], [165].

13.3 STILLER TREINVERKEER (SILENT RAILTRAFFIC)
The project should also demonstrate measures to reduce freight traffic noise. At the same time,
noise-reducing measures were implemented on container wagons and on a slab track. In a first step,
the system parameters were measured by measuring technology, and simulations were then carried
out. By upgrading the braking system from gray cast iron brakes to other types of brakes (composite
brakes with magnetic rail brakes), 6 dB improvement in sound emissions could be achieved. Wheel
dampers produced a reduction of the vehicle's share of the sound emissions by 4 dB, additional
wheel fairings reduced the vehicle's share by 1 dB. A new rail profile (SA42, weight 42 kg / m, height
80 mm) installed in a rigid layer a slab track resulted in a reduction of 5 dB of the rail part at the
sound emission as compared to a slab with a UIC 54 rail, Low-level noise-protection walls with a
height of 70 cm above the rail and an absorbing interior lining resulted in a reduction of 6 dB,
absorbing panels next to the rail a reduction of 2 dB in total sound emissions. More details and
results from the project can be found in the literature.

13.4 EUROSABOT
The aim of the Eurosabot project was to find new brake systems for freight wagons, which are
inexpensive. At the same time, the gray cast iron brakes should be exchanges with minimum
changes to the brake cylinder, the boom or the brake pressure, and significantly reduce the wheel
roughness compared to gray cast iron so that the sound emission of the car is reduced by 5 - 8 dB.
However, this was not achieved. Although different brakes have been developed, these have
produced too low noise reductions, produced too much wear, or were not adequately tested for their
long-term characteristics. In the project theoretical models for the description of the roughness
development of wheels were developed. It has been shown that the increase in wheel roughness is
associated with the so-called hot spot concentration, a thermo-elastic instability phenomenon and
the transfer of material from the brake block to the wheel. Sintering metals also show hot spot
formation, but the material transfers are likely abraded by the more abrasive sintering blocks.
Sintering blocks produce smoother wheels, but the wear is larger. Composite brakes do not show
such a strong hotspot formation and smooth the wheel, but its braking effect is more unstable. No
provision could be made for the production of brakes. Comparisons of test bench measurements
with field tests showed that brake blocks, which were favorable in the test rig showed a poor
performance in field tests. The wheel roughness also developed less favorably in field tests than on
the test bench. More Information about the project results is available in the literature [158].

13.5 LOW EMISSION BOGIE LEMBO
The starting point of the project is a DB AG work booklet for the development, testing, approval and
use of a low noise freight car bogie for 25 t axle loads. A noise reduction of approx. 10 dB should be
achieved. The noise reductions should be achieved mainly by improving the running technique.
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A project team was formed with the content of the design booklet. In the course of the project, the
company Adtranz, due to the takeover by the company Bombardier, left the company. The task
entailed a new approval of the bogies to be developed by the Federal Railway Authority (EBA). The
necessary prototypes were in the area of Alstom LHB, carrying out the tests including the acoustic
measurements in the area of DB AG.
Within the scope of the project, the mode of operation of existing hooks in conjunction with parabolic
springs was investigated, the effects of defined changes on existing hooks in connection with
parabolic springs examined, the possibilities of the axle coupling with coupling rods or swivel arms
tested according to the Scheffel principle as well as comparisons and evaluations of the running
behavior of Different bogies.
Completed calculations show problems with respect to the technical approval. This applies to the
steering axle rack LHB 82 as well as to the Y25 standard bogie. It was assumed that significant
improvements can be achieved by the running technology only through the complete new
development of a freight wagon bogie. These are exposed to the competition situation with standard
frames, which are built in large quantities at low prices. After the project partner DB AG – exits the
project because "the objectively necessary comforter elevation for the realization of the dynamic
dynamics requirements cannot lead to the same bogie prices as currently" - the project was aborted
to the project end.

13.6 LEISES UND LÄRMARMES
GÜTERWAGENDREHGESTELL LEILA-DG
The German-Swiss joint project LEILA-DG, a quiet and low-noise freight car bogie, is concerned with
the further development of bogie technology. Improvements are expected in the area of performance
and acoustics. For this purpose the following constructive elements are used in LEILA-DG:


Internal storage,



Rubber-elastic primary stage,



wheel disc brakes,



Straight wheel bridge,



Wheel set coupling by cross anchors for radial adjustment of the wheel sets Cornering.

With a freight car equipped with the LEILA-DG, in 2006 trials were carried out. An equivalent sound
pressure level LpAeq of 78 dB was measured. The cause of the lack of the desired value of LpAeq = 74
dB was attributed to high wheel roughness. The LEILA-DG is to be marketed by JOSEF MEYER
Waggon AG. Up to now no market introduction took place. Further information about the project and
its results can be found in the literature [166], [167].

13.7 LEISER ZUG AUF REALEM GLEIS (L ZAR G)
Within the framework of the strategy of the Federal Government and German Railways to achieve
a reduction in rail noise by 10 dB by 2020, the project "Quiet Train on Real Rail" (L Zar G) was
launched. The objective was to reduce noise by 2 dB against today's interoperability guidelines (TSI
noise). A noise reduction potential of 5 dB should be achieved with a concrete combination of
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measures
on
the
superstructure
and
on
the
vehicle.
The research project is designed to develop commercially viable, ready-for-use solutions that can
easily be integrated into the system (easily interchangeable components). Project B investigated the
reduction of rolling noise:


Wheel-rail contact.



Improved tread conditioning and optimized materials for the wheel disc to reduce their
roughening, reduction of the sound radiation of the wheel disc by optimized wheel sound
absorbers, optimization of the freight car brake technology to reduce wheel roughness. The
individual measures are to be implemented in a bogie.



Reduction of wheel vibration and radiation. Acoustic overall optimization of wheel sets and
wheels, the development of wheel-bearing absorbers and wheel covers and the
investigation of the potentials and limits of passive and active vibration damping.



Acoustic optimization of the superstructure.



Development of coordinated system solutions for the reduction of overhead vibrations and
radiation as well as for the reduction of secondary airborne noise.

Furthermore, the system integration and implementation (project A, combination of individual
measures for technically, economically and operationally optimally coordinated system solutions)
are examined as well as measures validation and assessment (project C). Results were the
development of two wheel sets with wheel-bearing absorbers for freight wagons (Bochumer
Verein für Verkehrsstechnik and GHH Radsatz GmbH) and the development of a noise and wearresistant freight car trolley DRRS 25L (DB Waggonbau Niesky GmbH and Knorr-Bremse GmbH)
with compact brake unit, radial adjustability and decoupling between wheels and DG frame by
twin rubber roller suspension.

13.8 LOW NOISE TRAIN (LNT)
The ARGE LNT was founded in 2000 by an initiative of ÖBB and SBB. At times the DB and the
Italian railroad FS were also members. The aim was to initiate the development of components,
subassemblies and overall concepts for the noise-reducing upgrading of freight vehicles (new
vehicles, retrofitting) to approval. The acoustic improvements should not be accompanied by
increased purchase costs. Three prototypes of a low-noise freight vehicle (Sgns (s) 60 '4-axle
carrier with a running / braking technical approval up to 120/100 km / h at 22.5 t axle load,
modified bogie Y25 Lssi (f), compressed air brake with K-brake, Single-stage bogie spring with
bearing in plastic, TKS, anti-boom coating of wheel set, wheel set bearing and wheel set housing,
sound-optimized brake linkage, anti-boom coating in the bogie undercarriage. The cars had a
national operating permit, but no international approval. The measurements were carried out on
a track which complies with the roughness according to EN 3095 and TSI Noise. The
measurements showed a LpAeq of 75 dB. Radial roughness measurements were performed. The
wheels were classified as very smooth. Reduction effects of sound absorbers / sound shocks
were also investigated. The sound reduction was determined to <2 dB. More Project-details can
be found in the literature [168], [169], [170], [171].
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13.9 „WHISPERING TRAIN“, DOLOMIT-SHUTTLE
Under the Dutch Innovation Program Noise (Innovatie Programma Geluid IPG), noise reduction
measures were carried out on freight wagons in 6 projects. In a first project, noise reduction
measures were carried out on 29 cars of the Dolomite Shuttle of the Railion Nederland. K-Brakes
and Schrey & Veit wheel-mounted sound absorbers were installed. In addition to noise reduction,
information about the LCC of the noise-reducing measures is to be determined. The wheel and
rail roughness was measured before and after the application of the noise reduction measures.
Both were taken into account during the evaluations. A sound reduction of the wheel-sound
absorbers of approx. 2.5 dB was determined. Various roughness measurements were
performed. Even 250,000 km after the re-profiling, the wheel roughness does not appear to have
increased appreciably. The running performance up to the re-profiling decreases from 350,000
km with a GG-sole to 230,000 km with the K-sole. On another test train wagons with LL brake
blocks (Jurid 777 and Cosid 952) were retrofitted. The wagons equipped with Cosid 952 brake
blocks were 1 to 2 dB quieter than Jurid brake blocks during trials on a track with the required
roughness according to EN ISO 3095 (but higher than TSI). Initial evaluations indicate a
smoothing of the wheel surface shortly after the installation of the LL brake blocks. Additional
Information about the project is available in the literature [172], [173].

14. NOISE IN FREIGHT RAILWAY TRANSPORT, A REAL PROBLEM?
More and more demands are put upon quality of living of inhabitants. One of the factors that
affect quality of living and the environment is represented by noise, which negatively influences
physical and mental health of inhabitants. Therefore, reduction of noise is one of the main goals
of the European Commission, specified in the document [174], where the visions for reduction
of the noise emissions in the field of transportation and also in other fields, are introduced.
The main tool for identification of the noise is the directive 2002/49/EC [175], which defines the
level of noise pollution, at which it is necessary to find any solutions (to take defined measures).
Noise emissions produced by railway transport are a global problem, which significantly affects
citizens living around the tracks. In the last years, in order to reduce noise in the railway
transport, the EU introduces rules described in the Technical specifications of interoperability
aimed at noise called TSI Noise. The aim of these TSIs is introduction of limits for noise
emissions for the rolling stock.
It is expected that until 2020, the overall volume of transport in Europe will rise by 40% for
passenger and by 70% for freight transport. In the railway sector, the volume of the fright
transport will rise by 17% and of the passenger transport by 11%. On the basis of these data, it
is expected that impact of freight transport noise will rise, and the EU (TSI) regulations will
develop in order to reduce the noise emissions. Even today, development of the railway
transport on many tracks is limited by exposition of inhabitants to the noise. Therefore, the
stricter limits will have impact mainly on the manufacturers that will be forced to manufacture
quieter wagons.
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14.1 IMPACT OF NOISE ON HEALTH
Long-term exposition to the noise can lead to serious health problems such as sleep
disturbances, cardiovascular diseases, annoyance, cognitive disturbances, psychic problems
and many others.
On the basis of medical researches, it was discovered that the noise level up to 30 dB does not
have any impact on human health (Figure 133). The level from 30 to 65 dB can be disturbing,
and the level above 65 dB has negative effects. The noise above 90 dB causes hearing damage,
and the level above 120 dB causes permanent deafness, pain and sometime also death of a
human. The permissible noise level in Slovakia during a day is 60 dB and in the night it is 50
dB. According to doctors, the level of 65 dB represents a limit value, from which the nervous
system starts to be influenced.

Figure 133 Pyramid of noise effects [176] [177]

14.2 NOISE IN EUROPE
Pollution of the environment by surrounding noise is related to noise emitted by road transport,
railway and aerial transport, industry, building and other outdoor activities.
Comparison of types of transport with regard to volume of citizens exposed to noise
The road transport is the most dominant source of noise in Europe. It is estimated that
approximately 125 million people are affected by road transport noise level Lden greater than 55
dB, including more than 37 million people, who are subjected to noise level Lden of more than 65
dB (Figure 134).
After noise caused by road transport, inhabitants are subjected to excessive noise level caused
by transportation in the following order:




Railway transport - approx. 8 million people are subjected to noise level Lden > 55 dB
Aerial transport - almost 3 million people are subjected to noise level Lden > 55 dB
Industry - 300.000 people are subjected to noise level Lden > 55 dB

Lden is a common indicator in the EU, which corresponds to the average noise level within the
day, evening and night, to which a person is subjected within one year.
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Figure 134 Number of people exposed to noise Lden in Europe > 55dB in EEA member
countries (2012): reported and estimated data [177]
The aerial transport is one of the quietest transports (with exception of naval transport) with
regard to effect of noise upon the inhabitants. It is caused by one reason almost all airports are
located in uninhabited areas, or in sufficient distance from inhabited areas. Therefore, there are
only few cases when the inhabitants complaint of the noise emitted by the airplanes.
The noisier type than the aerial transport is the railway transport, infrastructure of which is
located also in the inhabited areas, even though only marginally. The railway transport needs to
be divided into freight and passenger transport. In comparison with the freight transport, the
passenger transport is more advanced and sophisticated. It is so because high demands on
simplicity, maintenance-free and low price are put on the freight transport. Therefore, it is the
freight transport that is submitted with regard to effects of noise on the inhabitants.
Specified road transport, either passenger or freight one, is the most critical with regard to the
number of inhabitants exposed to the excessive noise level. Its infrastructure is situated mostly
in inhabited areas, and it is multiple timed more frequent than the railway transport. Therefore,
it would be suitable for the EU Commission to think of requirements for noise reduction laid on
the road transport in comparison with the freight railway transport.
Sources of noise
Noise emissions of road and railway vehicles can be divided into the following types:





engine noise – combustion and a compression-ignition engine,
rolling noise – rolling of wheels on the road or rails,
aerodynamic noise – air flow around the vehicle,
noise caused by air flow through cooling and venting system of the vehicle.
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Figure 135 Mechanism of emissions emitted by rolling movement of wheel on rail

A dominant source of noise in motor and railway vehicles is noise caused by rolling of wheels
on road or on rails. The rolling noise is dominant within the speed range from 60 to 200km/h,
and it is caused by interaction of wheel surface irregularity with surface of either road or rail (
Figure 135).
Noise caused by engine is dominant in both transports from the speed of approximately 60 km/h,
and the aerodynamic noise is dominant in case of speed higher than 200km/h in case of railway
vehicles, and in road vehicles it rises together with the rolling noise.
The aerial transport shows the highest absolute values of the noise level in comparison with
road and railway transport. At the start of a jet plane, the noise level is approximately 140 dB
until a plane reaches its flying height. But with regard to affecting the inhabitants, aerial transport
belongs among the least disturbing types of transportation.

14.3 LIMIT VALUES OF NOISE FOR ROAD AND
RAILWAY TRANSPORT
Motor and railway vehicles have almost identical methodology for measurement of noise level
of vehicle passing by in a constant speed. Therefore, this chapter will be aimed at requirements
at and comparison of the noise limit values defined by the EU Commission for both types of
transportation.
Motor vehicles
The applicable directive 2007/46/EC [178] defines the limits of the noise level for the motor
vehicles. Reduction of the noise limits is divided into three phases:
1st phase shall be applicable since July 1, 2016

- noise limit value 82 dB *

2nd phase shall be applicable since July 1, 2020

- noise limit value 81 dB *

3rd phase shall be applicable since July 1, 2024

- noise limit value 79 dB *

* In comparison with freight railway transport, the limit values of freight motor vehicles with the
nominal power from 75 kW to 250 kW were considered.
Railway vehicles
The applicable directive 1304/2014 [179] defines the limits of the noise level for the railway
vehicles. Reduction of the noise limits is divided into two phases whereby in the second phase,
a drastic reduction of the noise limits is present (Figure 136):
1st phase is applicable since July 1, 2015

- noise limit value 83 dB

2nd phase shall be applicable since July 1, 2018

- noise limit value 75 dB [180]
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Development of noise limit values in freight transport
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Figure 136: Development of noise limit values of freight transportation during operation
in constant speed, period from 2006 to 2024
Proposed reduction of the noise limit value for the railway transport is very rapid in comparison
with gradual reduction for the road transport.

14.4 REDUCTION OF NOISE IN RAILWAY TRANSPORT
Technical measures
Parameters affecting the noise, its reduction respectively, are as follows:


Roughness (acoustic) of the wheel rolling surface and the rail head



Wheel dampers



Rail dampers



Composite brake blocks (they make the wheel tread smoother)



Disc brake (does not interfere with the wheel tread)



Noise barriers

Within development of freight wagons, the manufacturers try to apply some of known solutions,
which demonstrably lead to reduction of noise emissions. Among the know solutions belong for
example application of brakes that do not make the wheel profile rougher. We are not speaking
about the composite brake blocks, which are mandatory today for newly manufactured wagons,
but about the disc brake. From operation, it is known that it is possible to reduce the noise level
by 2 dB after application of the disc brake instead of the standard mechanical brake with the
composite brake blocks.
Another possible solution is an acoustic optimisation of the wheel shape and its material. This
type of wheels already exists, but it can be used only with the disc brakes. Wheels with straight
disc are not designed for such great thermal loading, and they would not resist temperatures
created during application of the composite brake block to the wheel tread.
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There are known elements and material that are able to absorb vibrations, and thus they are able
to reduce emitting of noise into environment. They are the wheel noise dampers (Syope from
Luchini 1000,-€ on wheelset, only for the disc brake), rails and damping coatings (problem with
maintenance, for a sufficient effect a thick coating is necessary, which subsequently complicates
inspection of potential cracks). Application of these elements leads to increase of the wagon tare,
and it also leads to significant increase of an overall wagon purchase price.
Introduction of the „track friendly“ bogies with a possibility of radial adjustment of wheelsets in a
curve solves only a problem of screeching sound during curve negotiation, i.e. only one part of
a complex problem of noise, beyond the requirement of TSI Noise [179].
Covering of wheelsets or bogies meets with dislike of operators, and for reduction of noise, it is
necessary to perform a noise optimization of covers with regard to usable free space within the
running gauge.
All solutions for noise reduction lead to enormous increase of infrastructure costs and vehicle
costs in the whole process of life cycle costs – from purchasing of a new vehicle, through
maintenance up to its disposal at the end of its life time. Wagon owners and infrastructure owners
are different, and each of them has its own view of the problem. Today, high demands are put
on low price and low weight in the freight railway transport. Therefore, customers are not willing
to spend additional costs for reduction of noise emissions without an additional support, and to
find a compromise for financing by a bonus system in the form of allowances for operation of
quiet wagons. As the first attempt in this field we can mention the Commission regulation no.
2015/429/EU. It defines the additional bonuses for “noiseless” trains and for “very quiet” rolling
stock.
Example of noise reduction in freight wagons
In the following example, it is mentioned that freight wagon wheelset and rail equally contributes
to the overall noise level, without an effect of the noise barriers. In order to achieve the overall
reduction of noise, it is necessary to perform modifications at the level of wagons, as well as on
the level of the infrastructure (Figure 137).
TODAY

A.

B.

C.

Figure 137: Influence of reduction of particular rolling noise contributors (Wheel - Rail)
on the overall noise
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A. By technical measures applied to the VEHICLE, we can reduce its noise by 6 dB. If
we do not apply any measures to the INFRASTRUCTURE, the overall noise will be
reduced only by 1 dB.
B. By technical measures applied to the INFRASTRUCTURE, the overall noise will be
reduced by 4 dB.
C. After combination of technical measures applied to the VEHICLE as well as to the
INFRASTRUCTURE, the overall noise will be reduced “ONLY“ by 6 dB to 77 dB
On the basis of specified comparison it is clear that modifications applied only to the WAGON
cannot bring reduction of the noise level under the limit value proposed in TSI Noise = 75 dB. If
we apply measures to the VEHICLE and to the INFRASTRUCTURE at the same time, we can
reach the level of 77 dB.
Evaluation
Rolling noise of railway vehicles is caused by rolling of an irregular wheel on an irregular rail in
wheel-rail contact. Therefore, only through combination of measures for vehicle and track a
potential for reduction of the overall noise level can be achieved. TSI Noise should clearly define
that the overall reduction potential can be applied only when measures for wagons and also for
infrastructure are applied together. Therefore, the European legislative for noise emissions of
railway vehicles shall stress both these elements.
The limit value shall represent a “mean value” of actually achievable values, and not to be set
below the minimal achievable value. If it be to the contrary, it will mean a collapse of wagon
manufacturing within the European Union. In case the limit value of -5 dB, in comparison with
the existing limit value of 83dB, is introduced, almost all existing newly manufactured freight
wagons would not meet the new limit value (Figure 138).

Figure 138: Database of performed noise measurements of freight wagons manufactured by
Tatravagónka during pass-by noise at v = 80km/h (42 measurements from 2007 to 2013)
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14.5 CONCLUSION
To stress that planned reduction of the noise level limits in the railway transport is set to be very
rapid, and the limits can be met only after a significant effort. It is possible to approach these limits,
but only if infrastructure will also participate at noise reduction. All modifications that need to be
performed, either on wagons or on infrastructure, are costly. Therefore, it is necessary to introduce
a financial motivation, in the form of benefits, which will at least partially compensate costs connected
with the ambitious plans of the EU. It is also necessary to raise the question why the equally high
demands upon the noise level reduction are not put on the road transport? It is the road transport
that is the noisiest and the most disturbing transport with regard to affecting the inhabitants.

15. CURRENT PRODUCT TECHNOLOGIES
15.1 RUNNING GEARS – JOINING MATERIALS AND
PRODUCTION METHODS
The basic constructional material for building of the bearing elements of the freight wagon bogies is
plain constructional steel of 1.2 group according to CEN ISO TR 15 608 with the yield strength up to
355MPa. The standard representative of used constructional steel for welded bearing parts is the
steel S 355J2+N according to EN 10 025-2, for welded castings E 300-520MSC2 according to
UIC840-2. Also other types of steels with specific properties, such as friction Mn-plates made of X
120 Mn12 - UIC 893 Cat. E, are applied for the special elements in design solutions for welding.
The nature of production of welded design elements of the bogies starts at material cutting and at
production of the input parts. In this field, all progressive technologies of thermal cutting are applies,
such as oxygen cutting, plasma cutting, laser cutting (Figure 139, Figure 140, Figure 141). Specified
technologies can be applied at the robotized workstation, or at the portal cutting (also multi-torch)
CNC machines with the possibility to tilt the torch, which enables, in many cases, production the final
shape of the required part with the individual cutting, i.e. without a need of subsequent shot blasting.

Figure 139: Technological part of the plasma cutting machine with tilting cutting head
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Figure 140: Cutting machine for oxygen cutting

Figure 141: Technological part of the laser cutting machine

In Europe, bogies under freight wagons are used as whole-welded constructions. So a bearing
technology for their manufacture is represented by welding. Because of that, this technology is very
important, and it is a subject of a special care. It is reflected in the field of certification of the
production company, in the qualification of personnel participating in the creation of the technological
processes, as well as in the production itself and in the weldment inspection. The bearing welding
technology applied in the bogie production is welding with an electric arc in the shielding gas of an
active gas with melting electrode (MAG). With regard to increase the production effectiveness, as
well as the production safety, an emphasis is put to the automation of welding of bogie bearing parts,
and to application of high-productive alternatives of MAG welding (tandem welding etc.).
High level of welding automation during bogie production is represented mainly by (Figure 142):






Robotized and automated welding of bogie cross-beams
Robotized welding of bogie longitudinal beams
Robotized welding of bogie frames
Robotized welding of brake triangles
Robotized welding of cross-beam subassemblies (webs, bogie pivot)
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Figure 142: Welding robots

In the individual process of welding, the WPS production procedures according to the standard ISO
15609-1, approved according to the standards ISO 15614-1, ISO 15614-13, ISO 15613, are applied.
Welding sequences are proposed with regard to minimize deformations during welding.
An emphasis is put also to the qualification of the welders and operators. For that purpose,
establishment of the welding school, certified for education of the welding personnel according to
the requirements of the standards ISO 9606-1, ISO 9606-1, ISO 14732, is a great contribution.
Development of production capacities, as well as permanently increasing demands upon quality from
the customer, brings constant needs for modernization and expansion of capabilities of nondestructive (NDT) and destructive inspection of welds and materials, as well as shape and
dimensional characteristics of weldments. Today, we can perform NDT within the scope of VT, MT,
PT, RT, UT and DT – in the field of hardness measurement, tensile and bending test, notch impact
test, macroscopic test, spectral analysis of metals.
For 3D measurement of weldments (Figure 143), a stationary workstation is available, as well as
highly precise portable device with measuring radius up to 25 m.

Figure 143: Portable 3D measuring device
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15.2 WAGON DESIGN – JOINING MATERIALS AND
PRODUCTION METHODS
Used materials
The constructional material that is most frequently used for building of the freight wagons is plain
constructional steel of 1.2 group according to CEN ISO TR 15 608 with the yield strength up to
355MPa. Generally, for the bearing parts of the chassis frames, such as longitudinal beams and
cross beams, steels in normalized condition with 355MP yield strength are used; a characteristic
representative is the steel S 355J2+N according to EN 10 025-2. Specified types of steels are
applied with the guaranteed impact strength at -20°C, or at -40°C after customer requirement.
In the last period, increased demands of customers for reduction of wagon weights lead to necessity
to apply steels with higher yield strength.
Generally, in new modern constructions, the fine-grained normalized steels with the yield strength
up to 460MPa (group 1.3 according to CEN ISO TR 15 608) are used for bearing elements of the
chassis frames. A characteristic representative of this steel type is the steel S460N according to EN
10 025-3.
For the superstructure elements, such as stanchions, front walls and side walls and other
superstructure elements, thermo-mechanically processed fine-grained steels with the yield strength
up to 690MPa are effectively used. These are steels of 2.2 group according to CEN ISO TR 15 608.
A characteristic representative of this steel type is the steel S500MC - S690MC according to EN
10 149-2. Alternatively, steels with increased yield strength in heat-treated conditions are used for
this purpose. These are steels of 3.1 according to CEN ISO TR 15 608. A characteristic
representative of this steel type is the steel S500QT - S690QT according to EN 10 025-6. A wider
application of specified types (M, Q) of high-strength steels is restricted mainly by their greater
sensitivity for reduction of mechanical properties in case of incorrect intervention during repairs,
caused by wagon operation, as well as insufficient equipment (qualification, technical) of available
repair shops.
In smaller scale, in selected nodes of mainly wagon superstructures and in cases when it is required
by the given design solution, also other types of constructional materials are used such as rust-proof
austenitic steels of 8.1 group according to CEN ISO TR 15 608, aluminium alloys of 22 group
according to CEN ISO TR 15 608 and other. For welding, the filler materials that meet the minimal
requirements for the basic materials are used.
Technology and production
The nature of production of welded design elements of the wagons starts at material cutting and at
production of the input parts. In this field, all progressive technologies of thermal cutting are applies,
such as oxygen cutting, plasma cutting, laser cutting (Figure 144, Figure 145, Figure 146). Specified
technologies can be applied at the robotized workstation, or at the portal cutting (also multi-torch)
CNC machines with the possibility to tilt the torch, which enables, in many cases, to manufacture the
final shape of the required part with the individual cutting, i.e. without a need of subsequent shot
blasting.
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Figure 144: Technological part of the plasma cutting machine with tilting cutting head

Figure 145: Cutting machine for oxygen cutting

Figure 146: Technological part of the laser cutting machine

Bearing frames of the freight wagons are used as whole-welded constructions. So a main technology
for their manufacture is represented by welding. Because of that, this technology is very important,
and it is a subject of a special care. It is reflected in the field of certification of the production company,
in the qualification of personnel participating in the creation of the technological processes, as well
as in the production itself and in the weldment inspection. The dominant welding technology applied
in the wagon production is welding with an electric arc in the shielding gas of an active gas with
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melting electrode (MAG). With regard to increase the production effectiveness, as well as the
production safety, an emphasis is put to the automation of welding of wagon bearing parts, and to
application of high-productive alternatives of welding.
For welding automation (Figure 147), the subassemblies with larger range of welds and with typical
elements for different wagon types are the most suitable. For this purpose, the following
subassemblies are suitable:






Main and additional wagon cross beams
Longitudinal beams
End walls, side walls, roofs
Stanchions
And other.

Figure 147: Automatic welding of longitudinal beams (left), robot for welding of large
weldments (right)

In the individual process of welding, the WPS production procedures according to the standard ISO
15609-1, approved according to the standards ISO 15614-1, ISO 15614-13, ISO 15613, are applied.
Welding sequences are proposed with regard to minimize deformations during welding.
An important element for the production safety is also provision of welding in the basic welding
positions by means of suitable positioners and welding jigs (Figure 148).
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Figure 148: Positioning of discharging wagon body (left), positioning of wagon
subassemblies (right)

An emphasis is put also to the qualification of the welders and operators. For that purpose,
establishment of the welding school, certified for education of the welding personnel according to
the requirements of the standards ISO 9606-1, ISO 9606-1, ISO 14732, is a great contribution.
Development of production capacities, as well as permanently increasing demands upon quality from
the customer, brings constant needs for modernization and expansion of capabilities of nondestructive (NDT) and destructive inspection of welds and materials, as well as shape and
dimensional characteristics of weldments. Today, during wagon manufacture, we can perform NDT
within the scope of VT, MT, PT, RT, UT and DT – on the production samples in the range of hardness
measurement, tensile and bending test, notch impact test, macroscopic test, spectral analysis of
metals.
An important element for securing of functionality and long operational life of the wagons is also
meeting dimensional and shape characteristics. For that purpose, within the production process, the
dimensional characteristics verified by means of single-purpose devices, as well as by means of
precise universal measuring devices (Figure 149).

Figure 149: Portable 3D measuring device (left), single-purpose measurement station for
chassis frames (right)
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ANNEX: PATENT OVERVIEW. FREIGHT RAILWAY WHEELS IN EUROPE
Patent
Number
Author(s)
Company

Claims (brief description)

1

Freight railway wheel with high braking
capacity
WO2008015712 (A1)
Lomabrdi - Lundén
Lucchini
Middle line of web ends in points A-B, which
are at the flange-side respect to the
symmetry line, with the centers of curvature
on the other side.
Two inflexion points D (transition to rim)-E
(transition to hub). Their tangents to the
middle line b building an angle of between
90° and 120°
Point C, tangent to a parallel to the middle
line and on the other side of middle line than
A-B

Railway wheel

Railway wheel

US2014300122 (A1)
Golyshkov, Kerentsev
Vyksa

EP1225065 (A1)
Fernánder, Galarza
CAF

Outer face of the rim ist almost tangential to
outer face second curvature of the web

D: Wheel radius, L: Rim width
External:
R1,R2: 0.04-0.05*D
R3: 0.08-0.1*D
R4: 0.07-0.09*D

2

Inner rim diameter = 1.2-1.4*diameter of C

3

Internal:
Distance between middle plane and C: 20-30 R1: 0.08-0.1*D
mm
R2, R3: 0.06-0.08*D
R4: 0.04-0.06*D

4

Radius between D and C: 29-50 mm

Joints of web with rim and hub are at the
outside side of middle line
Radius of curvature of outside faces are
similar

Offset P1<0.08*L opposite flange side
Offset Pmax: 0.35-0.4*L opposite flange side Radius of curvature of inside faces are similar
Offset P2<0.1*L flange side
web thickness@P1/@P2=0.7-0.11
web thickness@Pmax/@P2=0.7-0.9

5

Radius between C and E: 90-200 mm

The outer surface of first curvature has same
center, concavity and radius than the joint
radius between rim and web, and the outer
surface of third curvature has samen center,
concavity and radius than the joint radius
betweem hub and web.

6

Radius between A and D: 22-60 mm

Joint point between web and hub is close to
the middle plane

7

Radius between E and B: 100-400 mm

8
9
10

Drawing

11
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Patent

Stable railway wheel

Out of gauge resistant railroad wheel

Seamless rolled wheel of railway vehicle

Number
Author(s)
Company

PT1440817 (E)
Pavco, Vampola, Zima
Bonatrans

EP0798136 (A1)
Broucke, Demilly, Catot
Valdunes

DE3117572 (A1)
Reikh, Filla, Pol
Rafil

1

Curved web with a serpentine shape, formed
symmetrically about a meridian line, which
crosses median plane P at the intersection
Central part of curved web is straight, and it
point (point of inflexion), with the junctions
lies between several curvatures or straight
between plate and hub (first junction point)
sections
and plate and web (second junction point)
symmetrically distributed at echa side of
median plane.

Joint points of axis of symmetry between rim
and web, and between rim and hub are
upon the central plane (defined by circle of
measurement)
Joint points of axis of symmetry between rim
and web, and between rim and hub are both
at the same side of the central plane

Claims (brief description)

2

The radius of intersection point ranges
between 0.5 and 0.65 times the radius of the
wheel

Distance between P and the tangence points
of meridian line to rim and hub is
approximately the same
The web has a curved shape between first
junction point and intersection point, an a
Joint points of axis of symmetry between rim
curved shape between intersection point and
and web, and between rim and hub are both
second junction point. Both sections are
on opposite sides of the central plane
symmetrically arranged respect to the
intersection point.

3

4

The shape of the middle line of the web is
defined by the function y = d/2*(1cos(2*pi*x/l)), where l is the length of web
and d the depth of the curvature.
The thickness of web, h, is almost constant
for x in the range (0,1).
Moreover, h/l>0.1; d/l>0.15

Joint points of axis of symmetry between rim
and web, and between rim and hub are one The mentioned curved shapes are made of
on the central plane and the other on either circular arcs
side of it

5

Radiuses of these circular arcs are longer
Distance between P1 and P2 is maximum
than half the radial distance between first
0.35 of rim width
and second junction points
The flange is on the same side than the
second juntion point respect to P
The thickness of the web decreases
monotonicly
The thickness of the web decreases lineraly
The mid thickness is reached at the
intersection point
Claims 11-18 are referred to the chemical
composition and the production process

6
7
8
9
10

Drawing

11
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